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Surface Mapping Classes and 

Heegaard Decompositions of 3-Manifolds 

(ABSTRACT) 

.'ling .Cu 

The thesis is constituted in bvo parts. The first part including the first four 

chapters concentrates on the surface mapping class groups. The second part 

including the last three chapters focuses on their applications in the 3-manifold 

theory. 

Chapters I, II, and III show a new set of three generators L, N and T 

of the surface mapping class groups .A19 and investigate their topological and 

algebraic properties. Chapter IV finds a finite set of generators of the subgroup 

Kg, which consists of the mapping classes that can be extended to a solid 

handlebody, in words of the generators of .;\ltg given in the earlier chapters. 

Chapter V describes all Heegaard decompositions of the 3-sphere, and relates 

the homology 3-spheres to the elements of the Torelli subgroups. Chapter VI 

presents a new proof of the fundamental theorem of Kirby calculus on links by 

using the presentation of }v1. 9 . The most important result of the thesis, which 

answers a question asked long ago about the stable equivalence of Heegaard 

decompositions of 3-manifolds, is proved in Chapter VII. vVe quote it here: 

Theorem VII.l.l. A.ny two Heegaard decompositions of the same genus of 

a 3-manifold of genus g are stably equivalent by adding no more than 3g - :3 

trivial handles. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The surface mapping class gro·ups. consisting of the isotopy classes of the 

orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms of the surfaces, have been stud

ied in many areas of mathematics. The theme of this thesis is concerned with 

their group-theoretical and topological properties, and their applications in 

3-manifold topology. Since a good way to understand 3-manifolds is via their 

Heegaard decompositions and the sewing maps of the Heegaard decomposi

tions are usually described in the surface mapping classes, any property of 

the mapping class groups may lead to some knmvledge of the 3-manifolds. 

In order to study the mapping class groups, it is very helpful to choose 

a convenient family of generators. Dehn ((Dl]) proved that any orienta

tion preserving surface self-homeomorphism is isotopic to a composition of 

the 360° -twists, now called Dehn twists, of some simple closed curves in the 

surface. The first set of finitely many generators for the mapping class group 

A1 9 of the closed orientable surface of genus g was given by Lickorish ((L2]). 

which is formed by 3g -1 Dehn twists. Humphries ( (H2]) reduced the number 

of the Lickorish generators to 2g + 1 and showed that the number 2g + 1 is 

the smallest number of twist generators. The complete presentation of the 

1 
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group M 9 was first found by Birman-Hilden ([BHl]) for genus g = 2, and by 

Hatcher-Thurston ( [HT]) and vVaj nry b ( [W2]) for higher genera. In general. 

most of the results for the closed orientable surfaces can be rephrased to the 

punctured surfaces. surfaces with boundary, or non-orientable surfaces in a 

similar manner. 

The Lickorish twist generators have been widely studied since they are 

very simple topologically. But they are hard to deal with directly in algebraic 

discussions, which certainly are also important in various studies of topology. 

Thus, the first three chapters of the thesis focus on the construction of a 

new set of generators. much small in number, of the mapping class group 

.i'-1 9 , whose algebraic descriptions are straightforward, and whose topological 

interpretations are still very clear and strongly related with the Lickorish 

generators. 

In Chapter I, we begin with genus one casP, i.e. the torus case. vVe 

not only give a simple proof of the presentation of the group ;\-1 1 by giving 

a canonical form for each element of .-"1 1 , but also show the similarity of 

construction of its generators to those of the mapping class groups of higher 

genera. 

In Chapter II, we disscuss the genus two case, the first nontrivial sit

uation. An algorithm for writing an arbitrary mapping class in the new 

generators, which gives also a new proof of Dehn's and Lickorish's work, is 

built. From Birman-Hilden's presentation, we derive a simple presentation of 

the group J\-1 2 with two generators and six relations. Consequently. \Ve also 

obtain a simple presentation of the Siegel modular group Sp( 4, 71..). 

Chapter III is the generalization of Chapter II to higher genera. Surely 
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it cannot be done straightforwardly since the nature of higher genera is quite 

different from that of genus one and two. The theorem \\'e are going to show 

is the following: 

Theoren1 III.1.3. The mappmg class group .;\It g, g 2 3, of the closed 

orientable surface of genus g admits a presentation of three generators L. N 

and T and 3g + 4 defining relations. 

As direct applications, in Section 4 we will show the abelianization of 

the group Mg, we will illustrate explicitly all outer-automorphisms of the 

group ./\It g by using a theorem of Ivanov, and we will study a set of normal 

generators of Torelli subgroup. In the last section of the chapter we will 

derive a simple presentation of the Siegel modular group Sp(2g, Z). 

Chapter IV concentrates on the subgroup Kg of the extendible map

ping classes, i.e. the mapping classes given by the self-homeomorphisms of 

the surface which can be extended to some self-homeomorphism of the solid 

handlebody. This subgroup plays an important role in, for example, the 

equivalence relation of Heegaard decompositions ([B5],[Wl],etc.), the spe

cial Heegaard decompositions of 3-manifolds ( [B6]), the study of sliceness of 

the fibred knots ([CGl]), etc. \Ve describe some special extendible mapping 

classes and show that the subgroup Kg is finitely generated. This was first 

known by Suzuki ([S2]) and Powell ([P2]). However, the set of generators 

gi\·en by us is smaller and is easily described in terms of the words of the gen

erators of the group ;\It g discussed in earlier chapters. In the last section, a set 

of normal generators of the twist group Tg of the handlebody is given. This 

group is a non-finitely-generated normal subgroup of the extendible mapping 

class group Kg· 
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Chapter V, as applications of Chapter IV, \vill show explicitly all Hee

gaard decompositions of the 3-sphere in terms of mapping classes, which 

answers a question asked in Hempel's ([Hl], p.l64) book, by using a mce 

result of \Valdhausen ( [Wl]). Then we will give a simple proof of a theorem 

of Birman ([B3]) that. any genus-g Heega.ard decomposition of a. homology 

3-sphere can be described by an element of the Torelli subgroup I 9 of .:V! 9 , i.e. 

the subgroup of mapping classes whose induced maps in the first homology 

group of the surface are equal to the identity. 

In Chapter VI. we relate surgeries on links and Heegaard decomposi

tions, relate framed links and surface mapping classes, and give a simple 

proof of the fundamental theorem of Kirby calculus by using the presen

tation of the surface mapping class groups. This problem has been under 

consideration since the presentation of the mapping class groups was known. 

Instead of proving Kirby's original version, we \\·ill prove directly the simpler 

version of Fenn-Rourke ( [FR]) that any two integer framed links determine 

the same 3-manifold if and only if they are related by adding or cancelling 

a ± 1 framed unknotted component by doing the corresponding surgery. i.e. 

by !{±1-moves. Clearly, this gives a connection between two main methods 

describing 3-manifolds: the surgeries on links and the Heegaard decomposi

tions. In addition, if two framed links determine the same 3-manifold our 

proof shows an algorithm about how to relate them by !{±1-moves. 

The most important result in the thesis is proved in Chapter VIL which 

answers a question asked a long time ago. 

Theore1n VII.l.l. A.nJ· t·wo Heegaard decompositions of the same genus 

of a 3-manifold of genus g are stably equivalent by adding no more than 3g- 3 
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trivial handles. 

Historically, the stable equivalence theorem of Heegaard decompositions 

of 3-manifolds was proved in 1933 simultanously by Singer ([Sl]) and Rei

demeister ([R]). In 1968, \Valdhausen ([Wl]) proved the uniqueness of the 

equivalence classes of Heegaard surfaces in § 3 and § 2 x § 1 . In 1983, Bonahon 

and Otal ([BO]) gave the same result for the lens spaces. The existence of 

non-equivalent classes was found first by Engmann in 1970, then by Birman, 

Gonza1es-Acuna and T\Iontesinos ([BGM]) in 1976 even in some genus two 

prime homology 3-spheres. Recently, Boileau, Rost, Zieschang ( [BRZ]) and 

~Ioriah ([M4]) classified the genus two Heegaard surfaces of the Seifert fibred 

spaces with two and three exceptional fibers over a disk, and they notice 

surprisingly that there are non-equivalent classes of Heegaard decompositions 

in most 3-manifolds. Furthermore, Casson and Gordon ([CG2]) gave some 

3-manifolds which admit irreducible Heegaard decompositions of arbitrarily 

high genus in 1986. Therefore, Theorem VII.l.1 is the only kind of result one 

can expect. 

As a consequence, we obtain the following result: 

Theoren1 VII.1.2. An algorithm to detect the equivalence classes of Hee

gaard decompositions of the same genus implies an algorithm to detect the 

stable equivalence classes of Heegaard decompositions of 3-manifolcls. 

The main technique used throughout the thesis is to study the image of 

some system of basecircles of the given surface. 

Now. let's start from the basic definitions, notations. and conventions 

·which we \vill use throughout. 
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Figure 0.1 

Dehn twists 

Let F = F g,b.p be an oriented surface of genus g with b boundary com

ponents and with p fixed points. Let 1 be a simple closed curve in the surface 

F. The Dehn twist D 1 of the curve 1 is defined to be the homeotopy class 

obtained by cutting open the surface along the cirde I· holding one side with 

the positive face outside and negative face inside. rwisting 360° convention

ally in the clocbvise direction. gluing back, and cL. 1osing the new position to 

be the image of the original point. (Figure 0.1 ). :.lore precisely. let N = N(;) 

be a tubular neighborhood of~~ with coordinates 

{ 3 ') •) } .:.V = (x.y,::)ER I x-+y-=1. 0~::~1. 

so that the positive face is outside and negative face is inside of the piece 

of cylinder, the Dehn twist D; is defined to be the homeotopy class of the 

self-homeomorphism f. where f leaves the outside of the neighborhood :.V 

fixed, and its restriction in .:.V is given by the formula: 

( t cos 8. t sin 8.:: )f = ( t cos( 8 + 2r.:: ). t sin( 8 + 2r.:: ), :: ). 

for any point ( t cos f). t sin f). ::) E :.V. 
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Consider an arc a: transversally crossing the circle ~(, its image of D~~ 

is obviously obtained from the original one by turning right and going one 

round around 1 at each intersection point with I· 

Homeotopy classes 

Let F g,b,p be an orient able surface of genus g with b boundary compo

nents and with p fixed points. Let H omeo(F g,b,p) denote the group of the 

self-homeomorphisms of the surface Fg,b,p which keeps the p points fixed, 

and let H omeo+(F g,b.p) denote the subgroup consisting of the orientation

preserving self-homeomorphisms. Then, the group 

.. vt 9 ,b.p = rro(Homeo(Fg,b,p)) 

of the isotopy classes of the self-homeomorphisms of the surface Fg,b,p is called 

the homeotopy gro·np of the surface F g,b,p, and the group 

of the isotopy classes of the orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms of 

the surface F g,b,p is called the mapping class gro·np of the surface F g,b,p· An 

element of .iVl g,b,p is called a homeotopy class, and an element of ,\,/( g,b,p is 

called a mapping class. As a usual convention, when p = 0 the index (g, b,p) 

will be denoted by ( g, b), and when p = b = 0 the index ( g, b, p) ·will be denoted 

simply by g. All these groups will act on the right, i.e. the composition c.p · ~· 

means first apply :;; then ~·. 

Since most of our work concerns only on the closed surfaces, i.e. p = 

b = 0, or for some technical reasons the surface F 9 .1 with one boundary 
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component, or the surface F 9 ,0 ,1 = (F 9 ~ 0) with one fixed point 0. we limit 

our discussion to only these three cases. 

Let F 9 be a closed orientable surface of genus g unknottedly embedded in 

the 3-sphere § 3 , which divides the 3-sphere § 3 into two solid handle bodies H 9 

and H~. Let D. be a small disk with boundary circle denoted by 8 embedded 

in the surface F g, then \Ve obtain the surface F g,l = F g - D.. Let 0 E 8 

denote a chosen fixed point, called the basepoint of F9 , in the surface F 9 , 

then we have the punctured surface F 9 ,0 ,1 = (F 9 , 0), (Figure 0.2). 

Figure 0.2 

Observation: 1) If we denote by H omeo(F9 ,1 , 8) the subgroup of the group 

H omeo(F g,l) consisting of the self-homeomorphisms which leave the bound

ary circle 8 pointwise fixed, clearly 

H omeo(F 9 ,1 , 8) C H omeo(F 9 , 0) C H omeo(F 9 ), 

since we may extend it to self-homeomorphism of the surface F 9 which leaves 

the small disk D. pointwise fixed. 
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2) Let tp and ~, be two elements of H omeo(F 9 ,1 , 6), i.e. two self-homeo

morphism of the surface F 9 leaving the small disk .6. fixed. It is easy to see 

that, if tp and~, determine the same homeotopy class in .;\.lt 9 ,1 , they determine 

the same homeotopy class in .;\It 9 ,o .1 . And if tp and 1/J determine the same 

homeotopy class in .,\.lt 9 ,0 ,1 • they determine the same homeotopy class in ,.1\.;{ 9 . 

3) Since in each homeotopy class of either M 9 or ;\It 9 ,0 ,1 or .i\.lt 9 ,1 there 

is some self-homeomorphism which leaves the small disk .6. pointwise fixed, 

we have the following sequence of epimorphisms: 

~ ~ 

rro(Homeo(F 9 ,1,6)) ~ .;\.lt 9 ,1 ~ .i\.lt 9 ,o,1 ~ .i\.lt 9 . 

Considering the actions of these groups on the corresponding surface funda

mental groups, the following isomorphisms are well known: 

and 

rro( H omeo(F 9 .1, 8)) "' Aut( rr1 ( F g,1 1 0) ), 

.; \It g, 1 "' .4. tl t ( 7r 1 ( F g .1 ' 0)) I < () >' 

.;\It 9,o.1 "' Aut( rr1 (F 9 , 0) ), 

.;\.1 9 "'Out(7r1 (F9 ,0)), 

where Aut( G) is the group of a.utomorphisms of the group G, Out( G) is the 

group of outer-a.utomorphisms of the group G, and 6 is the inner-automor

phism corresponding to the circle 6 = [a1 , bi] · · · [a 9 , b9 ] which is exactly a. 

Dehn twist of the circle 6. Back to the sequence: the kernel of the first epi

morphism is generated by the Dehn t-vvist of the curve 6. the kernel of second 

epimorphism is gi-v"en by the kernel of the epimorphism from the fundamental 

group rr1 (F 9 ,1) to the group 71" 1 (F 9 , 0), i.e. letting 6 = 1. and the last one is 

given by allowing the basepoint to move around. 
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Now we can grve an algebraic description for the homeotopy classes. 

First we need a definition. A collection of 2g oriented simple closed curves 

based at the point 0 in the surface F 9 is called a system of basecnn,es of 

the surface F 9 , if it is the image of the collection of curves pictured in Figure 

0.2 under some orientation preserving self-homeomorphism of the surface F 9 . 

Or equivalently, if we have the following conditions: 

i) a i n a j = { 0}, a i n b j = { 0}, and bi n b j = { 0}, for any i, j = 1, · · · . g. 

g 

IJ[ai, bi] 1. 
i=l 

iii) There is a small disk neighborhood W of 0. each circle x of the a/s and 

the bi 's intersects VV- { 0} in two arcs: one has the orientation indicated 

towards 0, denoted by x*, and the other one outwards from 0, denoted 

by x*. Around 0 these arcs have the following order: 

Given a fixed system of basecurves B. by the third observation. a homeo

topy class !.p of the group ;\It 9 ,0 .1 or the group J\lt 9 is uniquely determined by 

its image of the basecurves of the system B in the group 7T1 (F 9 , 0). Thus, :p 

can be written in the following form: 

where the (ai)tp's and (bi}i.p's in the branket are denoted to be the homotopy 

classes of the corresponding circles ( ai)tp and ( bi)tp in the group r.1 ( F 9 . 0). 
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Furthermore, for any two such expressions 

p = (B):.p = [(ai)p,(bl}:.p,(a2)y,(b2)y,··· ,(a9 )y,(b9 )p] 

and ~' = ( B ) if' = [ (ad lv' • ( br ) ~· , ( a 2) 1)· , ( b 2 ) 1/• , .. • , (a 9 )¢ , ( b 9 ) 1f)], 

p and ~· define the same homeotopy class in _.~\11 9 , 0 , 1 if and only if 

in the group rr 1 (F9 ,0), for alll::;; i::;; g. Andy and¢ define the same 

homeotopy class in • \It 9 if and only if there exists some element x E rr1 (F 9 , 0) 

such that 

in the group rr1 (F9 .0), for alll::;; i::;; g. 

Similarly, an element of .\It 9 ,1 may also be writ en in terms of 2g elements 

of the fundamental group rr(F9 .1 , 0). 

A system of basecurves 

is said to be canonical, if it satisfies one more condition: 

iv) The circles ai are meridians of the handle body H 9 , and the circles bi are 

meridians of the handlebody H~. 

Notationally, we will not distinguish between a self-homeomorphism of 

the surface and its homeotopy class. And we will always denote the im·erse 

element of a map or an oriented curve by overlining the corresponding letter, 

e.g. J-1 = f. 
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Extendible mapping classes 

Let F 9 be the closed orientable surface of genus g as chosen before. A 

mapping class of .. \It 9 is said to be extendible if it contains a self-homeomor

phism of the surface F 9 which can be extended to a self-homeomorphism of 

the solid handlebody H 9 . \Ve will denote by K 9 the subgroup of the ex

tendible mapping classes for H 9 , which obviously is isomorphic to the map

ping class group of the solid handle body H 9 . Similarly, we will denote by 

Kg' the subgroup of the extendible mapping classes for H~. As we pointed 

out before, the extendible mapping classes will be repeatly used in the last 

several chapters. 

Let 

f (B)f [(al )f, (bl)f, · · ·, (a 9 )f, (b 9 )f]. 

be a mapping class of the group ,\lt 9 . It is easy to see that, f is extendible. if 

and only if the circles ( ai) f bound disks in H 9 , for all 1 :S i :S g, if and only 

if the circles (ai)f are null-homotopic in the group r.(H 9 ), for all 1 :S i :S g, 

and if and only if the words (ai)f are generated by the conjugates of a/s, for 

all 1 :S i :S g. ~/lore about the extendible mapping classes will be discussed 

in Chapter V. 

Heegaard decompositions 

Let F 9 be the closed orient able surface of genus g embedded in § 3 which 

bound two handlebodies H 9 and H~ as vve assumed before. Let f be an 

orientation-preserving self-homeomorphism of the surface F 9 . Then, we con

struct a closed 3-manifold J.lf(j) from f by gluing H 9 and H~ together so 
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that each point X of 8H~ is identified with the point (X )f of aHg, i.e. 

:.\!(f) = H~ U Hg. 
f 

13 

The 3-manifold _\!(f) is called the closed 3-manifold associated to f. By 

the construction. the 3-manifold associated to the identity is the 3-sphere 

itself. Clearly . if f' is another self-homeomorphism of the surface from the 

same mapping class as the map f, the associated 3-manifold A1(f') must 

be homeomorphic to the 3-manifold i\1(f). Thus, the associated 3-manifold 

i\1(f) depends only on the mapping class of f. 

Nmv let .1.11 be an arbitrary closed orientable 3-manifold. A Heegaard 

decomposition of Af is defined to be a homeomorphism h from the 3-manifold 

1.\;f to some 3-manifold i.\1(f) associated to some f. The image of the surface 

F g is called a H eegaard splitting surface, and the mapping class f is called 

a H eegaard sewing map. It has been known for long period that, any 3-

manifold admits some Heegaard decomposition. The fundamental group of 

the 3-manifold Af(f) admits the following presentation: 

Let F and F' be two Heegaard surfaces of the same genus g in the same 

3-manifold ~"A.f. The surfaces F and F' are said to be eq'uivalent if there is 

a self-homeomorphism of .i.\1 which carries F into F'. And they are said to 

be stably equivalent by adding r trivial handles, if adding r trivial handles to 

both surfaces F and F' the two new obtained genus g + r Heegaard surfaces 

are equivalent. These relations will be more discussed in Chapters V. VI, and 

VII. 
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Suppose the genus g Heegaard decompositions (Af, F) and (Af, F') are 

described by the surface mapping classes f and f' from the group A1 9 . It is 

easy to see that. they are equivalent if and only if there are some extendible 

mapping classes a- E Kg' and T E K 9 so that 

either J' a- fr, or J' O" Jr. 

Similarly, the stable equivalence relation can be also translated in the lan

guage of the surface mapping classes. The detail can be found in Chapter 

VII. 

Surgeries on knots and links 

Let K be a PL-knot in § 3 . Let N( K) be a regular neighborhood of the 

knot K. Let X = S 3 - N (I{) be the knot complement of K. And let {)., I'd 
be a fixed pair of simple closed curves on the boundary torus T = oX of X, 

such that. ). is a longitude circle and f1 a meridian circle of the solid torus 

N(K), and). is null-homologous in X. Denote by v the outer-normal vector 

on the boundary of X, and choose the signs of ). and p so that the triple 

().. p, v) is a right hand system. 

Let (p, q) be a pair of coprime integers. the closed 3-manifold deter-

mined by (p,q)-surgery onE, denoted by A1(K,(p,q)), is defined to be the 

3-manifold 

Jf(K. (p, q)) X u 
BIB 2 x§ 1 =T 

81B 2 xO=-\qJ.lp 

The number (p, q) is called the surgery label. \Vh.en q = 1, the surgery is called 

an integer surgery. and we will simply denote by JJ( E, p) = Jf( E, (p. 1) ). 
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••• ••• ~ .--...... -lqD +lqu> - - ~ 
l 1 

Figure 0.3 

);ow let L be a PL-link in § 3 with r components { L 1 } 1 <j<r· L is called a 

framed link if each component L j of L is labeled by a pair of coprime numbers 

(pj, qj), for j = 1. · · · . r. Let X ( L) be a regular neighborhood of the link L. 

Let X = § 3 - X( L) be the link complement of L. And let ( Aj, f-l j) be the fixed 

pair of simple closed cun·es on the boundary com ;onent Tj of the boundary 

ex of X satisfying the same properties with re,lwct to the component LJ 

as()... p) did for the knot I\.. for all j = L · · ·. r. Then. similarly. the closed 

3-manifold determined by the framed link L = { L j. (pj. qj)} . denoted by 

jf( L) = Jf( { L j. (Pj. qj)} ), is defined to be the 3-manifold 

r 

Jf(L) = XU( u 
j=l al8zx§t=T; 

ol8 2 x0=>-qj ~/1 
1 1 

\Vhen qj = L for all j = 1. · · · r. we call the surgeries are integer stag

eries. and we will simply denote the label (p j. qj) by Pj and the 3-manifold 

~11( {Lj. (pj.l)}) by Jf(L) = Jf( {Lj.p1 } ). In this thesis. we study only the 

integer framed links. In general. a rational framed link can be changed into 

an integer framed link by adding more parallel components. 
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If in the integer framed link L = {Lj,Pjh:::;):::;r there is an unknotted 

component, e.g. L,. with the label p, = +1 (or -1), we may remove it 

by doing the corresponding surgery which leaves the 3-sphere § 3 unchanged. 

Thus we obtain a new framed link L' = {Lj.Pjh:::;j:::;r-l in § 3 \Vith one 

fewer components. which clearly determines the same 3-manifold as the link 

L does. i.e. Jf(L) = Jf(L'). The operation to get the link L' from Lis called 

a Kirby move, or simply a E -move,( Figure 0.3). We will see how two links 

which determine the same 3-manifold are related by the K -moves in Chapter 

VI. 



CHAPTER I. 

The Mapping Class Group of the Torus 

The homeotopy group ;\It 1 and the mapping class group .;\It 1 of the torus 

F 1 are very well known as the general linear group 

GL(2, Z) = { (; :) E l 4 ; sq- tp = ±1} 

and its normal subgroup, the Siegel modular group 

Sp(2, Z) = SL(2, Z) = { (; :) E Z4 : sq- tp = 1} 

respectively. 

In this chapter, we will give a simple topological proof for some well

known presentations of these groups. The discussion gi\·en here is parallel to 

the later discussions of the surface mapping class groups of higher genera. 

§1. The matrix representation of the group .A,1 1 

17 
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Before we start gn·mg a presentation, we first recall some well known 

facts. 

Theoren1 1.1. The torus homeotopy group .,~\/{ 1 is isomorphic to the 

special linear group GL(2, 1.). ~foreover, for any fixed system of basecurves 

!3 = {a, b} of the torus F 1 • the isomorphism can be chosen such that it 

takes a homeotopy class f of the torus to the matrix (; ! ) of the group 

GL(2, 1.), if the images ( o )f and ( b )f are homotopic to the classes a8 bt and 

aP bq respecti ·vely in r. 1 ( F 1 ) . 

Furthermore. the restriction of the isomorphism in the mappmg class 

group .;vt 1 is an isomorphism of .i\/t 1 onto the Siegel modular group Sp(2,1.). 

The proof of the theorem is not difficult. Since a homeotopy class f 

of a closed surface F is completely determined by its image of a system 

of basecurves in the fundamental group 1r1 (F,O). as we mentioned in the 

introduction. Given a canonical system of basecurves B = {a, b}, we denote 

a homeotopy class f of F 1 by 

f = [(a)f, (b)f] = (; ! ) . 
if (a)f = a 8 bt a.nd (b).f = aPbq. 

)J ow we define the generators of the group ,V{ 1 by considering the fol

lowing homeotopy classes: 

O) the identity I; 

1) the reversion R 

Qb,·iouslv R 2 = I· . . 
[b. a]. or R ( ~ ~) as an element m GL(2, Z). 

2) the longitude czdting L = [ab, b] = ( 1 1 ) which is the Dehn hvist 0 1 . 

along the basecircle b, (Figure 1.1); 
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3) the meridian cutting jf = [a. ba] ( ~ 1 ~). which is the Dehn t\\·ist 

along the base circle a: 

4) the normal cutting .Y = Ijf = [b. ba] = ( ~ 1 ~). which looks artificial 

now but makes lwtter sense for higher genera: 

5) the parallel cntting P = IJI I = [b. a] = ( ~ 1 ~). \\·hose name comes 

from the cases of higher genera. 

b 
L .. 

Figure 1.1 

Csing these generators we ha\·e the following theorem: 

Theoren1 1.2. The mapping class group .,\.1 1 of the torus has a presenta-

tion with two genetators and tiro relations: 

.vt 1 =< I. Jf : IJI I = Jf IJ.f. ( IJ.I)6 = 1. > 

= < I. S : S I = I S 2 . S 6 = 1. > 

=< P. ~Y : p2 = s3. s6 = 1. >. 

A.ncl the homeotopy group .\.1 1 has a presentation 11:ith three generators and 
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three relations: 

M1 =< R, L, Jf; LR = R.:.\1, LJJL = .i.\JLi\1, (L}d) 6 = 1. > 

=< R, L, ~v : LR = N RL, N L = L1'v~ 2 , N 6 = 1. > 

= < R, P. N : P R = RP, P 2 = N 3 , N 6 = 1. > . 

20 

The equivalence among those presentations is easy. The defining rela

tions are consequences of Lemma 1.3. And the sufficiency of the relations 

·will be shown in Section 2. 

Le1nn1a 1.3 (a) P = LJ.\JL = .i.\1LA1, N 6 = 1; 

(b) LR = R;.\1, AIR= RL, NR = RN. 

Proof: All relations can be obtained directly by computing the composition 

of maps. 

§2. A canonical form of mapping classes of Jvt 1 

To simplify our discussion. we will consider only orientation-preserving 

homeotopy classes. i.e. elements of the mapping class group .-\It 1 . \Ve will 

denote N 4 the set of 2 x 2 matrices whose entries are non-negative integers. 

In order to prove Theorem 1.2. we need first a theorem in algebra: 

Theorem 2.1. For an.v element (; ! ) of N' n Sp(2, Z). there exists 

a uniquely determined finite sequence of integers co. c1 , · · ·• Czk· Czk+l rcitb 
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co, Czk+l ;:: 0 and c1. · · · ~ Czk > 0, such that 

.§.. = co + -------'1=-------p 1 
c1+------

and at the same time. 

1 

1 
Czk + -

Czk+l 

and i =co+ 1 q 1 
c1 + ---

. 1 

C2k 

I = Czk+l + ---...;;;:.1- 1-- and ~ = Czk+l + --..:::.1- 1-

Czk + ----

1 

Czk + --
. 1 

Ci" 

21 

Proof: Suppose s = max{s. t,p. q} (similarly when t, p or q is maximal), 

if s = 1 there are three posibilities: ( ~ ~), ( ~ ~) and ( ~ ~). For 

( ~ ~) we have exactly k = 0, Co = 0. Ct = 0. For ( ~ ; ) we ha\'e k = a. 

co = 0, c, = !. And for ( ~ ; ) we have k = 0. c0 = 1, c1 = 0. 

If s ;:: 2, then p # 0 and 

Thus we can let 

" 1 " t = :::... q - - ;:: min { [:::... q ]. s q - 1 } ;:: q. 
p p p 

t t' 
-=co+
q q 

for some c0 E 71.. + and t' E N, and 

s t 1 t' p + 1 "' - = - + - = co + = co + .:::..... . 
p q pq pq p 
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Clearly t' < q, s' < p and t'p+ 1 = s'q. Hence, instead of the matrix (; ~) 

it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the matrix ( ~ ~). Inducting on 

the number a( f) = s + t + p + q Theorem 2.1 is shown. () 

Lem1na 2.2. Let f be an arbitrary homeotopy class of the torus F1. then 

there is one and onl.~- one of the homeotopy classes 

f, p f, p2 f. p3 f, f p3. p f p3' p2 f p3. and p3 f p3 

which is an element of N4 n Sp(2, 1.). 

Proof: Suppose f = ( 8 t). sq- tp = ±1. Then, we have 
p q 

Pf = 

PfP = p3fp3 = 

3 (-p Pf= 
s 

-q) 
t ' 

and 

\\~hen three of the numbers s, t, p and q are not zero, all eight classes are 

clearly different each other and exactly one of them belongs to N4 . \Yhen 

two of the numbers s, t, p and q are zero, f must be a power of P. among 

them only P 4 = I is an element of N 4 . Therefore. the lemma is established. 

Theoren1 2.3. E·Fer.Y homeotopJ' class from the mapping class group .\11 1 

has a unique expression of the form 
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where 8 E {0, 1,2,3}, i1, JI, i 2 , j 2 , · · ·, ik. Jk E 1+, j 0 EN and l E 1. 

Proof: Let f = (; ~) be an orientation-preserving homeotopy class. By 

Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show the existence of the expression for f so that 

either for fP 3 has non-negative entries s, t.p, and q, i.e. either for fP 3 

belongs to N 4 n Sp(2, 1 ). 

Assertion 1. Iff E N4 n Sp(2, 1), f has an expression 

Assertion 1 is proved by using induction on the number 

O"(j) = s + t + p + q. 

f --(ol o1) If O"(j) = 2, -vve have only one case: 

evident. 

If O"(j) > 2 and p = 0, then f = ( ~ ~) =Lt. 

If O"(j) > 2 and s > p > 0, then 

1, and the assertion is 

sq- 1 s- 1 q- 1 
t = = --q + -- ?. q, 

p p p 

which implies Lf = ( 5 P P t ~ q) E N 4 n Sp(2, 1). Since 

O"( Lf) = s + t < O"(j), 

we have the expression off = L(Lf) from that of L.f; 

If O"(.f) > 2. p > 0 and s :S p, then 

s 1 
t = -q-- < q, 

p p 
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and J..1 f = ( 8 t t) E 1\14 n Sp(2, 1) and a(.lvf f) = p + q < a( f) p-s q- . 

provides an expression off = JU(j'vf f) from that of Af f as before. 

In the case f P 3 E 1\14 n Sp(2, 1), by Assertion 1 we may suppose that 

f P 3 has above expression. therefore, 

{ 
-i~.; · -io-1 ...... .it! LJk AI Li\1, 
-i~,;-1 . +1 

· · · · · · 1\I LJ.Vflk , 

Hence, the existence of the expression is shown. 

if i 0 > 0; 

if io = 0. 

Assertion 2. Let f = (; :) E 1\1 4 n Sp(2.1) have the form given by 

Assertion 1. then 

s. 11 1 1 1 
- =Jo +- - - - -
p i1 + J1 + ... + ik + .ik + io' 

t 1 1 1 1 
- =)o +- - - -
q i1+j1+ ... +ik+jk' 

s. 1 1 1 1 1 
-=to+- - - - -
t )k + ik + ... + J1 + i1 + )o' 

and 
p . 1 1 1 1 
- = zo + -. . . . 
q )k + Zk + ···+)I + 1.1 

As a consequence. the expression off given by Assertion 1 is unique. 

Indeed, denote by 

and 

( 
Sr+l + Jr.Pr+l 
Pr+l + 1.,s, 
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for r = k, k- 1, · · ·, 2, 1. Thus clearly, 

f = (s t) = (s1 +)op1 

p q PI 

Therefore, the first two formulas of the assertion may be shown evidently. 

Regarding Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, the rest of the assertion is also very 

easy. <) 

Proof of the Theorem 1.2: By Theorem 2.3 we know that the classes 

L and lvf form a family of generators. To show the sufficiency of the two 

given relations, it is enough to show that we may transform any expression in 

generators L and .:.\I of a homeotopy class f of the mapping class group .A"h 

in its canonical expression given in Theorem 2.3 only by using these relations. 

. . 
f = po . L1o A/1 Lh A/2 Lh .. . J/k Llk i\11' 

where )o, i1,j1. · · ·, ik,Jk, l E 7L, and 8 E {0, 1, 2, 3}. Let 

m =max( { -1} U {r; ir or Jr < 0}). 

Obviously, the expression is canonical if and only if m = -1. 

So for m 2: 0, we have the following cases: 

Case I. If Jm = -a < 0 and im+l = ,3 > 0, then 

where again P = L.:.\1L = .:.HL.i\1. Since Arrp = PLl and LlP = P.:.l.fl for 
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L ., 0 ., . ., . ., . ., ., 
et Jo = '~1 = -)o, J1 = -zl, . '·, ~m = -Jm-1, Jm = -Zm, /.m+1 = Cl!- 1, 

'I 1 'I 8 '/ . ·f I 
Jm+1 = , zm+2 = .· - L Jm+2 = Jm+1' · · ·, zk+ 1 = ik, jk+ 1 = Jk, then, 

i) if i~ = Jo = 0. \Ve reorder the indices and it certainly reduce m at least 

one fewer; 

ii) if j 0 f. 0 and j'm -l.m < 0, we do the process once more, and the 

number m' will be reduced because jb = 0; 

iii) if Jo f. 0, j:n = -im > 0 and i~ > 0, clearly, m' < m; 

iv) if j 0 f. 0, j:n = -im > 0 and i~ < 0, we have the situation of the next 

case. 

Case II. If Jm = J > 0 and im = -a < 0, then from the equality 

the number m can be reduced. Inductively the theorem is proved. <) 
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The Mapping Class Group of 

the Closed Orientable Surface of Genus Two 

In this chapter, we will discuss only the case when the genus is two, 

z. e. the first nontri\·ial case. In the first section, we define some elementary 

homeotopy classes, show their topological and algebraic properties, relate 

them to Dehn twists, and prove that the mapping class group .. A-1 2 of the 

closed orientable surface F 2 of genus two is generated by two elements from 

those elementary classes. 

In the second section we give another proof that those two classes gen

erate the group ;\.lt 2 , by giving an algorithm to write an arbitrary mapping 

class in those specific classes in a unique (not canonical) way, which certainly 

also solves the \Vord problem for the group .,.,'\.lt 2 . 

In the third section we give a simple presentation of the mapping class 

group ;\.lt 2 of two generators and six relators, by using the presentation gi\·en 

by Birman-Hilden ([BHl]). ~lore precisely, we have 

Theoren1 3.2. The mappmg class group ..:\.lt 2 of the closed orientable 

27 
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surface of genus tn:o admits a presentation n·ith hv-o generators L and X. 

and six relations: 

(L~V) 5 = L 

(LS) 10 = 1, 

L ~ (L.N) 5 , 

L ~ N 3 LS 3 , 

L ~ 1Y2 L~Yt. 

?-vforeover, there are six simple closed curves '"'/o, /I, · · · , Is as pictured in 

Figure 3.1. Denote by D0 , D1, · · · , D 5 their corresponding Dehn tw·ists, 

then any five of them form a Humphries' system of the Lickorish generators. 

and L = D1 and .1.V = D1DzD3D4Ds . 

§l. The elementary mapping classes of .;\!1 2 

Let F 2 be the closed orientable surface of genus hvo in § 3 constructed 

in the introduction which bounds two handlebodies H 2 and H~ with a fixed 

basepoint 0 and a chosen canonical system of basecurves 

As pictured in Figure 1.1. 

\Ve will first define some elementary operation.s· by showing their images 
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Figure 1.1 Basecurves in F2 

of the basecurves in the fundamental group rrl(F 2 . 0) as \Ve pointed out in 

the introduction. 

0) The identity I: F 2 - F2 is given by 

1) An orientation-re\·ersing horneotopy class, call<-'" ~ reversion R : F2 - F 2 . 

is given by 

2) A horneotopy class which interchanges the handles. called transport T : 

F2 - F2, is given by 

Proposition 1.1. (a) 

(b) 

(c) TR = RT. 
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Proof: It can be easily proved by a direct verificaton. 

3) Homeotopy classes called linear cuttings~ are obtained m the following 

way: on the presentation polygon of the surface F2 relati\·e to the basis B. 

we cut some triangle formed by two succesive edges x and y and glue it 

back along one of the edges. e.g. along x, and get a new polygon. If we 

have a homeomorphism from the old polygon to the new one that maps the 

basepoint and the basecurves other than x and y invariantly, and defines a 

self-homeomorphism of F2 , then, it is unique up to isotopy, and we denote it 

by L(x, y; x). In Figure 1.2 we show the case x = a 1 andy= b1 . 

Figure 1.2 Linear cutting L 

More explicitly we have 

where i = 1, 2. 

Among these linear cuttings, we will denote 
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and call them the longitude cutting and the meridian cutting respecti\·ely. 

since they are the Dehn hvists of the longitude and meridian circles of the 

first handle of H2. Their expressions in r.1 (F2 ~ 0) are given by 

Proposition 1.2. 

(a) 

for any (x~y) E {(a.b).(b,a).(b.a),(a,b),(a,b),(b,a)}. 

(b) L ( b1, a 1 ; a 1) = Ri\f R = L, 

L(a1,b1;b!) = RLR = J\1, 

L(a1, b1;a!) = R · L(a1, b1; b!) · R = ( L(a1, b1; bi))-1, 

(c) L(a1, b1; h)= RLRL. 

These relations may be verified directly. As an immediate consequence~ 

we have 

Corollary 1.3. Every linear cutting is a composition of the bomeotopy 

classes L, T and R. 

4) A homeotopy class called normal cutting, 

is defined algebraically by 
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Figure 1.3 );"ormal cutting N 

and topologically by cutting two triangles on the presentation polygon, one 

between the edges a 1 and b2 and the other between a 2 and b1 , and sewing 

them along curves b1 and b2 re-spectively, (Figure 1.3). 

By a similar discussion as for linear cuttings. we may have another nor

mal cutting N( a, b; a). But this is nothing new c:nd is just the inverse of N 

by the next proposition. 

Proposition 1.4. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

TN= NT, 

(RN) 2 =I, 

N(a,b; a)= RNR = N, 

(e) NI = RLR = NLN. 

The proof is again obvious. For example, writing 



we have 

and 
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N 2 = [(b2ada1,bla.2,(61a.2)ciz,b2a.r] 

= [b2,bla.2,bl,b2a.t]. 

N 3 = 2V2 · N = [a.2, a.1(a1b2), a.1, a.2(a2bt)] 

= [a.2, b2, a.1, h] = T. 

Therefore, N 3 = T, and easily N 6 = T 2 =I. 

33 

Remark. From the formulas 1.4.( d) and (e), we have that the reversion 

R commutes with the subgroup generated by the classes L and N in the 

homeotopy class group .Vl 2 . 

5) The last type of homeotopy classes are called parallel cuttings, denoted by 

P( X), X E {a, b, a, b}, defined algebraically by 

P(a) = [b1,bla.lbl,b2,b2a.2b2], 

P(a) = [b1, b2a.1 b1, b2, b1 a2 h2], 

P(b) = [a.lbla2,a1,a2b2a1.a2], 

P(b) = [a1 b1 a.1, a1, a2 b2a.2, a2], 

and obtained by cutting the presentation polygon in three quadrilaterals (Fig

ure 1.4), such that the center one contains the edges x 1 and x 2 , and gluing 

them along the curves given by x 1 and :r 2 . 

Actually, for the convenience of our future discussion, we will call parallel 

cutting the homeotopy class 

Proposition 1.5. (a.) P(a.) = PTPT, 
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P(a) P(a) 

Figure 1.4 Parallel cuttings 

(b) P(a)=NLTLT, 

(c) P(b) = R · P(a) · R = NJ.\1TJ.\1T, 

(d) P(b) = R · P(a) · R = PTPT, 

(e) RPR = P, since RLR = 1\1 and Rlv!R = L. 

Proof: They can be proved by a direct algebraic verification. However, there 

is topological interpretation hidden inside. Here we show (a) as an example 

to illustrate the topological aspect. 

As shown in Figura 1.5, first we do the operation 

and then do the second one 
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Then, as shown in the figure, we have 

P(a) = 02 · 01 = L(a1,b1;al). L(a2,b2;a2) · L(al,b1;bi) · L(a2,b2:b2) 

= L(a1,b1;ad · L(a1,b1;bd · L(a2,b2;a2) · L(a2,b2:b2) 

= RLR · LRLR · TRLRT · TLRLRT = (RLRLRLRT) 2 

= (RLJ.'v!LRT? = RPRTRPRT = PTPT, 

since RPR = P and RTR = T by the formulas (l.l.c), (1.5.e). 

+ --

b~~ ~~ 
_.~~ 

~ e. ~ ~ 

... 

>-

'~ 8 ~ b2 

02 P(a) 

Figure 1.5 P(a) = 01 · 02 

All above homeotopy classes are called elementary operations, and among 

them clearly only the reversion R is orientation-reversing, and all others are 

orientation-preserving and generated by only the operations L and N. 

In the next part of this section, we relate these elementary operations to 

the Lickorish generators of Dehn twists. 

Considering the surface given in Figure 1.6, the Lickorish generators 

are exactly the five Dehn twists of the simple curves a1, a2, b1, b2, and c, 

we denote them by A1 ,A2 ,B1 ,B2 , and C respectively. Remembering our 
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elementary operations. and we ha\·e 

A1 Jf. 

_-1 2 T.\JT. 

B1 L. 

B 2 TLT. 

Figure 1.6 Twist curves of the Lickorish generators 

For C, write the curve c in the basecurves of B, thus 

Therefore, 

c =[ale, cblc, caz, bz] 

= [a 1azbza2b1, b1azbzazb1azbzazb1, b1a2bz, bz], 

and then it is not difficult to show 

C = PNLNP = NLNLNLNLNLN. 

By Lickorish's result we have that, 

36 
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Theorem 1.6. The surface mapping class group .-vt2 is generated by tn:o 

elements L and N, and the homeotopy class group • Vi 2 is generated by three 

elements R, L and N. 

Finally: it is reasonable to write our generators in Lickorish's. 

Proposition 1. 7. ( 1) L = A.1 , 

Proof: Indeed, since (LX) 5 =I and N 6 =I, we have 

N 1Y(L~V) 5 N 2 

;\~L :\T L 7\.TL j\T :\T')L ,T2 j\T3L AT3 .iv ,iv · •J.v J.,, ·.!.v- .1v ·1v' J.v 

B1 A.1 ( A.1 B1 C B1 A1 )B2A2. 

Remark. Later in Section 3 we \vill give a different correspondence between 

the Lickorish generators and ours, which is simpler and nicer, and which is 

conjugate to that given in Proposition 1.7. 

§2. Writing a homeotopy class in the generators 

In this section we g1ve an algorithm to write an arbitrary homeotopy 

class in the generators L, N and R, which gives a direct proof of Theorem 

1.6. 

Given a homeotopy class f, since exactly one off and Rf is orientation

preserving, we may suppose that f is a mapping class. In fact, the mapping 
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class group .:\112 is a normal subgroup of index 2 of the homeotopy group .\/1 2 . 

:\Ioreover, 

RL = J.I R . RJ.f = L R and RN = N R . 

As in the last section. let 

be written in the basis 

B = {a 1 . b1 . a 2 • b2}. 

z.e. !1 = (ar)f. m1 = (br)f. !2 = (a2)f and m2 = (b2)f. And suppose all 

curves intersect transversally. In this chapter we will denote by #( A/1 n A/2 ) 

the number of geometric intersection points other than the basepoint 0 of 

the curves 11 and 1 2 , (it is unusual!) and 

Given fan orientation-preserving self-homeomorphism of the surface F2 . 

we will denote the lexicographically ordered multi-index 

#(f)= (#(ll n B), #(ml n B), #(!2 n B). #(m2 n B)). 

Our algorithm is based on the reduction of this multi-index. 

~ow we start our algorithm. 

Step 1. Given f. if m = #(!1 n B) =f 0, there is a self-homeomorphism h 

which is a composition of elementary operations, such that #( ( !1 )h -l n B) < 

m. 
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Suppose !1 n B = {0. Pl, .... Pm}. and denote by Si. 0 ~ i ~ n. the arc 

between the points Pi and Pi+l of the curve !1 , where P0 = Pm+l = 0 by 

convention. Regarding Si as an arc in the presentation polygon with ends in 

the boundary of the polygon. we will say Si of the type [x : y], and write 

Si E [x : y], if one of its two end points is in the edge x and the other is in y. 

where X~ y E {al. bl, al, bl. a'2. b'2. a'2. b'2}, (Figure 2.1). The number of arcs of 

the type [x: y] will be denoted by #(ll n [x: y]). 

Figure 2.2 Case 0 

Now we consider cases. 

Case 0. There is an arc Si of the type [x : x], for some edge x. 

An isotopy off decreases the number m. (Figure 2.2). 

Case I. s0 or sm is of one of the types [ak : bk], [bk : ak] and [ak : bk], 

k = 1 or 2. 

The homeomorphism h \Vill be chosen to be a suitable linear cutting. 

For example, suppose s 0 E [a1 : b1] and #( !1 n b1 ) > 0. Apply the class 

h = L( a 1 , b1 ; br), (Figure 2.3), and after the cutting and sewing we obviously 
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have the following equality: 

61 

Figure 2.3 Case I Figure 2.4 Case II 

Case II. There is some Si of the type [ak : ?ik] or [bk : bk], k = 1 or 2. 

For example, Sj E [al : alL(Figure 2.4). Evidently, 

We have always #(!1 n [a1 : bl]) =/=- #(!1 n [a1 : b1 ]), since the endpoints of 

any arc of !1 are disjoint. If #(!1 n [a1 : bl]) > #(!1 n [a1 : bl]), let h be the 

linear cutting L( a 1 , b1 ; a!). Clearly 

#((ll)h- 1 n B)= m- #(!1 n a!)+ #(!1 n h(a!)) 

= m- #(ll n al) + [#(ll n ai) + #( h n bi)- 2#(!1 n [al : bl])] 

= m + #(ll n [al : bl])- #(ll n [al : bl]) < m. 

The other situations are exactly similar. 

Case III. Cases 0, I or II do not occur, and there is some Si E [ak : bk], 

k = 1 or 2. 
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Thus, 

and 

III-i) When #(l1 n [a 1 : bl]) > #(l1 n [b1 : a:I]). 

'vVe choose h = L( a 1 , b1 ; br) and the number m is reduced. And analo

gously, if #(ll n [al : bl]) < #(ll n [bl : a:I]) or #(ll n [bl : a:l]) # #(ll n [a:l : 

b1 ]), we also may choose suitable linear cuttings (Figure 2.5). 

Figure 2.5 Case III-(i) Figure 2.6 Case III-(ii) 

III-ii) When #(!1 n [a1 : b1]) = #(l1 n [b1 : a1]) = #(!1 n [0:1 : b1]) = ,\. 

Then #(!1 n al) = #(!1 n br) = 2,\. Denote by Q1, Q2 , Q3 and Q4 the p

th and (p + 1 )-th points of !1 on the basecurves a 1 and b1 as shown in Figure 

2.6. This produces a closed curve which is a proper subset of the simple 

curve !1 , showing the impossibility of this case, since it does not contain the 

basepoint. 
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- [ . l rb b ' r- ' Case IV. Tbere is some Si of tbe type a1 : a2 • l 1 : 2J· Lal : a2j or 

[b1 : b2 ]. We let h = P( a). P( b), P(a) or P(b) respectively. and ob\·iously 

where x = a. b, a. or b.(Figure 2.7). 

G 

c F 

Figure 2. 7 Case IV Figure 2.8 Presentation polygon 

The remammg cases will be discussed in another way. Consider the 

starting point P0 of s0 in the presentation polygon (Figure 2.8), since the 

standard operations T and R leave the intersection numbers unchanged, it is 

sufficient to consider the cases P0 = .4., B and C. 

Case V. Po= A. 

V-i) When pl E al, bz, bl or az, So is of the types in Case I. 

V-ii) When P1 E a1 , b2 , b1 or a 2 , s0 is of the types in Cases II or III. 

Case VI. P0 =B. 

VI-i) vVhen pl E al' bl' al or bl. So is of the types from Cases 0-III. 

VI-ii} vVhen pl E az or bz, So is of the types in Case IV. 
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(a) If #(!1 n [a2 : bt]) = 0. there is no arc crossing the parallel band be

tween b1 and b2 . Do P(b). creating a situation as in Case L \vithout changing 

the intersection number. (Figure 2.9 ). 

Figure 2.9 Case VI-(iii)-(a) Figure 2.10 Case VI-(iii)-(b) 

(b) If #(!1 n [a2 : bi]) ::f 0, (Figure 2.10). Then, of course #(!1 n [a2 : 

bi]) = 0, I.e there is no arc crossing the band between a1 and a2 , similarly we 

have Case I after doing P(a). 

(a) If #(!1 n [a2 : bi]) = 0. We do P(b) as in Case VI-(iii-a), and the 

situation becomes Case V, (Figure 2.11). 

(b) If #( !1 n [0:2 : bi]) ::f 0 and #(!1 n [0:2 : bi]) = 0. Analogously, do 

P(b), obtaining Case I, (Figure 2.12). 

(c) If not (a), not (b), and #(!1 n [a2 : b2 ]) > #(!1 n [a2 : bi]), then let 
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Figure 2.11 Case VI-(iv)-(a) Figure 2.12 Case VI-(iv)-(b) 

h = L(a2 , b2 ; b2 ), (Figure 2.13), and obviously 

# ( ( l I) h -l n B) = m - # ( l1 n b2 ) + # (!1 n h ( b2 ) ) 

= ffi- #(ll n [a2 : b2]) +#I 71 n [a2 : b1]) < ffi • 

Figure 2.13 Case VI-(iv )-(c) Figure 2.14 Case VI-(iv )-(d) 

(d) If not (a), not (b), and #(It n [a2 : b2])::; #(!1 n [a2 : b1]). Then we 

have always #(11 n [a1 : bt]) = 0 < 1::; #(!1 n [a1 : b2 ]), let h = N(a,b;b) be 
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a normal cutting, (Figure :2.1-±). Clearly 

#((ldh-1 n B)= m-#01 n bd-#(ll n b2l+#01 n h(bd)+#(l1 n h(b2 )) 

= m- #(ll n [al: 62]) + #(ll n [a2: b2])- #(ll n [a2: 6!]) 

< m. 

Case VII. P =C. 

VII-i) \\;'hen pl E al' bl. al or 61' So is in Cases 0-II. 

VII-ii) \Vhen pl E a2 or b2. So is in Case IV. 

Figure 2.15 Case VII-(iii) 

VII-iii) \Vhen P 1 E a2 , obviously there is no arc crossing the parallel band 

between b1 and b2 • Do the parallel cutting P( b), which does not change the 

intersection number m, and produces the situation as in Case VI-(iv ), (Figure 

2.15). 

VII-iv) \Vhen P 1 E 62 , apply the reversion R to obtain Case VII-(iii). 

Step 2. Given f with m = #(!1 n B) = 0, then there exists a self-

homeomorphism h which is a composition of elementary operations, such 

that (li)h- 1 = a 1 . 
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By the first step, we may suppose #(l1 n 8) = 0, where l1 = (al)f. 

Consider the curve l 1 in the presentation polygon of F 2 . \Ve will denote Xf· 

the arc with ends at the vertices X and Y of the presentation polygon. for 

X, Y E {.·L B, C, D, E. F. G. H}. 

i) If l 1 = .4B, it is done already. 

ii) If l1 = AH, let h = T · P(a). 

- ~ 

iii) If l1 = AC or AG. we may choose h to be a linear cutting. 

--iv) If l1 = AD or AG. we may choose h to be a parallel cutting. 

v) Clearly l 1 -:f. AE, since [1 is not null-homologous. 

-vi) If h =EX, where X= B, C, D, F, G and H, we do first a transport 

T. and the case becomes one of the first four cases. 

vii) If l1 = BC, let h = P(a). 

viii) If l1 = BD. let h = L(h,ch;Ch). 

ix) If l1 = BF, let h = P(b) · L(b1 ,a1 :ch). 

x) If [1 = BG, let h = P(b). 

xi) If l1 = BH, let h = N. 

xii) If [1 = DX, do first a reversion R, producing the case of l1 = BY. 

Denote by h' the map given by that case, let h = P( a) · Rh' R. 

xiii) If [1 = FX or fiX, apply the transport T, producing the cases of 

l 1 =BY or DY. 

xiv) If l1 = CG, let h = T · P( b)· L( a 1 , b1 ; al). This complete Step 2. 

From now on we may suppose that [1 = ( a 1 )f = a 1 . \Ve will simplify 

the curve m 1 = (bdf by using the elementary operations, and at the same 
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time leave the curve !1 unchanged. 

Step 3. Given f with ( al)f = a 1 , then there is a self-homeomorphism h 

>vhich is a composition of elementary operations, such that ( ar)h = o 1 and 

#((ml)h- 1 n B)= 0. 

Since !1 , m 1 , !2 , m 2 forms a family of basecurves, and lr = a 1 , we ha\'e 

So, we have fewer cases. As in the last step, we denote now m = #( m 1 n B). 

and successively m 1 n B = { 0, P1 , P2 , · · · , P m}, and Si the arc on m1 between 

Pi and Pi+l, i = 0, · · ·, m, where Po = Pm+l = 0 by convention. 

Cases 0-IV. There is some Si belonging to one of the follov;ting types: 

[xk : Xk], [a2 : b2], [b2 : a2], [a2 : b2], [a2 : a2], [bk : bk], [a2 : b2], [h : bk], 

where x =a, b, a orb and k = 1, 2. 

\\Te can do the same operation as m Step 1. which leaves !1 

changed. 

The other cases will be studied by considering the arc s0 , as we did in 

Step 1. 

Case V. P0 =A. or E. 

Do the same as in Case V of Step 1. 

Case VI. P0 = F, and not Cases 0-IV. We have only the following two 

possible situations: 

i) P1 E b1 . Then let h = P(b). 

ii) P1 E b1 s. Then let h = N( a, b, b). 

Case VII. P0 = G, and not Cases 0-IV, and 



i) P1 E b1. Let h = P(b). 

ii) P1 E b1, and 

CHAPTER II 

(a) #(ml n [a2: b2]) < #(m1 n [a2 : b1]). Let h = N(a,b;b). 

(b) #(m1 n [a2: b2]) > #(m1 n [a2 : b1]). Let h = L(a2 , b2; b2 ). 
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(c) #(m1 n [a2 : b2]) = #(m1 n [a2 : b1]). Apply L(a2,b2;b2) to obtain 

Case IV. 

Case VIII. Po =H. and not Cases 0-IV, and 

i) P 1 E b1 . Apply L(a1 , b1 ; br) to obtain Case IV. 

ii) P1 E b1 . Proceed as in Case IV. 

Case IX. P0 = B, and not Cases 0-IV, and 

i) P1 E b2. Let h = P(b). 

ii) P1 E a 2 . Since none of Cases 0-IV occurs, then 

and 

for P1 E a 2 . Therefore, we can not have 

In the case either #(m1 n [b2 : ba2]) -/:- #(m 1 n [b2 : a2]) or #(m 1 n [b2 

ba2]) -1- #( ml n [b2 : a2]), a suitable linear cutting reduces the intersection 

number m. 

iii) P 1 E b2 . The discussion is similar to ·what we did in Case VI-(iv) of Step 

1, in which a 1 was left unchanged. 
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iv) P1 E a2. Evidently #(m1 n b2) = #(m1 n [0:2 : b2]), doing L(a2 .b2,b2) it 

becomes the above situation (iii). 

Case X. Po =D. and not Cases 0-TV, and 

i) P1 E a2, and 

(a) #(m 1 n [a 2 : b2 ]) /:= #(m 1 n [0:2 : b2 ]). Do a linear cutting. 

(b) #(m1 n [a2 : b2 ]) = #(m1 n [a2 : b2]) = p = ~#(m1 n b2). \Ve do 

first the operation h = L.:.Y 2 LN as pictured in Figure 2.16. Clearly 

#(m1 n h(B)) =#(ml n B)- #(m1 n bi)- #(m1 n a2) 

+ #(rnl n (ai)h) + #(ml n (bz)h) 

= m - f-La - /-Lb + f-Lc + /-Ld , 

since (a2)h = al and (bi)h = b2, where we write /-La = #(ml n a2), /-Lb = 

#(ml n bi), f-Lc = #(ml n (ai)h) and /-Ld = #(ml n (b2)h). If we suppose 

Pm+l = D or C, (otherwise, we may consider first Sm instead of s0,) and 

denote /-Ll = #( ml n [bl : a2]), f-l2 = #(ml n [bl : a2]) and /-L3 = #(ml n [bl : 

b2]), then 

/-Lb = - c' + /-Ll + !-L2 + /-L3, 

where c: = #( {P1, Pm} n a2) E {1. 2} and c:' 

Therefore, the formula(*) becomes 

#(Pm+l n C) E {0, 1}. 

#(min (B)h) = m- (c- c' + 3pl + P2 -Jpl- P2l), (**) 
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Figure 2.16 Case X-(i)-(b) Figure 2.17 Case X-(i)-(c)-(2) 

which is strictly less than m except when c = c.' = 1 and f.ll = 0. 

(c) When c = c' = 1 and f.ll = 0, we have Pm+l = C and Pm ~ a2. And 

(1) if Pm E b2 or a 2 , let h be the parallel cutting P(b) or P(a) respectively. 

(2) if Pm E b2 , then f.ll = f.l 2 = 0, (Figure 2.17). and a discussion similar to 

that in Case III-(ii) of the first step leads to a contradiction. 

ii) P1 E b2 , and 

(a) #(ml n [a2: bl]) > #(ml n [a2: b2]). Let h = N(a). 

(b) #(m1 n [a2: bl]) :S #(m1 n [a2: b2]). First let h = L(a2,b2;b2), 

vvhich either reduces the intersection number or produces case (i) above. 

(a) #(m1 n [a2: bl]) > #(m1 n [a2: b2]). Let h = N(a). 

(b) #(m1 n [a2 : b1]) :S #(m1 n [a2: b2]). Let h = L(a2,b2;b2). 

Case XI. P0 = C. Applying L(a1 , b1 ; br) yields Case X. 

Step 4. Given f witb ( ar)f = a 1 and m = #( m 1 n B) = 0, tben. tbere 
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is a self-homeomorphism h ~~·hich is a composition of elementary operations. 

such that ( at)h = a 1 and ( mi)h -l = b1 . 

The proof of this step is quite different from the above. It 1s more 

topological. 

First. we consider t\vo based simple closed curves l and m. and we 

say they are cobasic, iff there are other curves l' and m' such that the set 

l, m, l', m' forms a system of basecurves on the surface F2 . 

Proposition 2.3. The curves l and m are cobasic, if and only if 

Proof: If l and m are cobasic, the formula obviously holds. 

If F2 - {l,m} t'V F 1 - 8 2 , we consider its boundary circle S1 which 

obviously may be writen in a word of land m, i.e. 

for some integers i 1,j1, i 2,j2, · · ·, ik,Jk E Z. Since the orientable surface F2 

is obtained from this surface by gluing along the curves l and m, we have 
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that 
k k k k 

L I i pI = L lj pI = 2 and I: ip = 2:::: Jp = o. 
p=1 p=1 p=1 p=1 

Thus, only the possibilities § 1 = lmlrn and § 1 = lrnlm determine the surface 

F 2 , and in the both cases land m are cobasic. 1-Ioreover. for orientation-pre

serving homeomorphisms. only the first one is possible. and the orientation-

reversing operation 

interchanges these two situations. 

By the previous proposition, this step can be done easily in the follovving 

way. It is enough to find elementary operation h such that ( a 1 )h = a 1 , and 

( ml)h = b~ 1 . \Ve show it by listing all possible cases under the assumption 

#(m1 n B)= 0. 

i) First we claim that m 1 can not be one of the following types: AA. 

AB,AE,AF,AG,AH,BB,BE,BF,BG,BH~CC,CD,CF,CG.CH. 

DD,DF,DG,DH,EE,EF,EG,EH,FF,FG,FH,GG,GHorHH, 

since the curve m 1 is not null-homologous, is not homotopic to any power 

of a 1 , and is cobasic with a 1 (i.e. F 2 - m 1 must be homeomorphic to the 

bounded surface in Figure 2.19). 

~ 

ii) If m 1 is of the type BC or DE, a small isotopic deformation of F 2 

may turn m 1 into b1 . 

iii) If m 1 is of the type AC, BD or C E, we need only one more linear 

cutting. 

iv) If m 1 is of the type AD, just do the parallel cutting P(b). 
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Figure 2.19 F 2 - m1 

Step 5. Given f witb ( ai)f = a 1 and (bi)f = b1, tbere is a self-homeomor

phism h wbicb is a composition of elementary operations, sucb tbat ( ai)h = 

a 1, (bi)h = b1 and (a2)h = l2. 

Denote m = #(l2 n 8), where l2 = (a2)j. 

Case I. m > 0. 

We do the same thing as in the first step to reduce the number m. 

1-i) If an arc of l2 in the presentation polygon is of the types in Cases 0-III 

of the first step, do the same operations as there. Since all possible situations 

involve only the second handle, the operations leave the basecurves a1 and 

b1 unchanged. 

Therefore, from now on we will suppose that case I-(i) does not occur 

for any arc of !2 . We will denote by 

Aa = #(l2 n a2) 

= #(!2 n [b2: a2]) + #([{B, C, D}: a2]) 

= #(l2 n [b2 : a:2]) + #(!2 n [62 : a:2]) + #([{B, c, D}: a:2]) 
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and 

Ab=#(l2nh) 

= #(!2 n [a2 : b2]) + #([{B, C, D}: b2]) 

= #(!2 n [a2: b2]) + #(!2 n [a2: b2]) + #([{B, C, D}: b2]), 

where #([{B, C, D} : c2 ]) is the number of arcs of !2 in the presentation 

polygon with one endpoint from the set { B, C, D} and the other on the edge 

c2 . Obviously 

#([{B, C, D}: a2]) + #([{B, C, D}: b2])+ 

+#([{B, C, D}: a2]) + #([{B, C, D}: b2]) < 2. 

The assumption m > 0 implies that Aa + ).b > 0. Thus, we may suppose 

A a > 0 (or ).b > 0 similarly). Then, 

I-ii) if we have either #(!2 n [a2 : b2]) > #([{B.C,D}: a2]) or #(!2 n [a2 : 

b2]) > #([{B, C, D} : b2]), a suitable linear cutting on the second handle 

makes m smaller. 

I-iii) if not (ii) and #([{B,C,D}: b2]) = 0, then ).b = 0, and this implies 

that 

(Figure 2.20 shows two of the possible situations.) We will show that this is 

impossible. 

In fact, we consider the presentation annulus of the surface F2 bounded 

by the basecurves { a 1 , b1 , a 2 }, whose one boundary circle is a2 containing 

one basepoint and the other is a 1 b1 0:1 b1 a 2 containing five basepoints, (Figure 

2.21). Under the given homeomorphism, for the basecurves {a1 ,b1 ,l2 ,m2 }, 

the presentation annulus of F 2 bounded by the system { a1 , b1 , !2} must have 
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(a) P0 = C and P2 = D (b) Po = P2 = B 

Figure 2.20 Case I-(iii) 

0 

F . 'J 'Jl F { b } 1gure ~-- 2 - a1, 1, az 

also one boundary circle containing five basepoints and the other containing 

only one. 

In the case Po = C and P 2 = D we have one circle with four basepoints 

and the other with two (Figure 2.22). The same thing happens for the case 

P0 = B and P 2 = C. \Vhen P0 = B and P 2 = D, both circles have three 

basepoints. Thus all these cases are impossible. \Vhen P0 = P 2 = B (or Cor 

D, similarly), the circle bounded by five basepoints is b17i1b1 a 1 l2 , which can 

not be given by a homeomorphism keeping a 1 and b1 fixed, (Figure 2.23). 
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OL----;----o 
b1 

Figure 2.22 Case I-(iii) for P0 = C and P2 = D 

0 

0 
I 

8 
0 

Figure 2.23 Case I-(iii) for P0 = P 2 = B Figure 2.24 Case I-(iv) 
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1-iv) if #([{B, C, D} : b2 ]) = #([{B, C, D} : a 2]) = 1, then we must have 

#([{B,C,D}: a2]) = #([{B,C,D}: b2]) = 0. The only case is when 

#(!2 n [a2 : b2]) =f. #(!2 n [a2 : b2]), which can be simplified by a linear 

cutting. Indeed, if #(!2 n [ a2 : b2]) = #(!2 n [a2 : b2]) = #( !2 n [a2 : b2]) ( = 1, 

if not ( ii)), the curve !2 is homotopic to a word of a 1 and b1 (Figure 2. 24), 

which is impossible. 

Case II. If m = 0. And if one endpoint is one of B, C or D, the 

discussion similar to Case I-(iii) shows the impossibility. All remaining cases 
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except A.E, may be done easily by the linear cuttings. 

Step 6. 

there exists a self-homeomorphism h w·hich is a composition of elementar.r 

operations . such that ( ai)h = a 1 , ( 6I)h = 61 , ( a2 )h = a2 and ( 62 )h = ( b2 )f. 

This is the last step of the algorithm. 

i) Ifm = #(m2 11B) > 0. thenoneofthecasespicturedinFigure2.25(a) 

& (b) must occur. The intersection number m can be reduced by either the 

linear cuttings L(a2, b2 .b2) in the case of Figure 2.25(a), or L(a2, 62; 62) in the 

case of Figure 2.25(b). 

(a) 

Figure 2.25 Step 6-(i) 

ii) If m = 0, at least one endpoint must be F, G or H, by considering 

the homotopy class of m 2 . It is sufficient to discuss case P 1 = H (Figure 

2.26), since F is symmetric with H, and since the linear cutting L(7i2 , b2 ; b2 ) 

transfers the case P 1 = G to that of P 1 = H. By a discussion as before, 

listing all possible cases of P0 and cutting along m 2 and gluing along 62, the 

only cases that may happen are P0 = A and P0 = F, which can be done 
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either by some isotopic deformation or by the linear cutting I(a2 . b2 : h2 ). 

This complete our algorithm. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.26 Step 6-(ii) 

§3. A presentation of the mapping class group J'A2 

The presentation of the group .A-1 2 first was given by Birman-Hilden 

([BHl]) in the Lickorish generators. 

Theoem 3.1. (Birman-Hilden) The mappmg class group /\112 of the 

closed orient able surface of genus two is presented by five Dehn twists D 1 , 

D2, D 3 , D 4 and D 5 as generators, and following defining relations: 

(l.a) Di ~ Dj, for li- Jl > 2; 

(l.b) DiDi+IDi = Di+IDiDi+I, for 1 ~ i ~ 4; 

(l.c) (D1D2D3D4Ds)6 = 1; 

(l.d) (D1D2D3D4DsDsD4D3D2D1 )2 = 1; 
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\Vhere D1 = B1. D1 = --:!.1. D3 = C. D-t = A1 and Ds = B2 are Delm hvists 

of the curves b1 • a 1 . c, a1 and b1 pictured in Figure 1.6 respecti,·ely. 

~ow \\'e will write a simple presentation in the generators L and S. 

First \Ve observe that. for any given mapping class f, we may replace the 

family of generators {Di} by the family {fDif} in Theorem 3.1. i.e. we may 

suppose that where D 1. D1. D 3 . D -t and D 5 are Dehn twists of five arbitrary 

curves ll, 12 , -(3. {4 and -fs which may be identified with b1, a1, c, a2 and b2 

by some mapping class f. 

Considering fi = ~viL.i.V 1 • i = 0,1,2,3,4,5. They are Dehn twists of 

the curves ri = Ni(bl), i = 0.1,2,3,4,5. which are b1 , a 1 , b1 a2, b2, a2 and 

b2 a 1 as pictured in Figure 3.1. By the observatior_. any five of them may be 

chosen as a family of generators in Theorem 3.1. Therefore, it is natural to 

choose that Di = fi_ 1 = Ni- 1 L~Vi- 1 , i = 1, · · · . .J. and then to substitute 

theo in the formulas (l.a)- (l.e). Csing this idea. a presentation of .. "'1 1 in 

the generators L and N will be nicely given. 

Figure 3.1 Twist curves of fi's 
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Theorem 3.2. The surface mapping class group .-\11 2 is finitely presented 

by a family of two generators L and N, and six defining relations: 

(2.a) 1V6 = 1, 

(2.b) (LN) 5 = 1, 

(2.c) (LN) 10 = 1, 

(2.d) L +----+ N 2 LN4 , 

(2.e) L +----+ N 3 L1V 3 
' 

(2.f) L +----+ ( LN)5 • 

The relations in Theorem 3.2 were certainly not easily found. But the 

proof is just a straightforward verification. As useful facts, we show some of 

the calculations below. 

N = [a2b1, a1, a1b2, a2], 

N 2 = [ 62, 61a2, 61, 62a1 ] , 

1.V 3 = [ a 2 , b2 , a 1 , b1 ] , 

N 4 = [ a1bz, a2, azb1, a1 ] , 

LN = [ azb1a1, a1, a1bz, az], 

(LN)2 = [62a161a2, a161a2, a161, b2a1], 

(LJV) 3 = [ b1a1bz, azbia1bz, azb1, b1a1], 

(LN) 4 = [ 61, 6za161, 62, 61a2] . · 



and 
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LN = [ b1b2a1, b2a1, b2. b1a2] 

(LN) 2 = [u1h2a 2b2a1. a2b2a1. a2b1. a1]. 

(IS) 3 = [albzb1a1b1. b2a2b2a1. a1. 7itb2bt]. 

(LS) 4 = [ a2b2b1a2 b2a 2 • b2 a1b1 azbz7iz. b2a1b1. az] . 

(LS) 5 = [ b2Ciza1b2a2. azb2b1a2bz. az, bz]. 
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The topological meannings of the defining relations are quite nice. The 

formulas (2.d) and (2.e) say that, two Dehn twists of disjoint curves commute 

each other. The formula (2.£) shows that, the Dehn twists of the circle b1 

and b1 are actually the same. The formula (2.a): N 6 = 1, can be easily 

understand by the construction of the mapping class N which permmutes 

the six circles pictured in Figure 3.1. And the formulas (2.b) and (2.c) also 

can be nicely intepreted in the following way: 

Figure 3.2 

\Ve first present the relation (2.b): (LN) 5 = 1. Let a, (3, [, 8 and E be 

the following five circles: 
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.... 

Figure 3.3 

as pictured in Figure 3.2. Clearly the mapping class LN permmutes these 

circles: 

(O!)LN = (3,(;3)LN = r,(~t)LN = b,(8)LN = c, and (c)LN = 0!. 

Cutting the surface F2 along these circles, we obtain two pentagons Aand 

B. LN can be illustrated as rotating the pentagon A 72° anticlockwisely and 

rotating the pentagon Bthe same degree clockwisely as in shown Figure 3.3. 

It is easy to see that the order of LN is 5. 

Figure 3.4 

Similarly we present the relation (2.c): (LN) 10 = 1. Let 0!, ,3, [, 8 and 
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~ be the following five circles: 

as pictured in Figure 3.4. Clearly the mapping class IN permmutes these 

circles and switch the orientations: 

(O!)LN = ,3.(.13)LN =-:=:;.l;)LN = b.(8)LN ='Z, and (~)IS= a. 

Cutting the surface F 2 along these circles. vve obtain two pentagons Aand B. 

LN can be illustrated as rotating the pentagon A/2° clockwisely, rotating 

the pentagon Bthe same degree anticlockwisely, and then switching Aand 

Bby rotating whole piece 180° around the point C as shown in Figure 3.5. 

It is also easy to see that the order of LN is 10 . 

.... 

Figure 3.5 

Before proving the theorem, we need several lemmas. 

Lemma 3.3. 

(2.a )-(2.f): 

(a) 

(b) 

The following relations may be obtained by the formulas 

. -z 
L L_______>. /'rz L 7'.r , for z' - ? 3 4 ________, 1V 1V - -, , 1 

L 11.riLv1 L 11.ri £ · 1 -f-----+ .!.V H 1V 1 Or l = , ;). 
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Proof: (a) \Vhen i = 2. it is the formula (2.d). \Vhen i = 3, it is (2.e::). And 

when i = 4, we have 

;\T4L ;\;"2 L - "\!4 L ;\T2L '\T4 "F2 J.V 'J.'f • - .00:\ • • .L'V ·J.V · 1'1 , by (2.a ), 

by (2.d), 

by (2.a ). 

(b) This is obtained from (2.b), (2.d) and (2.e). Indeed, 

- - -? ? 
N LN LN =N- L:.V LN LN-, by (2.b), 

=(N4 LN-t)-1(N3 LN3)-l(N2 LN2)-l. 

This implies the case i = 5. The case when i = 1 is equivalent to that i = 5, 

since 

LNLNLN = N · NLNL1V ·LN. 

Lemma 3.4. The relations (I. a) and (l.b) are consequences ofthe formulas 

in Lemma 3. 3. 

Proof: Since Di = .Ni-l LNi-l, this lemma is evident. <) 

Theorem3.5. (a) 

(b) D.sD4D3D2D1 = N(N L )"5 ; 

(c) D1D2D3D4DsDsD4D3D2D1 = (NL) 5 . 

Proof: The proof is straight fonvard, since 
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Similarly, we can easily prove the formula (b), and the formula (c) is just a 

product of the formulas (a) and (b). 

Conjugating the formula (a) by a power of N, it follows that, 

for any i = 0, 1, 0 0 0 '5, where r6+j = rj by convention. 

Proof of Theoren1 3.2: By Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, our 

relations clearly imply those in Theorem 3.1 of Birman-Hilden. 

In fact, the relations of (l.a) and (l.b) have been shown in Lemma 3.3, 

and (l.c) is exactly iv~ 6 = 1 by Theorem 3.5(a). Relations (l.d) and (l.e) are 

equivalent to the other two formulas since we have the formula in Theorem 

3.5( c). 

As a useful fact, we give here two more relations: 

Proposition 3.6. 

(a) 

(b) 

L 2 = (N LN LN)4 ; 

T <----+ p4 
' 

•Nhere T = N 3 and P = LN LN L, and moreover P 4 = (LN LN) 6 . 

Again, the proof is straightforward. 

As a consequence, for the homeotopy group .;\;[ 2 -vve have the theorem: 

Theorem 3. 7. The homeotopy group j\;[ 2 is finitely presented by three 

generators: the linear cutting L, the normal cutting N and the reversion R, 

and nine relations: six from Theorem 3.2 and three more 

(3.g) 



(3.h) 

(3.i) 
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NR=RN 
' 

LR = RNLN. 

An interesting observation is the following, 
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Corollary 3.8. Both the mapping class group JV1 2 and the homeotop_Y 

group .,~\-1 2 are generated by some periodic elements. Actually, the elements 

N, LN, and R are periodic of orders 6, 5, and 2 respectively. 

§4. A simple presentation of the Siegel modular group 

Sp( 4, 1) 

Let f be a surface mapping class of the group ./\It 2. Let 

denote the automorphism of the homology group of the surface F2 induced 

by f. Let 

be a fixed system of basecurves. It gives a fixed set of generators of the free 

abelian group H1 (F2 ). The map f* is uniquely intepreted by an element of 

the Siegel modular group Sp( 4, 1). Thus, we have a natural homomorphism 

/\ : .. A-1 2 --+ Sp( 4, 1), 
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which maps f into f*. It is well known that the map A is an epimorphism 

( cf. [MKS]). The kernel of A, denoted by I 2 , is called the Torelli gro·up of 

the surface F 2. 

Recently, McCullough and Miller ([MM]) showed that the Torelli group 

I 2 is not finitely generated. The first set of normal generators was giYen 

by Birman ([B2]). She studied a presentation of the Siegel modular group 

Sp(2g, 71..), for all g :2: 2, whose generators also form a set of generators of 

;\;{ 9 , and she chose the nontrivial elements of the kernel of A given by the 

defining relations of Sp(2g, 71..) to be the normal generators of I 9 . This section 

we consider only the genus two case, which is quite simple. 

Theorem 4.1. (Birman) The Torelli group I 2 is a normal subgroup of 

the mapping class group .. '\;{ 2 generated by a Dehn twist of some nontrivial 

null-homologous circle. 

In particular, we may choose the mappmg class P 4 . Then, a presen

tation of the Siegel modular group Sp( 4, 71..) always can be obtained from a 

presentation of the mapping class group Jvt 2 by adding one more defining 

relation: 

P 4 1 0 

Therefore, by Theorem 3.4 of the last section we obtain the following: 

Theorem 4.2. The Siegel modular group Sp( 4, 71..) admits a presentation 

of t1'-·o generators L and N, and seven defining relations: 

N 6 = ( L~V) 5 = ( LN) 10 = (LN L1V) 6 1 

L ~ N 2 LN4 , N 3 LN3 , (LN) 5 . 
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A.lso a presentation of two generators U and V, and seven defining relations: 

lVbere 

(

-1 
-1 

U = LN = -;;! 

~ ~ ~) ;y = (~1 
0 1 0 ' - -1 
0 0 1 0 

-1 

0 
0 0 0 ' - 1 0 

~ ~) and V = V = (~ ~ -0°1 

-1 0 0 0 1 -1 

~1) 
-1 . 

0 



CHAPTER III. 

The Mapping Class Groups of 

the Closed Surfaces of Higher Genera 

In Chapter II, a simple presentation of t"wo generators of the mapping 

class group M2 of the closed orientable surface of genus two was found, and 

an algorithm to write an arbitrary mapping class in those generators was 

given. Here, we will generalize the theory to hig~1er genera in the first two 

sections, and we will show that, 

Theorem 1.3. The mapping class group .,~\ll 9 of the closed orientable 

surface is generated by three elements L, N and T. 

\Vhere Land N are similar to those we gave for the genus two before. i.e. 

L is a Dehn twist of the longitude of the first handle, and N is a composition 

of five Dehn twists of five circles contained in the first two handles. The 

generator T rotates the handles. 

When we combine our generators with the Hatcher-Thurston-Wajnryb's 

presentation. we obtain a new presentation of ,\1 9 ; this will be given in Section 

3. Section 4 shO\vs some algebraic properties of the mappig class group 

69 
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.\.11 9 . \Ve will study explicitly the abelianization A.b(.Vl 9 ) of .vt 9 . the Torelli 

subgroup I 9 of .\.11 9 • and the automorphism group _-!ut(.vt 9 ) of .\.11 9 . Section 

5 gives a simple presentation of the Siegel modular group Sp(2g. 7L). 

§l. The elementary mapping classes of .. \1 9 

Let F 9 be a closed orientable surface of genus g~ g ~ 3. Let 

be a fixed system of basecun-es on F 9 • based at the point 0, as pictured in 

Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1 Basecurves B on F 9 

As the genus two case. we will first list some elementary operations which 

are described by the isotopy classes of the image of basecurves in the funda

mental group r.I( F 9 : 0) of the surface F 9 relative to the basepoint 0, i.e. . 
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for any homeotopy class f we will denote 

0) The identity I: F 9 ------; F 9 is given by 

1) An orientation-reversing homeotopy class, which flips the surface, called 

reversion, denoted by R: F 9 ------; F 9 , is given by 

2) An orientation-preserving homeotopy class, which rotates the handles, 

called transport, denoted by T : F 9 ------; F 9 , is given by 

3) Homeotopy classes 

'-1 -j-1 '-1 -j-1 . 
Lj = TJ LT and ~'1\,11 = TJ lv1T , J = 1,2,···,g, 

are called linear cuttings, where L and 1v1 are the longii'ude cutting and the 

meridian cutting of the first handle, which are given by 

and 

4) The normal cutting N : F 9 ------; F 9 , similar as we did in the last chapter, 

is given by 
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Figure 1.2 The normal cutting N 

where x = [a1 , bl][a2 , b2 ]. Topologically, this is given by a cutting and sewing 

process as we draw in Figure 1.2. 

Proposition 1.1. 

(a) T9=J, R 2 =I, T=RTR. 

(b) lvf = RLR = N LN, RN R =TNT, TLT = N 3 LN3 . 

(c) N 6 L = L1V 6 , N 6 R = RTN 6T. 

Proof: All formulas may be verified directly. For example, (c), since 

and 

the formulas are obvious. In fact, L leaves the curve x 

invariant, and R reverse the curve x to ([a 9 , b9 ][a 1 , bl])- 1 . 
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5) Finally, we call the homeotopy class P = LN LN L the parallel cutting. 

Algebraically it is given by 

Propositionl.2. (a) P = Llv1 L = lvf Llv1; 

Proof: (a) A direct verification. (b) Actually, 

and, 

Reinark. For the case of genus g 2 3, the normal cutting N is no longer 

periodic. But the mapping class N 6 is still quite easy to deal with, since it 

is exactly the Dehn twist of the null-homologuous circle x = [a1 , bi][a. 2 , b2 ]. 

Now we can state our main theorem. 
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Theorem 1.3. The mapping class group .i\ll9 of the closed orientable 

surface of genus g, g ~ 3, is generated by three elements: the linear cutting 

L, the normal cutting N, and the transport T. 

In the next section, we will give an algorithm to write an arbitrary 

homeotopy class in our generators. It certainly gives a direct proof of Theo-

rem 1.3. In Section 3, we will relate them to the Lickorish generators of Dehn 

twists, that derives another proof. 

As a consequence, we have, 

Theorem 1.4. The homeotopy group M 9 of the surface F 9 , g > 3, 1s 

generated by four elements: L, N, T and R. Furthermore, 

~vt - ;\ll9*<R> 
.~ 9 - {RL = NLNR, RN = TNTR, RT = TR, R2 =I} 

§2. Writing a homeotopy class in the generators 

Let f be an element of the mapping class group ;\ll 9 given by the ex-

pressiOn 

We are going to find an algorithm to write f in the generators introduced 

in the last section by assuming the existence of such an algorithm for genera 

less than g. 

At first, we need two special kinds of mapping classes: 
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Figure 2.1 

a) The handle crossing x, (Figure 2.1), given by 

is obtained by sliding the whole first handle along the longitude circle b2 of 

the second handle. And 

(j + l)·th h8ndl e j -th handle 

Figure 2.2 

b) the handle switchings 1/; j, j = 1, 2, · · ·, g, (Figure 2.2), given by 

where x = [aj, bj][aj+I, bj+l], is obtained by switching the j-th and (j + 1)-th 

handles. 
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By a direct verification, it is easy to show that, 

Proposition 2.1. The handle crossing and the handle switchings are 

generated by the elements L, N and T. lvioreover, 

- - - -3 
X= (NLY:'(NL) 5 N, 

and , TJ·-1 \r3y1-l . 1 ·? ,;,.- '. . J- ... g 
'f/ J - ~ ' - ' ~, ' . 

The parallel cutting P2 = T LN LN LT maps the circle b2 to a2. Then. 

the mapping class P 2 xP2 is obtained by sliding the whole first handle along 

the meridian circle a 2 of the second handle. Since we may switch the second 

handle with any other handles by the mapping classes 'l/Jj, the mapping classes 

obtained by sliding the whole first handle along some basecurve of 8- { a1 , bi} 

are generated by L, N and T. Therefore, 

Proposition 2.2. The mapping classes obtained by sliding the whole first 

handle along a closed curve in the surface F- ( a 1 U bl) are generated by L, 

Nand T. 

Now we can start to show our algorithm. 

Step I. If for some 1 SiS g, (ai)f = ai and (bi)f = bi, then f is generated 

by L, Nand T. 

Composing the handle switchings, we may let i =g. Since (a 9 )f = a9 

and ( b9 )f = b9 , we assume that the restriction of f in the last handle is 

the identity, in particular f leaves the waist curve c9 = [a 9 , b9 ] fixed. Thus. 

letting F' be a closed surface of genus g- 1 obtained by cutting off the last 

handle ofF along the circle c9 and filling by some disk D so that 3D = c9 , 
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the mapping class f induces a unique mapping class f' of .1\-1 9 _ 1 of the surface 

F', which will be called the restriction off in F'. Clearly, 

Proposition 2.3. Let j 1 and fz be two elements of M 9 , such that both 

leave the waist curve c9 = [a 9 , b9 ] fixed. Then, their composition f 1 fz also 

leaves c9 fixed, and the restriction of their composition in F' is equal to the 

composition of their restrictions in F', z. e. 

(Jrfz)' = f~f~. 

Denote by L(g-l), JV(g-l) and T(g-l) the elementary generators of the 

group ,\It g-l, it is obvious that, 

L(g-I) = L', JV(g-l) = N', and T(g-l) = (1/J9T)'. 

Thus, by induction f' can be written as a word in them, i.e. , 

f' = F'(L',N',(1/J9 T)'). 

Let's define 

J = F' ( L, N, 'lj.J 9 T). 

Clearly, it is an element of JV1 9 generated by L, N and T, and its restriction 

in F' is equal to that of f, i.e. ]' = f' by Proposition 2.3. Since (f j-I )' = 

f' ]'-I = 1, we may consider f j-1 instead of j, or equivalently, we may 

assume f' = 1 from now on. 

Let f be a self-homeomorphism ofF, such that (a 9 )f = a9 , (b9 )f = b9 

and f' = 1, i.e. its restriction in the last handle is the identity, and its 
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restriction in F' - D extends to some f' which is isotopic to the identity of 

F'. If the isotopy between f' and the identity leaves the disk D fixed, then 

f itself must be isotopic to the identity of F. In general, the isotopy of f' 

can be decomposed into two operations. One is to slide the disk D around 

some closed curve 1 in F' - D, and the other is to do some Dehn twists of 

the boundary of D. Thus f is obtained from the identity ofF by sliding the 

last handle along the same curve 1 in the inverse way and by doing some 

Dehn twists of the waist circle c9 = [ a9 , b9 ] of the last handle. The first one is 

generated by the elementary generators L, Nand T according to Proposition 

2.2. And so is the second one, since the Dehn twist of c9 has the following 

expressiOn: 

Step II. If for some 1::; i,j::; g, (ai Ubi) n ((aJ)f U (bj)f) = 0, then f is 

generated by L, N and T. 

Indeed, we may assume i = j = 1 by composing the transport T. Since 

(a1 U bt) n ((at)f U (bt)f) = 0, we may construct a system of basecurves 

for some suitable circles a~, b~, · · ·, a~, b~. Since between any two systems 

of base curves B and B' there always exists a unique mapping class h such 

that (B)h = B', among the systems B, B' and (B)f of basecurves we have 

two mapping classes h and fz such that (B)h = B' and (B')fz = (B)j, 

furthermore f = h fz. 

Since (a!)JI = a 1 and (bl)JI b1 , by Step I, the mapping class h IS 
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generated by L, N and T. Since 

and 

(a2)(V-)1hf1) 

( b2 ) ( V-· 1 h f 1 ) 

( ai)hf 1 

(bi)hf1 

((ai)f)f1 = a2 

( ( bi) f) f 1 = b2' 
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again by Step I, the mapping class 'I/J 1hf1 is generated by L, Nand T. Thus 

also the mapping class h is generated by L, N and T by Proposition 2.1. 

Then clearly the mapping class f = fi h is too. 

Step III. For any self-homeomorphism f ofF, there is a self-homeomor

phism h whose mapping class is generated by L, N and T, such that 

(a1 ubi) n ((at)fh u (bi)fh) = 0. 

Denote by ma the number of arc components of the circle ( a 1 )f located in 

the first handle, and denote by mb the number of arc components of the circle 

(bl)f located in the first handle. First let 1 = (a!)J, thus the intersection 

number between the circles 1 and c1 = [ a 1 , bi] is equal to 2ma. Suppose 

ma > 0. Let lo = 1 loP be an arc starting from 0 and ending at Pin 1 n c1 . 

Let 1 1 = 1 I PQ denote the arc of 1 from the point P to the next point Q of 

In c1' (where Q = 0 when ma = 1). And let C10· Cu and c12 be the three 

arc components of c1 - { 0, P, Q} starting at 0, P and Q and ending at P, Q 

and 0 respectively, (where c12 = 0 when ma = 1 ), As drawn in Figure 2.3. 

Considering the circle 8 = c11 II, we choose arbitrarily a self-homeomor

phism h 1 of F which leaves the first handle fixed and has the property that 

( 8)h 1 n ( a 9 U b9 ) = 0. In fact, if 8 is not null-homologous we may choose h1 

so that ( 8)h1 = a 2 since g ~ 3; if 8 is null-homologous we may choose h1 so 
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Figure 203 

that ( 8)h 1 = c1 c2 · · 0 Ck, where k < g is the genus of the component F - 8 

which contains the first handle and c1 = [a1, b1] for j = 1, · · ·, k. By Step I, 

h1 is generated by L, N and To 

If ma = 1, we ha\·e either ( 1 )h 1 = a' a 2 whe:1 8 is not null-homologous, 

or (I )h1 = a' c1 Cz · · · Ck otherwise, where a' is some word in a1 and b1 and 

k < g 0 Hence ( 1 )h1 n ( a9 U b9 ) = 0 for g 2: 30 Therefore, there is some 

self-homeomorphism h2 of F which leaves the last handle ( a9 , b9 ) fixed so 

that 

By Step I, h2 is generated by L, N and T. Thus, we have reduced to the case 

ma = 0. 

If ma > 1, let c' be a circle whose homotopy class is equal to 

as pictured in Figure 2.4. Thus, we have the following properties: ( c' )h1 n 

( a9 U b9 ) = 0, c' is null-homologous, c' separates the surface F in two com-
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ponents, the component that does not contain the last handle has genus one. 

the cardinality of the set c' n r is less than 2m a, and moreover if the in

tersection point (adf n (bl)f is not contained in the arc r loQ= ror 1 the 

cardinality of the set c' n ( b1 )j remains unchanged. Therefore. there exists a 

self-homeomorphism h2 ofF. which leaves the last handle so that 

By Step I, the mapping class of h2 is generated by L, Nand T. Instead off we 

are going to study jh1 h2 • and clearly the cardinality of the set (al)jh1h2nc1 

is the same as of the set ( a 1 )f n c', which is less than '2ma. 

Figure 2.4 

If ma = 0, and mb > 1, we may do the same process by taking r = f(b!) 

as we did for ma > 1. Since mb > 1, i.e. there is more than one component 

of r in the first handle, we may choose the points 0, P and Q such that the 

intersection point (a!)f n (bi)J is not located in r loQ· As we mentioned 

before, the number ma = 0 remains unchanged. 
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If ma = 0 and mb = 1, and if ( adf is contained in the first handle. 

we may let 1 = ( b1 )f and construct the same h1 as \Ve did before. Since 

11 = 1 I PQ must be the only part of the set ( a1 U b1 )f outside of the first 

handle, we have ( ( a 1 u b1 )j)h1 n ( a9 u b9 ) = 0. Therefore fh 1 is generated 

by L, N and T by Step II. 

If ma = 0 and mb = 1. and if ( at)f is not contained in the first handle. 

let 1 = ( b1 )f and construct the same circle 8 as we did before. Then 8 

intersects ( a 1 )f transversally at one point. Thus, 8 is not null-homologous, 

and \Ve may choose h 1 such that (8)h 1 = a 2 and ((at)j)h1 = b2. Again, we 

have ( ( a 1 u b!)f)h 1 n ( a9 u b9 ) = 0 since g 2: 3. Therefore fh 1 is generated 

by L, N and T by Step II. 

Finally, if ma = mb = 0. we may apply Step II directly. 

§3. A new presentation of the group ,.~\1( 9 

Lickorish ( [L2]) found a finite set of 3g - 1 generators of the mapping 

class group .. A,1 9 , which are Dehn twists of the simple closed curves a/s. bi 's 

and Zj ·s, i = 1, 2, · · ·, g and j = 1, 2. · · ·, g- 1, as pictured in Figure 3.1. 

They will be denoted by Ai's, Bi's and Zj's respectively. Humphries ([H2]) 

reduced Lickorish's set to 2g + 1 elements: a 1 • · · ·. a9 , b1 , b2 , z1 , · · ·, z9 _ 1 . 

They are related to our generators L. N and Tin the following way: 

Theorem 3.1. 

(a) Ai = yi-l AfTi- 1 , where 1\1 = N LN, 



(b) 

(c) 
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Zg 

-·-----·-

Figure 3.1 The twist curves of the Lickorish generators 

Bi = Ti-l Lyr-1' 

Zi = Ti-l z-p- 1 , wbere Z = 1W LN LN LM, 

for i = 1, 2, · · · , g. 
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Proof: The only expression we need to prove is the last one Z1 = Z. Indeed, 

where z1 = azhz7izbl. And 

Z = lvf LN LN Llvf = l:vf LN LN · [a1b1a1, b1a1, az, b2, · · ·] 

= M LN L. [a1 -;;1' bzxal bl7i1 'bz, xal bl az, .. ·], X = [a1' bl] [az, bz] 

= MLN · [a1b1bzczb1,bzczbl,bz,X'a1b1az,···], cz = [az,bz]. 

=AIL· [clbl,b1c2b2b17i1,b1a2b2,b2, .. ·], c1 = [a1,bl]. 

= [al b2c2b1, b1 Czbz b1 b2c2b1, b1 a2b2, b2 · · ·] = Z1. 

Reciprocally, we also may write L, N and Tin the Lickorish generators. 
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where 

and 

for i = 1 , 2, · · · , g. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Proof: (a) It is obvious. 
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L 

N 

(b) Since ( LN)5 = IV 6 , we have 

Therefore, the formula is immediate. 

(c) Since 
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and since PiN? = !v? Pi+ I, the formula is easy. Indeed, this is a consequence 

of the formulas (l.l.a) T9 = 1 and (1.2.c) (N3 T)g-l = P 4 (g-Z). 

A new presentation of the mapping class group .;\.1{ 9 can be found by plug

ging our generators into the presentation given by Hatcher-Thurston ( [HT]) 

and Wajnryb ([W2]). Now we recall their result. 
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Theorem 3.3. (Hatcher-Thurston-Wajnryb) The mappmg class 

group .i\ll 9 has a presentation with 2g + 1 generators A 1 , A 2 , • · ·, A 9 , B 1 , 

B 2 , Z1 , Z 2 , · • ·, Z 9 _ 1 , and the following defining relations: 

(8)B ·Z·-Z·B· l J - J !) for all i, j = 1, 2, · · · . 

(B) 

where 

and 

(D) 

where 
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Now we begin to simplify these relations by using our new generators. 

Proposition 3.4. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

. -z 
L f-----7 T 1NT ,i = 1,2, ... ,g- 2. 

:\T Ti 7\TTi . 2 3 2 H f-----7 h ,z= , ,···,g- . 
- -3 2-2 

T1\IIT = lv~ 3 ~"'vfN = N LN . 

L f-----7 NT ZT N. 

TN3TNTN3T = N 3TNTN3. 

2-2 3-3 4-4 L f-----7 N LN , N LN , N LN . 

L f-----7 N LN LN, N LN LN. 

Proof: The main part of the proposition is proven by direct calculation of 

the image of basecurves. 

Remark. Among the above relations, the formulas (g) and (h) are conse

quences of 

Indeed, the formulas of (g) are evident, and those of (h) can be read from the 

following equality: 

- - -2 2 
NLNLN =N LNLNLN , by (1.2.b), 

=(N4 LN4)-l(N3 LN3)-1(N2 LN2)-1. 
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In our later calculation, the formulas (g) and (h) will be used very often. 

Proposition 3.5. The relation (A) of Theorem 3.3 is a consequence of the 

relations in Propositions 1.1 and 3.4. 

Proof: Without loss generality, we assume i = 1. 

(A-1) If j -=J. 2 and g, this is clear from (3.4.a) and (3.4.b). If j = 2, 

-- ?-.?--
A 1 A 2 = lv1Tlv1T = NLN · N- LN- = NLTLTN 

-. ~ ? -3 
= NTLTLN = N- Ll'v' LN = AzA1 , 

by (l.l.b), (3.4.a) and (3.4.d). And if j = g, 

(A-2) It is equivalent to (3.4.a). 

(A-3) If j -=J. 2 and g, it is obvious from (3.4.a-c). And if j = 2 or g, it is 

a consequence of (3.4.e). 

( A-4) If j -=J. 2, it is obvious from (3.4.a) and (3.4. b). And if j = 2, it 

follows from (3.4.c) and the result for the case j -=J. 2, indeed, 

(A-5) It is exactly the formula (1.2.a), or equivalently (3.4.h). 

( A-6) If j -=J. 2, again it is evident. If j = 2, 

A1 Zz =AfT ZT = T(TA1T · T 2 ZT 2 )T = T(N 2 LN 2 T 2 ZT 2 )T 

= T(T 2 ZT 2 N 2 LN 2 )T = TZTlvf = ZzA1. 

by (3.4.a-d). 
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(A-7) If j = 1, we have 

Z1A.1Z1 = MLNLNLi.\1· AI· J.\JLNLNLi\1 

= 1\J Ll'vf N LN 1.11 Li\1 L1'v1 N LN 1\1 LM 

= L;_\1 LN LN LN LN LJ.\1 L = L1\1 LN Ll'vl LN Li\!I L 

-- ') - ·J- - -?-. - . -
= LNLN-LNL-NLNL = LNLN-LNLNLNLNLN 

= LNLNL1VL2 J.V = LNLNL1'v12 = A.1Z1A.1. 

by using the relations (3.4.g) and (3.4.h). 

If j = g, we have 

Z 9 A.1 Z9 = Ti\1 LN LN L.l\IT · 11.1 · Ti\11 LN LN L1.WT 

= T AI LN LJ.V L1'l LN LltfT 

= TNLNLN 2 LNLNLN 2 LNLNT 

= TN LN3 LN2 LN LN LN 2 LN 3 LNT 

= TN2LN3 LNLNLNLlv~LN3LN2T 

= TN 2 LN2 T · TNLNLNLNLNLNT · TN 2 LN 2 T 
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(A-8) If j f=. 1 and g, it is easy from the relations of Proposition 3.4. If 

j = 1, 

by (1.2.a) and 1'vf ~ ]\fLN. And if j = g, 

B1Z9 = LTAJLNLNLAIT = TN 3 LN 3 1viLNLJVLl\IIT 

-2- 2-3 = T:.\1 LN3 LN LN LA!T = Ti\1 LN LN LN LAIT 
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Actually, we have more interesting relations: 

Proposition 3.6. The following formulas are the consequences of the 

relations given in Propositions 1.1, 1.2 and 3.4: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(N LN LN LN)4 = N 3 L 2 (LN) 5 (LN) 5 N 3 . 

(l:VLNLN) 4 = (NL) 5 (NL) 5 L 2 . 

L ~ (LN) 5 (NL) 5 . 

TLT ~ (LN) 5 , and TiVIT ~ (LN) 5 . 

Proof: (d) 

T LT(LN) 5 = N 3 LN3 · L · N LN · N 2 LJY LN · N 2 LN2 • N 3 

= LNLN2 LNLNLN. N 2 L~Y 2 • N 3 

--- -? -3 
= LNLNLNLNL · N- LN2 · N 

And similarly we may obtain the other one. 

(b) & (c) \\Te show both at the same time. Since 

(N LN LN)4 = (N L )N L(N2 LN2 )N LN2 LN(N2 LN2 )LN(LN) 

= (N L) 2 N 2 LN L(N 2 LN LN3 )N(LN)2 

= (N L) 2 N 2 L(N3 LN LN4 )N(LN)3 

= (NL) 4 N 4 (LN) 4 

= L(LN)5 N 6 (N L)5 L 

= L(NL)5 (NL) 5 L, by (1.2.b), 
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since L <----+ N LN N by ( 1.2.a), the formula (c) is evident. And the abm·e 

calculation together with (c) shows directly the formula (b). 

(a) By the formula (b), it is enough to .show that, 

Actually, 

N 3 (NLNLN) 4 N 3 = N 3 (N 4 LNLNLN 2 ) 4 N 3 

Proposition 3. 7. 

= N LN LN LN2 LN LN LN 2 LN LN LN2 LN LN LI'l 

= i\1 Li\1( N LN LN LN) 3 N LN2 LN 

= l'vf L1\1(N LN LN LN)3 N LN2 LN 

= l'vf LJ\1( N LN LN LN) 4 Jvf L1\1 

= (NLNLNLN) 4 , by (1.2.a) and (3.4.a- c). <) 

The relation (B) of Theorem 3. 3 is a consequence of 

the relations in Propositions 1.1, 1. 2 and 3. 4. 

Proof: Since B1A1Z1 = L · Jvf. i\fLNLNL1\1 = NLNLNL1V. and 

A2Z1A1B?A1Z1A2 

= N 3 M N 3 · 1\II LN LN L1\1 · 1Vf · L2 · Jvf · i\1 LN LN Li\!I · N 3 Jvf ~V 3 

-- 2-2 - - 2-2 
= 1\IIL · N LN · NLN · LJ\12 L · NLN · N LN · LM, by (3.4.d) 

= i\1 L(N2 LN LN LN L 2 N LN LN LN 2 )Llvf 

= 1\:IL · N 3 ((NL)4 (LN)4 )N3 · LNI, by (3.4.a- c) 

= lvf L · N 3 ((N L) 4 N LN6 )N3 ·LA!, by (LN) 5 = N 6 , 

= 1\1 L · N 3 ((N L) 5 L2 )N3 • N 6 ·LA! 

= N 3 (NL) 5 L 2 N 3 , by (3.6.d). 
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83b383b2 

Figure 3.2 

The proposition is clear by comparing with (3.6.a). 
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<) 

Now we introduce a notation. \Ve denote the conjugate ,Ba{3-1 simply 

by< /3 > a. The relation (C), called the lantern law, is a special relation for 

the mapping class group A1 g of genus g 2: 3, and is a composition of seven 

Dehn twists, which can be chosen arbitrarily up to conjugacy. Here, we let 

the seven twist curves be the following: 

as pictured in Figure 3.2. Since 

and 

the formula (C) is equivalent to 

< T > L· < PN2 (J.'v1LN) 3 TN > L· < PNTN > L = 

L- < P N > L· < T P N > L· < T 2 > L. 
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Since P = LJ.\1L commutes with TLT. T 2 LT2 • T_l.IT and TNT by the 

formulas (3.4.a-d ). and since P LP = ~u = S LS. conjugating the above 

formula by P, \Ve have 

Proposition 3.8. The lantern law (C) is equivalent to 

< T > L · < ~v 2 ( jf L jV) 3 T ~v > L · < ~v T ~v > L = 

< ~v > L · < .:V > L · < T P .:V > L · < T 2 > L 

According to \Vajnryb's work ([\V2]), the relation (D) is special for a 

closed surface. ~Ioreover, we may consider L, N and T as mapping classes 

of the orientable surface F 9 , 1 of genus g with one boundary component ;3 = 

c1 c2 · · · c9 , as pictured in Figure 3.3, which form a system of generators of the 

group .;\.1 9 ,1 , and relations (A), (B) and (C) givf' a complete presentation of 

it. Therefore. we may replace (D) by any relations which generate the kernel 

of the quotient map from .. \.1 9 ,1 to .;\.1 g. 

L T 

Figure 3.3 

The Dehn twist of the curve f3 is clearly equal to T9. And sliding /3 along 
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some nonseparating curve, e.g. b1 , is given by (T.N3 L 2 (N LN LN)4 )g-l, since 

These two classes form a set of normal generators for the kernel of the quotient 

map from .i\ .. 1 9 ,1 onto -\It 9 , since all mapping classes obtained by sliding (3 

along some nonseparating simple closed curve are conjugate each other, and 

since all mapping classes obtained by sliding fi along some separating simple 

closed curve are composed by those along nonseparating curves, in particular 

along the basecurves, it is enough to replace the formula (D) by the formulas 

Putting all together we have a new presentation of the surface mapping 

class group in our generators: 

Theore1n 3.9. The mapping class group JVl 9 of the closed orientable 

surface of genus g, g ~ 3, has a presentation of three generators: the linear 

cutting L, the normal cutting N and the transport T, and 3g + 4 relations: 

(I) L +-----+< Ti > L, i = L 2, · · ·, g- 1, 

(II) 

(III) 

(IV) 

L +-----+< Ti > N, i = 1,2, · · · ,g- 2, 

f'T +-----+< yi > 7\T ; _ ') 3 , , , g _ ') .:.'I lV., t-- ...... , , , ...... , 

< T > L =< .N3 > L, <TN> L =< N 2 > L, 

(LN) 5 = N 6 , (LN) 10 = N 6 , 
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(V) < T > L · < N 2 (NLNLN) 3TN > L · < NTN > L 

= < N > L · < N > L. < T1'l(LN) 2 > L · < T 2 > L, 

(VI) T 9 = 1, (N3 T)g-l = (LN LN)6 (g- 2 ), 

and (TN3 L 2 (1VLNL~V)4 )9- 1 = 1. 

All above formulas are collected from earlier discussions, though they 

may be slightly different. in fact, 

< NTN(LN) 2 > L = < NTlvfLN > L, 

since IV[= N LN. 

§4. Some algebraic applications 

By using the new system of generators, some of the properties of the 

mapping class group .;\It g can be easily shown. 

i) Abelianization Ab(M9 ) of M 9 

Denote by .4b( A1 g) the abelianization of the mapping class group ,~\ll g, 

for g 2': 1, which was determined first by Birman ([Bl]) and Powell ([Pl]). 

Here we may reprove their result easily from the relations we have got. 

Theorem 4.1. 

g 2': 3. 

Proof: \Vhen genus g 

presentation 

1, the mapping class group Jvt 1 
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where the operation N is slightly different, defined as N = [b1 , h ai], smce 

we do not have the second handle. Thus, 

\Vhen g = 2, we recall the presentation of }vt 2 given in the last chapter, 

JV'l2 = ( L, N; 
(Li'-/) 5 = 1, (LN)10 = 1, N 6 = 1, and 

some commutativity relations. ) · 

Then, 

Ab(Jvt 2 ) = ( L, X; L <----+ N, L 5 = N 5 , L 10 = N 10 , and N 6 = 1. ) 

= ( L, N; L 5 = i'l, and N 2 = 1. ) = Z1o· 

And for g 2 3, the formula (LN) 5 = N 6 implies N = L 5 in Ab(Jvt 9 ), the 

formulas T9 = 1 and (N3T)g-l = (LN LN)6 (g- 2 ) imply T = L 15(g-l)-l2(g-2)-

= L 39- 9 in Ab(.AI{9), and the lantern law (3.9.V) implies L = 1 in Ab(,~vt 9 ). 

Thus Ab(Jvt 9 ) = 1. 

Similarly, for the homeotopy groups, we have that, 

by using the relations RLR = N LN, RN R = TNT and R 2 = 1. 

ii) The Torelli subgroup I 9 of Jvt 9 

Let ). : M 9 ---+ Sp(2g, Z) be the natural homomorphism defined so that, 

for each mapping class f of Al{ 9 , the element ).(j) is the automorphism of 

the group H 1 (F 9 ; Z) "" 129 induced by f. \Ve will call the normal subgroup 

I 9 = ker). the Torelli subgroup of Jvt 9 . 
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The first set of normal generators of the group I 9 \Vas given by Birman 

([B2]) in the Lickorish generators. Powell reduced to three maps: a Dehn 

twist of a null-homologous curve which splits one handle from the others, 

a Dehn twist of a null-homologous curve which splits two handles from the 

others, and twists along a pair of disjoint homologous (not homotopic) curves 

in which none of them is null-homologous in the surface. 

Here we may write them easily in our generators. 

Theorem 4.2. The Torelli group I 9 is a normal subgroup generated by 

P 4 = (LN LN)6 , ~v 6 • and (N L) 5 (.N L) 5 . 

Proof: The mapping classes P 4 and N 6 are exactly the Dehn twists of the 

curves c1 = [ a 1 , b1 ] and x = [ a 1 , b1 ][ a 2 , 62 ]. And we may write the last one in 

the following way, 

and clearly it is a composition of the Dehn twists of the circle 61 and the 

circle (LN) 5 (br) = b1x. 

iii) The auto1norphis1n group Aut(;vt9 ) of .;vt 9 

Let Aut(.~vt 9 ) and Aut(.;vt 9 ) denote the automorphism groups of the 

mapping class group M 9 and the homeotopy group .~vt 9 respectively. Let 

Inn( ;vt 9 ) and Inn( ./vt 9 ) denote their corresponding inner-automorphism nor

mal subgroups. And let Out(;vt 9 ) and Out(;vt 9 ) be their quotients. Mc

Carthy and Ivanov ([Ml]) proved that. 

Theoren1 4.3. The short exact sequences 
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are split, and 

i) Out( .. Vl 9 ) = 12, and Out( .. \,1 9 ) = 1. for g 2:3. 

ii) Out( .. Vl2) = 12 x 1 2. and Out( .. \,1 2) = 12 x 1 2 . 

Here we give those outer-automorphisms explicitly. 

Proposition 4.4. i) The group Out(.Vl 2 ) is generated by. 

9: .. vt2 ~ .. vt2. 9( L) = RLR = jf, and 9(S) = R.:V R = N, 

-? 

where I-\ = T p- T P 2 . (::'\ ote that. L .....__... I\. N .....__... I\. and K 2 = 1.) 

ii) The group Out( .. Vl 2 ) is generated by, 

iii) The group Out( .. Vl g). for g 2: 3, is generated b_v, 

9 : .A-1 9 ~ • vt 9 • Q( L ) = RL R = jf. Q( ~Y) = RN R = N. 

and 9(T) = RTR = T. 
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The proof of Theorem 4.3 given by ).lcCarthy and Ivanov is base on the 

following fact: any automorphism of the mapping class group J\ltg maps a 

Dehn twist to a Dehn twist, for g 2: 3. which is obtained by using a result 

of Birman-Lubotzky-:..IcCarthy ([BLM]) about abelian subgroups of .. \,19 . 
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Thus, we can have only one nontri,·ial outer automorphism q (modulo inner 

automorphisms) which maps a Dehn twist to some Dehn twist with re\·ersing 

twist orientation; in particular g can be chosen as in Proposition 4.4. 

\Vhen g = 2. it is slio·hth· different. we ha\·e one element of order t\\·o ·'=' • 

} -<• \~ 3 p 2 \~3p2 • \A • . h 11 . l ~ = ~ ~' E l·v'2· .VI 2 J commuting w1t a mappmg c asses. Since 

Ab(,;Vl2) = 1\o, multiplying I\ to the mapping classes whose image in the 

abelianization is odd. we obtain an extra nontriYial outer automorphism "'· 

Since Ab(,~\ll 2 ) = Z2 = 1 2 and RI\ = I\ R. we ha,·e two different extensions 

K 1 and K2 of "' as shown in Proposition 4.4. 

§5. A simple presentation of the Siegel modular groups 

Sp(2g,Z) 

For g 2: 1, the Siegel modular group is defined by 

S (.7 71) _{(A 5) \A (7L)· A.St=SAt.BTt=TBt.} 
p -9, IL - T B E ,.,vl2gx2g( ' ABt _ STt =I. · 

It is isomorphic to the quotient of the surface mapping class group _,\1{ 9 mod

ulo the Torelli subgroup I 9 , i.e. 

Here we can obtain directly a presentation of the group Sp(2g, 71.) from that of 

the group _,VI 9 by adding the normal generators of I 9 as some extra defining 

relations. In this section, \Ve are going to simplify those relations. \Ve denote 
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the image of L, N, T, .111 and Pin the Siegel modular group Sp(2g, 7L) by 

using the same notation. 

Proposition 5.1. (a) p4 = N 6 = ( LN) 5 = ( LN)10 = 1. 

(b) 

Proof: These are direct consequences of the normal generators of the Torelli 

group I 9 given in the last section. 

Now we are going to simplify some relations in Theorem 3.9. 

Lemma 5.2. (NLNLN) 4 = £ 2 , and (NLNLNLN) 4 = TLT. 

Proof: This is a consequence of Proposition 3.6. 

Lemma 5.3. Denote by 

1 0 0 
-1 1 0 
0 0 1 

J( NLN 2 LN2 LN 0 0 0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

1 

0 

1 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 

0 
0 
0 

0 0 0 1 

the lantern lm'ir is equivalent to the following formula: 
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Proof: For convienence, we will denote by 

- ? -2 
L2 = T LT, Jf2 = T1t1T, and L 3 = T- LT 0 

Thus, 

Using Lemma 502, the lantern law can be written in the following form: 

< T > L 0 < N 3 Li\1 L 2 T S > L o < J.VT N > Lo < N > L· < N > L· < TA1 LN > L· < T 2 > L 

= N 31vfTK1\1L2T:.VfLN 2TK.l\IIL2TN · NL.:.V 2 LNTlVILA1L2KLJ.fTL3, 

by L 2 ~TNT, TLT 

- -2 
by Af2 = N 2 LN 

=< 1\J2L2 > { J\13K 12LAf K23LN 11.12L2Af2K 23}, 

=< lvf2L2 > {K13K12K23JfilvfL2NI21\I2K23}, 

-- - --.---. 4--=< Af2I2 > {J{13J(12K23L2J\f(LN) NK23} 

=< Af2L2 > { K13K 12K23L2AfN LN K 23}, by (L.1.V) 4 NL 
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Now we have one more relation to simplify. 

Lemma 5.4. The defining relation 

can be replaced by the relation: 

L f-----+ < N 2 TN > L. 

Proof: Indeed, since 

< NTN(LN) 2 > L =< NTN(1'v'L) 3 > L, 

by (LN) 10 = 1, L f-----+ (N L) 5 

= NTN 2 LNLNLNL2VL~\' 2 TN 
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2 -'J 
by L f-----+ 1V LN LN, L f-----+ N LN-

= NTN 2LNLNL1VLNLN4 TN 

= NT 2 1Vf LT2 · TN 2 L1.V 2 T · T2 LJ'vfT2 N 

we may replace the relation L f-----+< NTN(LN)2 > L by the formula: 

- -'J 
L f-----+ < NT N- > L, 

or eqivalently, 
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Consequently, we have the following presentation. 

Theore1n 5.5. The Siegel modular group 

Sp(2g, Z) = { (~ ~) E ).!l2gx2 9 (1); 
ASt = SA.t,syt = TBt,} 

ABt- STt =I. ' 

for g ;::: 3, has a presentation of three generators: 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 

L= 
0 0 1 0 0 0 

T= 
0 1 0 

1 0 0 ' 0 0 1 
0 

0 
1 0 1 

0 
0 0 

0 0 1 0 1 0 

0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

and J.V= 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

and 3g + 5 defining relations: 

(I) L +---+< Ti > L, i = 1, 2, · · ·, g- 1, 

L +---+< yi > N, i = 1, 2, · · ·, g- 2, 

1\f +---+< yi > N, i = 2. 3, · · ·, g- 2, 

(II) L +---+ (LN) 5 , L +---+< N 2TN > L, 

(III) < T > L = < N 3 > L, < TN > L = < N 2 > L, 
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(IV) N6 (LN LN)6 (LN) 5 (L.N)lo 1, 

(V) T9 (TN3)g-1 1, 

(VI) < N 3 T > J{ = [ < T > IC J{ L 

where, J{ = NLN 2 Liv'2 LN. 

Proof: vVe have shown that the defining relations in this presentation derive 

those in Theorem 3.9. All \Ve need to check is that the normal generators 

of the Torelli group can also be obtained from them. This is quite obvious. 

since P 4 = N 6 = 1 are relations in the presentation and ( N L )5 ( N L )5 = 1 

can be concluded from the formulas L f-----+ ( LN)5 and ( LN) 10 = 1. <) 

Consequently, we have the following interesting fact: 

Corollary 5.6. The group Sp(2g, 1), g 2:: 3, is generated by three periodic 

elements LN, N and T of the orders 5, 6 and g respectively. 
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Handlebody Extendible Mapping Classes 

As we constructed in the introduction, let Hg be a solid handlebody of 

genus g, with boundary 8Hg = Fg, let B = {a 1 ,b1 ,a2 ,b2 ,···,ag,bg} be a 

fixed system of basecurves based at a basepoint 0 in F g, such that the ai • s 

are meridian circles of Hg, and let Kg denote the subgroup of lvlg consisting 

of mapping classes induced by some homeomorphisms of the handle body Hg. 

An element of Kg is called an extendable mapping class. 

The subgroup Kg plays a very important role in Heegaard decompositions 

of 3-manifolds ( cf. [B5], [B6] & [Wl]). In this chapter, we describe this 

subgroup explicitly by giving a finite set of generators. \Vhen we compare 

our generators to those of Suzuki ([S2]) and to those of Powell ([P2]), not 

only we see that the number of generators is one fewer, but also we are able 

to give them simple expressions in terms of the generators L, N and T of the 

mapping class group _,\.,1 g for the first time. 

104 
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§ 1. Some extendible mapping classes 

In this section we are gomg to g1ve some extendible mappmg classes, 

show that they generate the group K 9 , and write them in the words of the 

generators L, N and T of the group M g by using the technique given in 

Chapters II and III. 

Recall that the linear c·utting L, the normal cutting N and the transport 

T are given by 

\Ve also denote by Af = N LN the meridian cutting, P = Ll'vf L = AI Llvf 

the parallel cutting, Q = T PT = N 3 P N 3 the parallel cutting of the second 

handle, Ci = [ai, bi] the waist circle of the i-th handlec and x = c 1 c2 the waist 

of the first two handles. 

~ow we list some elementary extendible mapping classes. 

1) The meridian cutting i\.1, given by 

is the Dehn twist of the meridian circle a 1 . 

2) The transport T rotates the handles. 

3) The handle rotation¢, (Figure 1.1 ), given by 
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Figure 1.1 Handle rotation ¢ 

Figure 1.2 Handle switching 1/J 

is obtained by a 180°-rotation of the first handle along its waist circle c1 . 

4) The handle switching 1/J, (Figure 1.2), given by 

is obtained by sliding the second handle around the waist circle c1 of the first 

handle into the position in front of the first one. 

5) The handle rounding (j, (Figure 1.3), given by 
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Figure 1.3 Handle rounding a 

Figure 1.4 Handle crossing X 

is obtained by sliding one foot of the first handle around the aist circle c2 of 

the second one. 

6) The handle crossing x, (Figure 1.4), given by 

is obtained by sliding the whole first handle along the longitude circle b2 of 

the second handle. 

7) The one-foot sliding w, (Figure 1.5), given by 
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is obtained by sliding one foot of the first handle along the longitude circle 

b2 of the second handle. 

Figure 1.5 One-foot sliding w 

0 

Figure 1.6 Handle knotting f) 

8) The one-foot knotting 8, (Figure 1.6), given by 

is obtained by sliding one foot of the first handle along the meridian circle a2 

of the second handle. 
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9) The handle replacing fl, (Figure 1.7), given by 

is obtained by replacing the first handle with the cylinder between the first 

and the second handles. 

Figure 1. 7 Handle replacing rt 

Remark. By the definition, among all elementary extendible mappmg 

classes, the operations T, ¢, '1/J, CJ, x, w and rt can be obtained by some 

isotopic deformations of § 3 , i.e. , obtained by deforming the handle body H 9 

inside of § 3 without cutting it open. 

Theorem 1.1. In the mapping class group .;\/t 9 , we have the following 

expresswns: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

( iv) 

(v) 

¢ = p2 = (L~"\1)4' 

</J = P4N3 = N3Q4, 

(J = P(LN)5 (LN) 5 PQ4 = (PQN)2 Q4 , 

X= L(NL) 5 (NL) 5 N 3 = (QNP?N3, 

3--2 
w = Q NQ P, 



(vi) 

(vii) 
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fJ = Q2 J.VQP = QwQ, 

17 = PQ2 NQ = PfJP. 
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Proof: The expressions are found by using the algorithms g1ven m Chap

ters II and III, which certainly was not easy. After the formulas have been 

discovered, the proof is just an immediate verification. 

For example, for (iii), we know that, 

thus 

and 

then 

Because 

and 

Also we have, 

-4- - -4 
Clearly, rJ = Q (PQN)2 = (PQN) 2Q . And similarly we can prove the other 

formulas. <) 
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Figure 2.1 

§2. Generators of the subgroup JC9 

In this section, we are going to prove that, 

Theorem 2.1. The extendible mapping class subgroup K 9 of the surface 

mapping class group ./\It 9 is generated by flve elernents: 

l'vf, T, )\T3 
J. ~ ' 

p2 
' 

and PS 2 P, 

and also by the flve elements: 

T, 2-NLN L, 

Regard the handlebody H9 as the lower-halfspace of the Euclidean space 

E3 with g pairs of holes on its boundary F 9 identified. Instead of the base

curves B = {ai,bi} 1 :::;i:::;g, we will study the basearcs B = {pi,qi,rdi:::;i::=;g as 

pictured in Figure 2.1. Clearly we have the following homotopic relations: 

for z = 1 ? ... g '-· ' . 
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The disk holes. denoted by Di 's, will be chosen as the meridian disks, 

which form a cutting system of the handle body H 9 . Their boundary circles, 

ri 's, are the fixed meridian circles. In the plane in Figure 2.1, the disks Di 

and the circles li are split in two. VVe will denote by Di and Di' the two 

copies of Di, denote by ri = oDi and ri' = oDi' the two copies of ri, and 

call them the C1Ltiing disks and cutting circles respectively. Moreover, we also 

suppose that ri contains an endpoint of Pi and ri' contains one of qi. 

\Ve call this new description the planar representation ofF 9 . Using it, 

a mapping class of the surface F 9 may be drawn easily in the plane. For 

example, the mapping classes ¢, lj; and () are drawn in Figure 2.2, and it is 

quite easy to understand how they move the feet of handles. 

Using ¢, 'ljJ, () and T, we construct more mapping classes which sliding 

the feet of the handles arround. A family of mapping classes, called the i-th 

foot knotting ei and the 7-th foot knotting e:, are defined by sliding the foot 

r~' of the first handle along the meridian circles ai and the meridian circles 

biaJ;i, i.e. ri and ri', respectively, (see Figure 2.3). Therefore, e' = A..· e · rf,. 1 'f'l l't'l) 

. -i-1 
where ¢i = Tt-l ¢T , for i = 2, ···,g. Precisely, we have 

Proposition 2.2. The i-th foot knotting and 7-th foot knotting are 

generated by the mapping classes T, ¢, 'ljJ, and 8. Furthermore, they have 

the following expressions: 

ei =Ti-2( 1J;T)i-28(T'ljJ )i-2 Ti-2' 

and Gi =Ti-l ¢T( 11JT)i-2 8(Tlj; )i-2 Trj;Ti-1. 
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JY~ 
. . . . 

~. =~. 

Figure 2.2 

Proof: By Figure 2.3, 

a -a·-c· 1 · · .-c2c1a1c2 · · · c· 1a·b· a·+1 b·+l · · ·] ll I 1- 1- I 11 ! l I l ' 

Then, a direct calculation implies the proposition. For example, let us com
~-j-1 

pute ei. Let 7/Jj = Tj-17.fJT and z = C2C3 ... Ci-1' then 
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e~ 
I 

Figure 2.3 

and 

Now we start provmg that the elementary extendible mapping classes 

generate the group Kg. 

Let f be an extendible mapping class, z. e. an element of Kg. The idea is 

to find another extendible mapping class g generated by our generators, such 
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that either g f or f g is "simpler'' than f. The process will be repeated until 

the identity map is obtained. 

Lemma 2.3. Let a be an oriented simple arc on the surface F 9 from the 

basepoint 0 to the endpoint Q of q1 at r~', which does not intersect any of 

the meridian circles ri for all i. and does not intersect any of the arcs Pi and 

qi for j 2 s. Then. there exists a self-homeomorphism g whose homeotopy 

class is generated by the classes T. i'vf, q;, w, and B, such that (qt)g = a, 

(ri)9 = ri, for any i 2 1. Furthermore, (pi)9 =Pi if an Pi = {0}, and 

(qi)9 = qi if an qi = {0}, for any j 2 1. 

Proof: Suppose the arc a intersects q1 transversally, and denote by k the 

number of points of the intersection an q1 other than 0 and Q. When k = 0, 

the union of these two curves becomes a simple closed curve 1 = aq1 . 

Figure 2.4 

If 1 does not intersect any of the arcs Pi and q1 other than q1 , we may 

let g either be an isotopy if 1 does not separate the circles r~ and r~, or a 

meridian twist from 1'vf±1 if the disk area bounded by 1 includes r~ (Figure 

2.4). Otherwise, let P be an intersection point closest to Q along a. If P E p 1 

we may use the mapping class rP to remove it, and if P E Pi or qi, for some 

i 2 2, we may use the mapping class 8£ or 8i given in Proposition 2.2 to 
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remove it. Actually, 9 \Vill be the mapping which moves the cutting circle r~' 

along the curve ,, its explicit expression in mappings ei 's. e~ 's and 9 may 

be easily found from the intersection set ~( n (U(Pi U q i)) along the curve -r. 

This clearly leaves the unintersected Pi's and qi 's unchanged. 

Suppose k 2:: 1. let P be the intersection point of ex and q1 closest to the 

point 0 along ex. Let 3 = ex i op q1 IPq. After an isotopic deformation, we 

have the intersection numbers #( q1 n 5) = 0 and #(,3 n ex) ::; k - 1. Clearly 

f3 does not intersect the Pi ·s and qi ·s more than ex does, since we have 

(Figure 2.5). By induction, we have 91 and 92 generated by T, M, </J, 'lj;, 8 

and ry, such that (qi)91 = (3 and (f3)9z =ex. Then, we may take 9 = 9192· 0 

Lemma 2.4. 

F. ') ~ 

1gure -·0 

Let f be an arbitrary self-bomeomorpbism of tbe bandlebody 

H 9 , sucb tbat (ri)f = ri, for all i. Tben, tbe bomeotopy class off is generated 

by tbe classes T, J\1, </J, 'lj;, and 8. 

Proof: This is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. 

Inductively, suppose we have (pi)f =Pi and (qi)f = qi fori :S s -1, for some 

s. Rotate the handles until (p8 , q8 ) is in the first position, switch p8 and qs 
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by ¢, simplify Ps by using Lemma :2.3, then swit.ch back to simplify q3 in the 

same way, and finally rotate it back. Again by Lemma :2.3, all Pi's and qi 's 

for i :S s - 1 remain unchanged. 

000000 
r" r' r" r' 2 2 1 t 

According to Lemma :2.4, from now on, it is enough to study the image 

of the cutting system ri 's of an extendible class. Thus, we first discuss some 

extendible mapping classes: x, w and ry, which change the cutting system 

{ ri}. The images of the cutting system of the mapping classes x, w and 77 

are drawn in Figures 2.6-:2.8. 

~~ ~ h o-:~:. o):. o o o p .... ~~\.;J 
< r" r' r" r' 2 2 t t 

> 
?(r1) 

Figure 2. 7 ( r i )w = r i for i f 2 Figure 2.8 (ri)7J = ri for i 2:: 2 

Le1nma 2.5. Let r be an oriented simple closed curve on the surface F 9 , 

which does not intersect any of the meridian circles ri, and whose homology 

class in H1 (F 9 ,1) relative to the meridian circle r 1 is nontrivial (i.e. r sepa-
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rates r~ and r~' in t·Hro sides in the planar representation). Then. there exists 

a self-homeomorphism g whose homeotopy class is generated b.Y the classf's 

T. j:f, c;;. IJ.', fJ and ry, such that (:)g = r 1 , and (ri)g · ri, for all i 2: :2. 

Proof: Denote by k the number of cutting circles in the disk area 2l.. bounded 

by 1 in the planar representation ofF 9 . The lemma will be proved by induc

tion on k. 

For k = 1, the cutting circle in 2l.. must be either r~ or r~. If 1 is oriented 

in the same way as this cutting circle, \Ve may let g be an isotopy deformation, 

which deforms 1 into r 1 . If 1 is oriented in the opposite way, we may apply 

the operation 9 to reverse the orientation of r 1 . 

Fork = 2, by some handle s\vitchings and rotations, i.e. a mapping class 

generated by ¢, 1/J and T, we may suppose that the two cutting circles in 2l.. 

are r~ and r~. Connecting the point P = p 2 n r~ and the point Q = q1 n r~ 

by a simple arc b in .6. (Figure 2.9). 

0 . 

Figure 2.9 

If b does not intersect any arcs Pi and qi except the basepoint 0, then 

clearly the disk .6. is isotopic to a neighborhood of r~ U bUr~ whose boundary 

is exactly the circle ( r 1 )Tt as shown in Figure 2.8. Thus, the lemma is done. 
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If 8 does intersect some Pi's or qi 's, we may simplify the intersection 

by the same method as we did in Lemma 2.3. Actually, after an isotopic 

deformation we may assume the basepoint 0 is contained in the arc 8. Letting 

o: = 8 loP and j3 = 8 loq, applying Lemma 2.3, we may reduce the situation 

into the case o: = p2 and ;3 = q1 , which is isotopic to the previous case. 

0 . 0 . 

0 . 

0 . 

r' @1 

. 

. 
. 

.. 

Figure 2.10 

0 . 
0 . . 

0 . 

0 . . 

0 . . 

0 . 
r' 

.. ·. 2 ® 
f::':'\ 
\:.Jy .. 

Fork ~ 3, by some handle switchings and rotations, i.e. a mapping class 

generated by c/>, '1/J and T, we may suppose again that the cutting circles ~~ 

and r~ are in the domain 6.. Connecting the point P = p2 n r~ and the point 

Q = q1 n r~ by a simple arc 8 in D., we may choose a disk neighborhood 

6.' of~~ U 8r~ contained in the interior of 6. but including no other cutting 

circles as shown in Figure 2.10. Applying the case of k = 2 to the disk 6.', 

the original 6. will be reduced to the case of k - 1. 

Applying Lemma 2.5 repeatedly, we have the following immediate con-

sequence. 

Lemma 2.6. Let f be an arbitrary self-homeomorphism of the handle-

body H 9 , with the property that, (ri)f n ri = 0, for all i,j = 1, 2, ···,g. 
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Tben, tbere exists anotber self-bomeomorpbism g wbose bomeotopy class 

is generated by tbe classes T, ¢, ¢, 8 and ry, sucb tbat (ri)9 = (ri)f, for 

i=1,2,···,g. 

Lemma 2.7. Let f be an arbitrary self-bomeomorpbism of tbe bandlebody 

H 9 , tben tbere exists anotber self-bomeomorpbism g wbose bomeotopy class 

is generated by tbe classes T, ¢, 1/J, 8 and ry, sucb tbat 

g g cu (ri)f) ncu (ri)g) = 0. 
i=l i=l 

z.e. none of tbe circles (ri)fg intersects tbe meridian circles ri. 

Proof: Denote by ki, for i = 1, 2, · · ·, g, and k the numbers of intersection 

points given by 

g g g g 

ki = #((ri)f n ( U rj)) and k = L ki = #(U(ri)f n CU rj)). 
j=l j=l i=l j=l 

For k = 0, take g to be the identity. 

Fork?: 1, we may suppose k1 =f. 0, i.e. (ri)Jn(U1 rj) =f. 0. Consider the 

meridian disks Di bounded by the ri in the solid handlebody H 9 , which have 

nonempty intersection with the disk (DI)f. By an isotopy deformation: we 

can suppose the set (DI)f n (U1 Dj) is a collection of disjoint arcs in (DI)f. 

Thus, there is a disk component of (DI)f- (U1 Dj) whose boundary circle 

is formed exactly by one arc a from (ri)f and one arc f3 from (DI)f n Ds for 

some s (Figure 2.11). In the planar representation of H 9 , the disk Ds and 

the arc ,8 have bvo copies D~, D~ ,and (3' and {3" for each of them, and one 

of the arcs {3' and ,8". e.g. {3', together with the arc a forms a simple closed 

curve. 
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Consider the boundary circles of an annular neighborhood of D~ U a in 

the representation plane, there is one and only one of them, denoted by 1, 

separating D~ and D~ in two parts. By Lemma 2.5, we may replace r 3 by 

1 without changing other ri 's by composing some mapping classes generated 

by lvf, T, cf;, '1/J, B and 17· Since #(1 n (ri)f) :S #(rs n (rl)J)- 2, and 

#(In (rj)f) :S #(rs n (rj)f), for j 2: 2, the number k has been reduced by 

at least two. This completes our lemma. 

From Lemmas 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7, we conclude that, 

Theorem 2.8. The subgroup K 9 is generated by ~vi, T, ¢, 7/J, B and 17· 

Proof of Theore1n 2.1: All we need is to give the relations between the 

generators claimed in Theorem 2.1 and the mapping classes 1\f, T, cf;, 7/J, B 

and TJ. By Theorem 1.1 and using some relations from Chapter III, vve have 

the following equations: 

1vf = NLN, 

¢ = p2, 

B = TP2 T · (PQN)- 1 . ? 2 , 

PQN = N 3 · PN2 P · P 2 • PNPN, 

77 = TP 2 T · (QN P)- 1 , 

QNP = N 3 P 2 • (PN 2 P)- 1 . P 2 , 
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C> 

Figure 2.12 

-'J- 4 2- 1 6 =LN- LN LN = (NLN L)- · N lvf, 

PN PN = i\1 · LN LN LN LN LN2 = Jvf. I.V2 LN LN2 LN 2 . N 6 

= A1· LN 2 LN · .N3 · NLlv~2 L. 
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By Theorem 2.8 and by the above formulas, Theorem 2.1 is obvious. <) 

Remark. The topological explanation of the generators of K9 is very clear. 

J;f is the 360° -twist along the meridian circle a 1 , P 2 and N 3 are the 180°

twists along the circles [a1 , bl] and [a1 , bl][a2 , b2 ] respectively, T rotates the 

handles, and the most interesting one 

-3 -3 --
N P N 2 P = N LN3 • N LN · 1\!f 

also obtained by sliding one foot of the first handle around the longitude ~ 

of the second handle (Figure 2.12). 
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§3. The twist group of the handlebody 

Let X be a 3-manifold with boundary F = oX. A twist cla8s of X is a 

homeotopy class of X induced by a Dehn twist along a disk Din X bounded 

by some simple closed curve ; in the boundary surface F. All twist classes 

generate a group, named twist group, denoted by T(X), which is a normal 

subgroup of the mapping class group ,\It (X) but not of the mapping class 

group .i\lt(F) of the surface F in general. 

Now let X be the solid handlebody Hg of genus g. Thus, the mapping 

class group Jvt(X) is exactly the group Kg of the extendible mapping classes. 

vVe simply denote the twist group T(Hg) by Tg. which is a normal subgroup 

of Kg· McCullough ([M2]) proved that: 

Theorem 3.1. (McCullough) The tw-ist group T(X) is finitely generated 

if and only if the boundary surface F =oX is almost incompressible (i.e. in 

each boundary component ofF there is at most one simple closed curve, up 

to isotopy in F, that bounds a disk in X but does not bound a disk or A{obius 

band in F). 

Consequently, it concludes that the t·wist group Tg is not finitely gener

ated. In this section, we show a set of normal generators of the group Tg in 

the group Kg· The main theorem is the following: 

Theorem 3.2. The tw-ist group Tg is the normal subgroup of the group 

Kg generated by the mapping classes Jf. P 4 and S 6 • for g ~ 1. 

Remark. \Vhen g = 1. P 4 = N 6 = 1. the twist group Ti is the infinite 

cyclic group generated by Jf: ·when g = 2, N 6 = 1. the group~ is generated 

by two elements. 
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Proof: The mapping classes lvf, P 4 and N 6 are obviously elements of the 

twist group Tg. As we pointed out earlier, their twist curves are a 1 , c1 = 

[a1,b1] and Xz = c1c2 = [a1,bt][az,bz]. 

Let r be the Dehn twist of an arbitrarily g1ven simple closed curve 1 

which bounds a disk in the handle body Hg. If 1 is not null-homologous, 

there must be some extendible mapping class f E Kg so that ( ~f )f = a1. 

Hence, 

r = J · IVI ·f. 

If 1 is null-homologous, it must be conjugate to one of the circles Xi 

c1 c2 · · · Ci, for i = 1, 2, · · · , g - 1. In another word, there must be some 

1::; i::; g-1 and some extendible mapping class f E Kg such that (~r)f =Xi· 

Thus, 

r = J · ~i · J, 

if we denote the Dehn twist of the circle xi = c 1 c2 · · · Ci by ~i. Therefore, 

all we need to show is that, the mapping classes ~i are generated by the 

conjugacy classes of A1, P 4 and N 6 . 

Using the same technique as in the last several sections, we are going to 

write the .6.i 's in our generators. Instead of studying the Dehn twists .6.i, vve 

consider another collection of mapping classes, Ri 's, which algebraically are 

defined in the following expression: 

Ri = [xiaiXi-1, Xi-lbiXi, ... 'Xzazcl, clb2x2, 

c1a1, b1c1, ai+l, bi+l, · · ·, ag, bg], 

and topologically are obtained by a 180° -twisting along the circles xi as il

lustrated in Figure 3.1, for i = 1, 2, · · ·, g- 1. Therefore, we have ~i = RT. 
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Figure 3.1 Ri 

Considering the handle rotation ¢ and the handle switching 'lj; defined in 

Section 1, it is not hard to see that, 

and in general 

where we denote by 

,-~... - Ti-l A-Ti-l d ,/,. - yi-1 , Ti-l 
'+' 1 - '+' , an 'f' 1 - 7p . 

Inductively we have 
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Since for any j, k = 1. 2, · · · , g - 1, 

we have also the formula 

R · I I ,j, ' I ' ' ), 

i = ;:Ji-1 ''' lf-'2'/f-'1 ' ''' ' <ri-1 Wi-2 ''!fJi-1 '¢i '' '¢2Y1· 

Therefore, the mapping class D.i = Rr admits the following expression: 

i\ I A, I ' ' I I I ' 

W.i =q>1 '1'2 ... l?i . 1f'i-1 . 'lfJi-2'!/}i-1 ..... 7/J17/J2 .. ·'lfJi-1' 

' , ' I ' I ' ), ), 

· '~Pi-1 · · · 7~'2l/J1 · ·'' 'l/Ji-17/Ji-2 · '!/}i-1 · 9i '' 'Y2Y1 

which is a product of i(i~ 1 ) conjugacy classes of ¢} and l/J 2 . As we have 
-4 -4-

known, ¢ = P 2 and 11> = P N 3 = N 3 · T P T. It implies that, 

So, the theorem is proven. <) 

Before ending this section, we quote a theorem of Luft ( [L 11]) which 

shows an interesting nature of the twist group Tg. 
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Denote by Q9 = Aut(rr1 (H 9 ))/Inn(rr1(H 9 )) the quotient space of the 

group of automorphisms of the free group rr1 (H 9 ) modulo the subgroup of 

inner-automorphisms, then there is a natural homomorphism 

Indeed, every self-homeomorphism of the surface with basepoint (F9 , 0) 

which can be extended to a self-homeomorphism of the handlebody H 9 in

duces an automorphism of rr1 (H 9 ). For any two such homeomorphisms, if 

they are isotopic relative to the basepoint 0 fixed, they derive the same ele

ment of Aut(rr1 (H 9 )); if they are isotopic but possibly not relative to 0 fixed, 

the elements induced by them in Aut(rr1 (H 9 )) are conjugate by some element 

of Inn(1r 1 (H 9 )). Thus, we have a well defined. 

Obviously, the twist group Tg is contained in the kernel of a. Luft proved 

Theorem 3.3. (Luft) The kernel of the natural homomorphism a is ex

actly the twist group Tg of the handle body H 9 , i.e. 
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Heegaard Decompositions of the 3-Sphere § 3 

and other Homology 3-Spheres 

Section L as an application of Chapter IV, will show explicitly all surface 

mapping classes which determine Heegaard decompositions of the 3-sphere 

§ 3 , by using a well known result of \Valdhausen ([Wl]). 

Section 2 gives a simple proof of a theorem of Birman ([B3]) that any 

genus-g Heegaard decomposition of a homology 3-sphere can be described 

by an element of the Torelli subgroup I 9 of .. i\-1 9 . Note that the converse is 

obviously true, i.e. the 3-manifolds which admit a Heegaard decomposition 

whose sewing mapping class is an element of the Torelli subgroup I 9 , for 

some g, must be a homology 3-shere. 

§1. Heegaard decompositions of the 3-sphere §s 

As before, let F 9 be the closed orient able surface of genus g in § 3 which 

128 
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bounds two handlebodies Hg and H~. Let B = { a 1 , b1 , a 2, b2, · · ·, ag, bg} be 

a fixed system of basecurves on Fg based at a point 0, so that the ai's are 

meridians of the handle body Hg, and the bi 's are meridians of the handle body 

H~. Let Kg and Kg' be the subgroups of the group .;\ltg formed by the 

mapping classes which can be extended to the solid handlebodies Hg and 

H~ respectively. For any mapping classes f E J\ltg, we denote by 1\f(f) the 

3-manifold associated to f as we described in the introduction. The next 

proposition is obvious. 

Proposition 1.1. For any mapping classes f E Mg, hE Kg and h' E Kg', 

Af(j) = Af(h'fh). 

In particular, vValdhausen ([Wl]) proved that, 

Theorem 1.2. (Waldhausen) Any genus-g Heegaard splitting of tbe 

3-spbere is an element of tbe semiproduct 

K '·K g g 

of tbe subgroups Kg' and Kg. 

We have obtained a specific description of Kg in Chapter IV; here we 

present one for Kg'. In fact, if :pis a homeotopy class induced by a homeomor

phism from the ha.ndlebody H~ onto the handlebody Hg, then Kg' = :pKg:.P· 

Let us call such a homeotopy class an alternate class. 

Examples 1.3. ( 1) the reversion map R is a alternate class, since 

( ai)R = bg-i+2(mod g), and (bi )R = ag-i+2(mod g), 
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for any i = 1, 2, · · · , g. 

-g 
(2) the homeotopy class II = (PT)9T = P 1 P 2 · • · P9 is another alternate 

' -i-1 
class, where Pi = yz-l PT , since 

for any i = 1, 2, ···.g. 

Using the homeotopy class II, we have 

Proposition 1.4. The subgroup K.g' = IIK. 9 IT is generated by the mapping 

classes T, N 3 , P 2 , P N 2 P and L. 

Proof: The proposition is an obvious consequence of the following formulas: 

and 

IIAfii = Pl\IP = LPP = L, 

ITTII = P1 Pz · · · P9T P 9 · · · PzP1 

= P1P2 · · · P9P1P 9 · · · P3P2T = T, 

II.N3 II = P1P2N3P1P2 = P.N3PN31\r3PN3PN3 = J.V 3 , 

z- 2 - 2 IIP II = PI . p . pl = p . 

ITPN 2 PIT= P1Pz · PN2 P · PzP1 = P 2 · PzH2 Pz 

= p2 N3 . PN2 p. p2 N3. 

Denote by .V the subgroup of .~vt 9 generated by the elements T, P 2 , 1'.t 3 

and PIV 2 P, which obviously is a subgroup of K.g' n K. 9 . Using a result of 

Powell ([P2]) that the subgroup K.g' n K. 9 is generated by T, N 3 , P 2 , '-"' and 

ry, we have the following consequence: 
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Corollary 1.5. 

Theoretn 1.6. Let f be a mapping class of .i\.1 9 , the 3-manifold AI(f) 

associated to f is the 3-sphere § 3 if and only iff is an element of the set 

(L,.V) · (jV, 1\I). 

Before we end this section, we discuss some more relations among the 

mapping classes in those subgroups. 

. -i-1 .· -i-1 . 
Let Li = Tz-l LT , and Afi = Tz-l 1.\1T , for z = 1, 2, ···,g. Let £ 

and .;\It denote the abelian subgroups of rank g generated by the Li 's and the 

1\.fi 's respectively. 

Proposition 1. 7. For any i = 1, 2, · · · , g, 

L J\T3 = i'T·3L 2 1v .:' 1· 
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1V3 = [xa2x, xb2x 1 a 1 , b1 ,, a 3 , b3, · · ·, ag, bg], 

P 2 = [c1ch,b1cl,a2,b2,···,ag,bg], 

and P N 2 P = [xb2xa1a2hx, xb2x, a1, b2c2b1, a3, b3, · · ·, ag, bg], 

the proposition is clear. 

Proposition 1.8. C n }J" = 1, and J\-1 n .A/ = 1. 

132 

Proof: Consider the image of C and .V in the Siegel modular group. For 

any element f E .A/, f leaves the subspace zg generated by the ai 's in 

H 1 (Fg;l) rv l 2g invariant, by looking at the expressions in the proof of 

the last proposition. But the only element of C having this property is the 

identity. Therefore C n .,~V = 1. And analogously. }vt n .A/= 1. 0 

§2. Heegaard decompositions of the homology 

3-spheres 

In this section we give a new proof of a theorem of Birman ([B3]), which 

presents a correspondence between the Heegaard decompositions of homol

ogy 3-spheres and the elements of Torelli groups. Using it many topological 

problems about homology 3-spheres can be transfered into some algebraic 

problems. 

Theorem 2.1. (Birman} A closed orientable 3-manifold is a homology 
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sphere, if and only if it admits a Heegaard decomposition whose sewing map

ping class acts trivially on the homology group of the surface, i.e. an element 

from the Torelli group. 

\Ve consider the Heegaard decomposition associated to a mapping class in 

the way we did in the introduction. i.e. by identifying the boundary surfaces 

of two solid handlebodies such that the 3-sphere is associated to the identity. 

The idea of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is quite direct. Given f an arbitrary 

mapping class of ./Vi 9 , denoted by 

f = (B)f = [(al)f, (bl )J, · · ·, (a 9 )j, (b9 )j], 

all we need to do is to find some H~-extendible mapping class h' of !Cg' and 

some H 9 -extendible mapping class h of IC 9 , such that their composition h' fh 

is an element of Torelli group, since the 3-manifolds 1\f(j) = i.\f(h'fh) by 

Proposition 1.1. 

Denote by 

the induced automorphism of the homology group H1 (F 9 , 1..) off, which can 

be interpreted by a (2g x 2g )-matrix 

s) = (O:ij 
B Tjj 

(J•.) l) 

a .. 
. l) i,j=l.···,g 

of the Siegel modular group Sp(2g, 1..), if in H1 (F 9 , 1..) 

([ai])J* = [ai]a;1 [bl]IT;1 [a2 ]a;2 [b2 ]1T;2 ... [ag]a; 9 [bg]IT; 9 , 

and ([bi])J* = [al]r;1 [bi]Pil [a 2 ti2 [b2 ]Pi2 ... [agtig [b 9 ]Pig, 

for any i = 1. 2, ... , g, ( cf. [B2]). 
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Now we may rewrite the theorem in the following way: 

Theorem 2.1'. For any homology 3-sphere 1\J. there is a mapping class f 

such that A1 = Ai(f) and f* = I. 

In order to show the theorem, the first thing we want to do is to under-

stand what kind of mapping class f gives the homology sphere J.11(f). 

Lemma 2.2. Let f E .A-1 9 be a mapping class with induced mapping 

f* = ( ~ ~). Then, the associated manifold lvi(f) is a homology sphere 

if and only if 

det B = ±1. 

Proof: Since the fundamental group of A1(f) has the presentation 

its abelianization is given by 

al = Oz = ... = ng = 1, 
(bl)f* = (bz)f* = · · · = (b9 )f* = 1, }· 

and abelianization relations. 

Therefore, H 1 ( .i.VI(f), 1.) = 0 if and only if the family 

generates the free abelian group of rank 2g generated by B. This means that 

the matrix ( ~ ~) is invertible as an integral matrix, which is equivalent 

to det B = ± 1. 0 

Recall Theorem IV.2.1 of the last chapter: 

Theore1n 2.3. The subgroup K9 of the mapping class group .i\ll 9 is gener

ated by five elements: 
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- [ -1 b-1 -1 b b l r. - c1 a 1 , 1 c 1 , a 2 , 2 , · · · , a9 , 9 , 

and 

h b -1 b-1 . 1 ') w ere Ci = ai iai i , z. = , ~. 

And analoguousl.Y. the subgroup Kg' is generated by r, r., v, p and 

-3 
vVhere). = L, p = iU, T = T, v = N 3 , 7r = P 2 , and p = N PN2 P. 

Consider their corresponding classes in Sp(2g, 7!..), we have 

0 0 1 -1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 1 T* = 
0 0 1 , 7['* = 

-1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 1 
v* = 

0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 
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1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 1 
p* = 0 1 0 0 

1 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 

0 0 1 
').* = 

0 0 1 0 0 /1* = -1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

And denote Kg* and Kg~ the subgroups generated by the families { T*' 11*' 

v*, p*, f.-L*} and {r*,rr*,v*,p*,).*} respectively. Because the composition of 

mapping classes commutes with the product of matrices, and combining the 

Lemma 2.2, we see that Theorem 2.1 is equivalent to next theorem. 

Theore1n 2.4. The semiproduct of the subgroups Kg* and Kg~ of the 

Siegel modular group Sp(2g, 71..) has the following formula: 

Proof: Denote by .P = ( ~ ~). If .P E IC9 : • IC 9 • then .P may be induced 

by some mapping class whose associated manifold is the 3-sphere § according 

to the last section. By the Lemma 2.2, we know that det B = ±1 . 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

1 
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Now suppose det B = ±1. we are going to prove that, there are G E Kg* 

and G' E Kg: such that G'ibG =I. 

Observation. 1) \Ve may assume det B = 1 by applying either G = "* or 

G' = rr * when it is necessary. 

2) \Ve may interchange the (g + i)-th and (g + j)-th rows or columns if 

at the same time vve interchange those i-th and j-th by applying G or G' as 

some composition of T* and v* respectively, for any 1 :S i, j :S g. 

3) \Ve may add the (g + i )-th row or column to the (g + j)-th one if at 

the same time we subtract the j-th from that i-th by applying G or G' as 

some composition ofT*, v* and p* respectively, for 1 :S i -=f. j :S g. 

4) \Ve may add or subtract the (g + i)-th column to the i-th column 

by applying G as some composition ofT*, v* and fl*• or add or subtract the 

(g + i)-th rmv to the i-th row by applying G' as some composition ofT*, v* 

and ,\*' for any 1 :S i :S g. 

( A' S') Step I. There exists G E Kg* such that ibG has the form T' I . 

This is a direct conclusion of the first three observations by an elementary 

algebraic way, since restricting to the (g X g)-part where the matrix B is 

located we have all elementary matrices needed from Kg*· Therefore, we will 

suppose B = I. 

Step II. There exist G E Kg* and G' E Kg'*' such that the matrix G'ibG 

( 4.' S') has the form ·0 I . 

\Ve prov"e it inclucti\"ely by assuming the first i- 1 rows and the first i- 1 

columns of the matrix T are zero. It is obviously true when i = 1. By the 

third observation we add the (g + i + 1 )-th, · · ·, 2g-th rows to the (g + i)-th 
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row, and then add or subtract the (g + i + p)-th column several times to the 

( i + p )-th one such that the element in the (g + i )-th row becomes zero by 

the fourth observation, for all p = 0, 1, · · ·, g- i. Now the first i rows of the 

matrix T are zero and also the first i - 1 columns are still zero. The next 

thing is to subtract the (g + i )-th column from the (g + i + p )-th's and to 

make B again the identity I. At the same time what it happens to Tis just 

adding some columns to the i-th one, by using again the third observstion. 

Therefore, the first i rows of T are still zero. Since <!I remains an element 

of Sp(2g, 1), we have BTt = T Bt, thus T = yt. It implies that the first i 

columes ofT must be also zero. VVe continue the process until i = g, the part 

T becomes 0. 

Symmetrically, we can also make S = 0, i.e. next step: 

Step III. There exist G E K9 * and G' E Kg'*' such that the matrix G'<!IG 

has the form ( ~ ~ ) . 

After we have this, the last step is automatically verified: 

Step IV. There exist G E K9 * and G' E Kg'*' such that G'<!IG =I. 

Indeed, if <!I = ( ~ ~), we must have A. = I since ABt - STt = I. () 
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The Fundamental Theorem of 

Kirby Calculus on Links 

In this chapter, we relate surgenes on links and Heegaard decomposi

tions, we relate framed links and surface mapping classes, and we give a 

simple proof of the fundamental theorem of Kirby calculus on links by using 

the presentation of the surface mapping class groups. The basic definitions 

of ''surgery", "framed link", etc. can be found in Introduction. Instead of 

proving Kirby's original version, we will prove directly the simpler version of 

Fenn-Rourke ([FR]1979): 

Theore1n 1.1. (Kirby-Fenn-Rourke) Two integer framed links deter

mine the same 3-manifold if and only if they are related by J(±1 -moves. 

Moreover, if all components of these t>'I!O links are unknotted, then all E±l_ 

moves can be chosen such that all links involved in the process have unknotted 

components. 

A !\-move. as pictured in Figure 1.1. is defined to be an elimination of 

139 
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a ±1-labeled unknotted component of the link by doing the correspondin2; 

surgery. And a I-\- 1 -move is the reverse process of such a K-mon:. 

In addition. if t\vo framed links determine the same 3-manifold our proof 

gives an algorithm for relating them by J\±1-mo\·es. 

••• 

... ll· 
Q 
l 1 

••• 

... 

Figure 1.1 

§l. Heegaard decompositions of the 3-manifolds 

associated to a framed link 

The Heegaard decomposition and the surgery on links are two important 

methods to describe 3-manifolds, and they can be translated from one to the 

other easily by using the Lickorish generators of the surface mapping class 

groups. 

Given a framed link. we are going to construct a Heegaard decomposition 

of the 3-manifold associated to it. 

Let L be a PL-link in § 3 with r components. Let X = § 3 - S(L) be 

the complement space of L. Let { /\j. f1 j L=l.· .. ,r be the fixed pairs of simple 

closed curves on the boundary components T1 's of the boundary oX of X. 

such that. for eachj = 1. · · ·. r. Aj is a longitude circle of the solid ha.ndlebody 
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N(Lj), f-Lj a meridian circle of N(Lj), and ).j is null-homologuous in the knot 

complement S3 - N(Lj ). 

For {(pj, qj)} a system of pairs of coprime integers, the closed 3-manifold 

associated to the framed link (L. { (p j ~ qj )}) , denoted by .i\f(L, {(pj / qj)} ), is 

defined to be the 3-manifold obtained from X by sewing a solid torus along 

each Tj with the meridian slope ).)1 Jljj. 

\Vhen qj = 1. for all j = 1, · · · r, we call the surgeries are integer surg

eries, and we will simply denote by 1\!I(L) = 1\f(L, {Pj}) = 1Vf(L, {Pj /1} ). 

In this chapter, \Ve study only the integer framed links. In general, a ratio

nal framed link can be changed into an integer framed link by adding more 

parallel components. 

Instead of Theorem 1.1, we will show the following equivalent theorem. 

Theore1n 1.2. Let L and L' be two integer framed links in § 3 . They 

determine the same 3-manifold .Af(L) = i11(L') if' and only if there is a finite 

sequence 

such that, fori = 1, · · ·, n, Li is obtained from Li- 1 by one of the following 

steps: 

(I) D(isk)-move: Add an unknotted component which bounds a disk in 

Xi- 1 = § 3 - Li- 1 to Li- 1 with the surgery label ±1. (Figure 1.2). 

(II) A(nnulus)-1nove: Add two unknotted components which bound an 

untwisted annulus in xi-1 of Li- 1 v;:ith the surgery labels one +1 and the 

other -1, (Figure 1.3). 

(III) K(irby)-move: Eliminate an unknotted component with label ±1 of 
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Li- 1 by doing the corresponding surgery in § 3 , (Figure 1.1). 

Furthermore, if all components of L and L' are unknotted, all components of 

Li, for all i. are also unknotted. 

±1 

0 
Figure 1.2 Figure 1.3 

Obviously, a K- 1-move is.a composition of an A-move and a K-move, 

since we may insert two copies of that component for K- 1-move with one 

sign + 1 and one -1 by an .4-move, then use a J{ -move to eliminate one of 

them. A D-move is actually a K-1-move. And an A-move is a composition 

of two K- 1 -moves. Therefore, Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are equivalent. 

As in the introduction, let F g be an unknotted embedding of the closed 

orientable surface of genus g in § 3 which bounds two handlebodies H 9 and 

H~, let 0 be a fixed basepoint in F 9 , and let 8 = { a 1 , b1 , a2 , b2 , • • ·, a9 , b9 } be 

a chosen system of basecurves on the surface F 9 based at 0, such that a/s are 

meridians of the handle body H 9 , and bi 's are meridians of the handle body 

H~. 

\Ve embed the link L in the surface F9 , (for g large enough, e.g. g 2: 

b(L) the bridge number of L). For each component Lj of L, the slope of a 

component of T1 n F 9 in T1 has an expression )..jf.Lji, for some integer Sj. The 

numbers s j is called the embedding index of L j. Denote by D..J1 the Dehn 
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t\vists of the circle gi\·en by the component L1 in F 9 : we haw that: 

Proposition 1.3. 

Proof: By the definition. Jf, ~ 1 ) i,; obr ainecl by splitting some clo;;oecl , nl

entable surface in the 3-"phere § 3 and re2;luing according to the map ~j \\·hich 

changes only a neighborhood ~Y1 L1 ) of the t\\·ist curve gi\·en by L1 . Thn" 

Jf( ~ 1 ) is can be also obtained by doing some surgery along the component 

L1. Consider the \\·ay thf' annuli DH~ n ~Y(L 1 J and DH9 n X(LJ) gluing. it 

is equivalent to doing a sur~ery on L1 by replacing the neighborhood S1L1 ) 

by a solid torus whose meridian circle intersecting each of the components 

of Pi and T1 n F 9 at one point. (Figure 1.4). Thus. the surgery is one of 

the ( s 1 ± 1 )-surgeries. Com·entionally. using the ,. 'nvenient sign for both the 

Dehn twist and the surgery. it will be the (s 1 + 1 -..;;urgery of Lj for ~j- and 

the ( s j - 1 )-surgery of L j for ~ j 1 . </ 

Figure 1.4 

For the genus g large enough. we may assume the embedding han' the 
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property that, for each component L1 of L. there is some 1 :::; i :::; :.; ~uch 

that the intersection set L (i bi = L j il bi is one point. Gi \·en any framed 

link L = (L1 . p1 ). the next proposition will tell us that the link L can bF 

embedded in the surface F 9 so that the embedding index of the component 

L j is p j - 1. for all j. 

Proposition 1.4. Gi1:en an embedding of the knot Lj in F 9 "lrith the 

embedding index s j. if L j n bi is one point. for some i E { 1, · · · , g}, "IVe may 

reembed L j in F 9 by twisting arround bi once to get an embedding of L j 

with the embedding index either s j + 1 or s j - 1, depending on the twisting 

orientation. 

Figure 1.5 

Proof: As pictured in Figure 1.5, the proposition is clear by comparing the 

slopes T1 n F 9 before and after twisting the handle bi. 

Corollary 1.5. A. closed 3-manifold is obtained by some integer surgeries 

on the link L, if and only if it bas a Heegaard decomposition described by a 

composition rp of Debn twistis of some disjoint simple closed curves, which is 

isotopic to the link L, in some surface F 9 unknottedly embedded in § 3 . 
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§2. Representing surface mapping classes by framed 

links 

Given a Heegaard decomposition of a 3-manifold NI, it can be described 

by an element tp of the mapping class group ,;\;{ 9 of the closed orientable 

surface F 9 . Certainly c.p can be written as a composition of the Lickorish 

generators of the group ;Vl 9 . Denote the Lickorish generators by i\1 , i\2 • 

· · ·, Ar which are Dehn twists of the simple closed curves ).1 , ). 2 , · · ·, Ar. 

Fixing a regular neighborhood F 9 x [0, 1] of the closed surface F 9 , choosing a 

bunch of parallel copies of the surface F9 x c: 1 , F9 x c2 ,· · ·, F9 X cr, for some 

0 < c1 < c2 < cr < 1, and embedding those curves one by one in the copies 

of the surface in the composition order, we obtain a link 

Because all the Aj's are given by the Lickorish generators. the imbedding 

indices are all 0. Thus each Dehn twist is equivalent to a ±1-surgery on the 

corresponding curve, and there is a unique way to choose the label either +1 

or -1 for each component of the link according to the twisting orietation. 

Obviously, the surgery on this framed link gives the same 3-manifold as the 

Heegaard decomposition does. 

In general, consider the closed orientable surface F 9 in the 3-sphere § 3 as 

the same as in the last section. Denote by F 9 x [0, 1] a regular neighborhood 

of F 9 , such that F 9 x 0 C H 9 and F 9 x 1 C H~. Let co = 0 < c1 < C:2 < 

Er < Er+l = 1 be a sequence of numbers, called level mLmbers. Let h, h and 

fr be a sequence of mapping classes of _.~\;{ 9 . Denote by .!.U(f1 , h, · · · , fr) the 

3-manifolcl obtained by gluing together the handle bodies H 9 , H~ and thicken 
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surfaces F 9 X [e: j, c j+l], for j = 1, 2, · .. , r along there boundary surfaces in 

the way that, the boundary surface of H 9 and that of H~ are identified to the 

boundary surfaces F 9 X 0 ofF 9 X [0, c:I] and F 9 x 1 ofF 9 x [cr. 1] respectively 

by the identities, and the points x of the boundary surface F 9 x j of the 

thicken surface F 9 x [ c j, c: i+l] are identified to the points ( x) f of the boundary 

surfaces F 9 x j ofF 9 x [e: j- 1 , c: j], for j = 1, 2, · · ·, r. From the construction, 

clearly the 3-manifold A1(f1 , h, · · ·, fr) is homeomorphic to the 3-manifold 

1\!f(Jr · · · hJI ). 

Therefore, given a framed link L = {Lj h::;i::;r, if we may embed the 

link in the collection of surfaces F 9 x { c: 1 , c: 2 , · · · , c r} with proper embedding 

indices, such that the component L j is embedded as the circle ( 8 j, c j), and 

the surgery along Lj with the given coefficient is equivalent to the Dehn twist 

8 i of the circle 8 i, then we will say that the link L represents the mapping 

class rp = 8r · · · 8 2 8 1 . Clearly, the following proposition is obvious. 

Proposition 2.1. the 3-manifold ..c\1(L) is homeomorphic to 

Actually, given an expression of the mapping class .p in Dehn twists 

\Vhere e j is a Dehn twist of some circle 8j' for 1 ::; j ::; r' we have a unique 

way to construct a link L of r components to represent rp by choosing a 

sequence of numbers 0 < c: 1 < c: 2 · · · < C:r < 1 and letting L j be the circle 

(8j,Ej) in F 9 x C:j, for all1 :S j :Sr. Thus. when \ve give an expression of 
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rp in Dehn twists, we can always have a framed link L, which represent the 

map rp. 

§3. A topological realization of the algebraic process 

Now we are gomg to prove Theorem 1.2. One direction is obviously 

trivial, that is, the A.-moves and the J{ -moves leave the 3-manifold unchanged, 

z. e. 2\1(Li-l) = 2'vf(Li ), for all i. 

The sufficiency of the elementary moves will be proved by using the stable 

equivalence of the Heegaard decompositions and by using some properties of 

the mapping class groups. 

Let rp and rp' be two mapping classes represented by the framed links 

L and L' respectively. If they describe two Heegaard decompositions of the 

same closed 3-manifold 1'vf = .i."\1( :.p) = 1\f(rp' ). By Singer stable equivalence 

theorem ([5]1933), we may add enough trivial handles so that both splitting 

surfaces are isotopic. \Vhen we add the trivial handles the twist curves are 

untouched, thus the new gluing mapping is still represented by the same 

framed link. Therefore, we may assume that both Heegaard surfaces of the 

mappings rp and rp' are the same, i.e. 

rp' = f'. rp. r 

for some f E Kg and f' E K~, where we denote Kg and K~ the subgroups of 

the group Jvt g consisting of the mapping classes which can be extended to 

the handlebodies Hg and H~ respectively. 
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Our proof of Theorem 1.2 is constituted by three steps. At first, we 

change L by the elementary moves to a link L1 , which represents c.p', the 

mapping class represented by the link L'. Then, assuming c.p = c.p', we change 

the link L by the elementary moves to a link L2 , which represents c.p in an 

expression of the Lickorish generators. Finally, assuming both L and L' rep

resenting c.p in the Lickorish generators, their expressions can be transformed 

each other by using the defining relations of Hatcher-Thurston-vVajnryb's 

presentation of the mapping class group /vt g. \Ve will realize these transfor

mations topologically by the elementary moves. 

Step 1. Construct a link L1 representing c.p' f' c.p f from the link L by 

using D-moves, A.-moves and J{ -moves. 

This is based on Theorem IV.2.1, the main result m Chapter IV. vVe 

recall it here: 

Theorem 3.1. the group Kg is generated b ... - the Dehn twist lv1 of the 

meridian circle a 1 of the solid handle body Hg, and four other elements rr, v, 

T and p from Kg n K~, and the group K~ is generated by the Dehn twist L of 

the meridian circle b1 of H~, and the same four elements rr, v, T and p from 

Kg n K~. lVhere rr = rr 1 • rri = (AiBiA.i? is a 180°-twist of the i-th handle 

along the waist curve Ci = [ai, bi], v = v1, Vi= (AiBiZiAi+lBi+l) 3 is a 180°

twist of the i-th and i + 1-th handles along the circle c~ = [ai, bi][ai+l• bi+l], 

r = rriv1 rriv2 · · · rr~_ 1 vg_ 1 7T~ rotates the handles, p = A1 Z1 1 B 2 , and A.i, Bi 

and Zi are Delm h'vists of the curves ai, bi and Zi = bi+dbi+l• ai+l][bi, ai]a; 

respectively as pictured in Figure 3.1. 

Thus, the mapping class rp' is obtained from c.p by multiplying some AI, 

p, 1Ti 's and Vi's in the right side, and some L, p, r.i 's and Vi's in the left side. 
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Figure 3.1 

:VIultiplying 1\1±1 right or r±1 left is clearly equivalent to adding a new 

component ( a~ 1 , <5) or ( b~ 1 • 1 - 8). for 8 > 0 small enough, which is exactly 

aD-move. 

Multiplying p± 1 right (or similarly. left) is equivalent to adding three 

components (a~\8), (z{ 1 .28) and (b~ 1 .38), for -'orne 0 < 8 < tc1 , which is 

equivalent to one D-move that gives ( a~ 1 . 8), and one A-move that gives the 

other two components, since all components are 1:nlinked. 

~Iultiplying rr;- 1 right (or similarly. left) is equivalent to adding six com-

ponents: 

ai x {78. 98,108, 128}. and bi x {88.118}. 

for some 0 < 8 < 1
1
2 c1 . vVhich can be realized in the following way: 

1) By A-moves, we may add the follmving pairs: 

((ai,128), (ai, 8)), ((bi, 118), (bi. 28)), ((ai.108), (ai, 38)), 

((ai.98).(ai.48)). ((bi,88).(bi.58)), and ((ai,78).(ai,68)). 

2) Then. we may remove the components in the levels 8, 28, 38, 48, 58 and 68 

by K -moves, i.e. by doing the corresponding surgeries, as shown in Figure 
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3.2. \Ve first remove I a 1• 6). none of the circles from the other fi,-e le,·els 

needs to change. X ext we remm·e ( bi . . j6) and change the label of ( rr 1 • 6(") :-o 

0. Then \\-e remm·e io 1 .3S) and (ai.-±8) and change the label of ihi.'2.b) to 

+ 1. Similarly we remm·e i bi. '2.t) and change the labe 1 of (a i. 66) back to -1. 

And finally \Ve remm·e ( a 1 • 6o ) . 

3) The composition of the E -moves in (2) is equal to the mapping class ;-;-i. 

which is an element of the group K 1 n K~. Therefore. it is equivalent to 

an isotopy deformation of the 3-sphere § 3 which deforms the thicken surface 

F x [78.1] to itself. Xmv isotopically we deform it back and obtain a link 

consisting of the old link L and six more components in the levels 7 8. 86. 

126, \Vhich represents the map .;r.;- 1 . 

The reverse process gi\·es the way to multiply T.i. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.2 
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Finally. multiplying V 1-l right (or similarly. left) is equi\·alent to addinQ; 

fifteen components: 

bi+l :< {:206.236.306}. Clz+L :< {19<5.2-±~.296}. :i :< {188.236.28~}. 

b ' ' { 1- ):; ') ') ):; •)-h } l - { 16 ):; •) 1 ( ') 6 ( } 
1 :< I L' • -- U • - I -· . an Cl U 1 X u . - U • .:.. U • 

for some 0 < b < }0 :: 1 . \Yhich can be realized by the same three steps as ·.·:c 

did for T.i. 

1) \Ve add first fifteen pairs of circles 

by doing some A.-moves. wher~ Xi = ai if i = 5, 10, 13. Xi = bi if i = 4. 9.14, 

Xi= Zi if i = 3, 8.13, Xi= bi+l if i = 2, /,12 and Xi= ai+l if i = 1, 6, 11. 

2) In order to remove the components L~, L~, · · · . L~ 5 , we need the following 

lemma: 

Lemma 3.2. 1Ve may simpl:v insert or eliminate an unknotted compo-

nent with label ±1 by using some K-mm·es and A-moves if there is some 

component with label 0 parallel to it. 

Proof: As shown in Figure 3.3(a), let 3 be an unknotted component with 

label ±1, and let G: be a component parallel to .3 with label 0. \Ve first insert 

a pair r and r' with the labels =F1 and ±1 around the circle a respectively 

by doing an A.-move (Figure 3.3(b)). ~ext we do the !\-move to remove the 

component ; 1 , that changes the label of a: into =F1 (Figure 3.3( c)). Then 

similarly we do the I\ -moves to eliminate the components .3 (Figure 3.3( d)) 

and G: (Figure 3.3( e)). Thus the lemma is done. <) 

~ow consider the link {L~ }r <k<15 pictured in Figure 3.4( a). \Ye first 
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I'+ 1 I -1 l -1 I 0 ;-n-r(~· _, -- -1.:'. ;-r,-,-cv .rrrl\~ a:~ll a:~ll «'-.!..!JY'I \.....!..!.J_.. 

~!IF ·111· ~ -I 
(b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 3.3 

eliminate the components L~. L~ 4 , L~ and L~ 1 by doing some K-moves (Fig

ure 3.4(b)) that changes the labels of L~, L~ 5 , L~ and L~ 2 into 0. Next \Ve 

eliminate the components L~ 0 , L~ 3 , L~ and L~ by Lemma 3.2 (Figure 3.4( c)). 

Then we eliminate the components L~ and L~ by doing some K -moves (Fig

ure 3.4( d)) that changes the labels of L~ 5 and L~ to be -ls. After then we 

eliminate the components L~ 5 and L~ by doing sorne K-moves (Figure 3.4(e)) 

that changes the labels of L~ and L~ 2 to be -1. Similarly we eliminate the 

components L~ and L~ 2 by some !{-moves (Figure 3.4(f)) that changes the 

label of L~ to be -1. And finally do the K -move to remove L~. 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

-I 

(e) (f) 

Figure 3.4 

3) As we did for r.;- 1 . deform back the link to the original embedding by an 

isotopy deformation of the 3-sphere § 3 , since r. i E K 9 n Kg'. 

The reverse process gives the way to multiply Vi. 

Repeatly using above process. Step 1 can be complished easily. From 

now on we will assume :p = :p'. 

Step 2. we can change the links L and L' into a form that each component 

corresponds to some twist curve of some Lickorish generator by using some 

A-moves and J{ -moves. 

For L {Lj h<j<r· the representation of y given by L corresponds to 
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an expression of i.p in Dehn twists: 

where Gj is the Dehn twist of the curve 8j, \vhich represents the component 

L j = ( 8 j , e j ) , for 0 < c 1 < · · · < c r < 1. 

Recall that, for each j = 1, · · ·, r, we may assume that ()j intersects 

either some ai or some bi transversely at exactly one point. Indeed, as we 

did in Section 2, we may assume each ()j originally from L intersecting some 

bi transversely at exactly one point. And all new added components by Step 

1 also have this property, because they are formed in only some Lickerish 

generators. Thus the closed curve ()j is not null-homologous in the closed 

surface F 9 . Therefore, the Dehn twist 8 i is conjugate to L, the Dehn twist 

of the circle b1 , and 8 i admits an expression in the Lickerish generators of 

the form 

\Ve will realize this expression topologically by doing some A-moves and J{

moves inductively on the number l. 

Actually, let Gj = r 2 · · · rzLr[ 1 · · • f2 1 , which is a Dehn twist of some 

curve 8j, let ~r1 and 111 denote the twist curves representing the Lickerish 

generators r1 and r;o.--1' let 8 be a small number with 

(Figure 3.5), \Ve can replace the component Lj = (8j, ej) by three components 

Lj1 = ( r1 , c + 28), Lj = ( 8j, c j) and Lj2 = (,-I, e j - 28) in the following 

way: 
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1) "Cse two A.-moves to insert two pairs of(;. ;- 1 ). one pair consists of L11 = 

( ; 1 • e + 28) and Lj 1 = ( ;11 . e + 8). and the other consists of Lj1 = ( -;'1.:- n 
and L1 2 = (;1 1 .:- 28). i.e. the expression becomes f 1 f~ 1 81 f 1 f~ 1 . 

2) Then use two I\-mm·es to eliminate the components Lj 1 = ( -1;- 1 .; + r') 

and Lj2 = (·y1,C- 8). i.e. replace [~ 1 8jrl by 8j. 

Repeatly using this method until 8} = L. the old component L j has 

been replaced by 2! + 1 components which represent r 1 , r 2 , · • ·, f 1, L f[ 1 . 

. . ·. f2 1 , f~ 1 respectively. Doing the same process for each 8j, the link L 

can be transformed into the required form. The same argument can be done 

for the link L' which completes Step 2. 

Figure 3.5 

Step 3. If L and L' are botb formed by tbe twist curves of tbe Lickorisb 

generators and botb represent tbe same mapping class-,:;' = <.p. tben they are 

related by some elementary moves. 

Since both the links L and L' are formed by the twist curves of the 

Lickorish generators and both represent the same mapping class <.p1 = ';), 

i.e. they give two different expressions of :.p in the Lickorish generators. they 

must be related by finitely many steps of some insertations or eliminations of 

either a word of the form D_±1 D. =fl, for ~a Lickorish generator, or a. defining 

'I', 
I, 
I 
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relation of some presentation of the surface mappmg class group /\.1 9 . So 

now, all we need is to realize this algebraic process by using the topological 

elementary moves. 

Claim 1. The inverse of a composition of A.-moves and]{ -moves is also a 

composition of A.-moves and J( -moves. 

As we pointed out in the last section, a I\-1 -move is a composition of an 

A-move and a I{ -move. And an A - 1 -move is a composition of two]{ -moves. 

Claim 2. An insertion of a word of type 6_±1 .6. =fl is equivalent to an 

A-move. 

This is obvious from the construction. 

Claim 3. An elimination of a relation in Hatcher- Thurston- Wajnryb's pre

sentation of the surface mapping class group .\119 . for some g 2': 3, is equivalent 

to a composition of J{ -moves. 

\:V e recall the presentation first ( Cf. Chapter III Section 4): 

Theorem 3.3. (Hatcher-Thurston-Wajnryb) The mapping class group 

/\II 9 of the closed orient able surface F 9 , for g 2': 3, is generated by the Dehn 

twists A 0 . A 1 , · · ·, A.29 of the curves a 0 . a 2 , · · ·, a 29 as drawn in Figure 11 

respectively, and is presented by the relations: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

AiA1 = A1Ai. if ai n a 1 = 0. 

AiAjAi = AjAiAj. if #(ai n Gj) = 1. 

AoBo = (A.u1zA3 ) 4 , 

AoB1B2 = A1A3A.5B3, 

B4 = GB4G- 1 , 
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where (f) Bi = FiAoF1-
1 is the Dehn tn·ist of the curr.-e Ji picturPcl in 

Figure 3.6. fori = 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. ancl G and Fi 's are giren n:orcls in .-ii 's. 

• • • 

••• 0 

Figure 3.6 

To eliminate a part of link given by a defining relation. is equivalent to 

do the corresponding surgeries on this part, since the composition of them 

gives the identity. So, what we need is to put the components of that part 

in a good order, such that \Ve may do surgeries on these components in that 

order with the property that, in each step the surgery is a ±1-surgery on an 

unknotted component, i.e. a J{ -move. 

~ow we discuss the cases separately. 

Cases (a)&( d): In these two cases, smce the linking number of any 

t\vo components is zero. when we do a J{ -move on one component the other 

components remain unknotted with the original labels. Thus. we may remm·e 
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them in an arbitrary order. 

Cases (b),( e)& (f): \Ve may unify these cases in the follmving form 

\'-'·here 81 = Aij for some i1, for j = 1, 2, · · ·, n. \Ve denote ei, 8i, o: and 3 the 

components representing 8i, 8£1 , A. and B- 1 respectively, fori= 1, 2, · · ·, n. 

And we may order them in the following \vay: 

In fact, when we remove 81 ,81 remains the same. After we remove both 81 and 

81 , all components remain the same as before except the component o: is pos

sibly changed, which represents 8 1 A81 1 now. Hence, we repeat the process 

for 82 and 82 , and so on until we remove Bn and 8n. ~ow the link contains only 

two components, one is /3, representing B- 1 , which had never been changed, 

and the other one is o:. which represents 8n · · · 8 2 8 1 .481 1 82 1 · · · 8;;- 1 = B. 

Thus o: must be a component parallel to (3 with the opposite label, since any 

two curves in the surface representing the same Dehn twist must be isotopic. 

It implies that o: is ±1-labeled, unknotted, and unlinked with B. 

Case (c): As drawn in Figure 3. 7( a), we ha\·e 14 components: 

for i = 1. 2, 3 and j = 1. 2, 3, 4, in the levels c +b. c + 2b.· · ·, c + 14<5. for some 

0 < E, b < 1. which represent A01 . B 0 1 , and Ai, i = 1. 2. 3. respecti\·ely. \\'e 

will remove the components in the follo\ving order: 
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Precisely, since a. 3 and Gi are not linked with any component of the sublink 

which represents relation (c). \Ve may first do the E-mo\·es to remm·e them 

(Figure 3. 7 (b)). ~ext we do the E -moves to eliminate G ~ and a j. \\-hich 

switch only the label of the component G~ from +1 to -1 (Figure 3.7(c)). :\"ow 

the components G.~ and a§ becomes two parallel with the opposite labels. we 

d. 
(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) (g) 

Figure 3.7 
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eliminate them by an A - 1 -mm;e (Figure 3./( d)). And now we ha\·e unlinked 

components. o:{ and o:~. and remove them by doing some E -moves (Figure 

3./(e)). After then \Ve remove the components af and o:j which only switch 

the sign of o:~ (Figure 3./(f)). Then we remove o:§ and a~ by doing an 

A.- 1-move (Figure 3./(g)). Finally do a !\-move to remo\·e aj. 

Putting three claims together. we have a complete topological realization 

of the algebraic process. which finishes our proof of Theorem 1.2. <) 

Before ending the chapter. we like to share with you an interesting fact 

that we learned from R.Lickorish, which is a little bid stronger than Theorem 

1.1. 

Theorem 3.4. The integer framed links determine the same 3-manifold if 

and only if they are related by + 1-labeled !(±1-moves and -1-labeled n±I_ 

moves. 

Proof: All we need to sho\v is that. a -1-labeled ]{±1 -move is a composition 

of some +1-labeled !{±1-moves and some -1-labeled n±1-moves. This is 

clearly shown in the Figure 3.8. <) 

0 .., 
ClJV C1JD.) CliiY-_<L .. 

-1 ~ .. , ~ .. , 
ffi rfl 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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(e) (g) (h) 

~ llJ Q, w 2) 
~ 
~0 

m ~ m ~ ~ 
(i) (j) (k: (1) 

Figure 3.8 
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The Stable Equivalence of 

Heegaard Decompositions of 3-Manifolds 

Let M be a closed orientable 3-manifold. Two Heegaard surfaces F and 

F' of the same genus g of .l\1! are said to be equivalent if there is a self

homeomorphism of Af which carries F into F'. And they are said to be 

stably equivalent by adding r trivial handles~ if adding r trivial handles to 

both surfaces F and F' the two resulting genus g + r Heegaard surfaces are 

equivalent. 

In 1933, Singer (Sl] and Redemeister (R] simultanously proved that, 

given any two Heegaard decompositions of the same 3-manifold, if we add 

enough trivial handles to both of them~ they become equivalent as higher 

genus Heegaard decompositions. Today~ this result is called the Singer stable 

equivalence theorem. For some time it was questioned whether the word 

"stable" can be droped. In 1968, Waldhausen (Wl] gave an affirmative 

answer for the 3-sphere § 3 and the trivial circle bundle over the 2-sphere 

S2 X § 1 ' and he showed that any two Heegaard surfaces of the same genus 

162 
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both in S3 or S2 X S1 are actually isotopic. The uniqueness of the equivalence 

classes of Heegaard surfaces of the lens spaces is also true. This was proved 

by Bonahon and Otal [BO] in 1983. 

On the other hand, the existence of non-equivalent classes was found 

first by Engmann [E] in 1970 in the connected sum of some lens spaces, and 

then by Birman, Gonza.les-Acuna and rvlontesinos [BGM] in 1976 even in 

some genus two prime homology 3-spheres. Recently, the equivalence classes 

of the genus two Heegaard surfaces of the Seifert fibred spaces with two 

and three exceptional fibers over a disk were classified by Boileau, RosL 

Zieschang [BRZ] and rvloriah [M4]. From their work, the existence of non

equivalent classes appeared to be a general phenomenon for most 3-manifolds. 

\Vorse than that, in 1986 Casson and Gordon [CG2] (also cf. [K2]) gave 

a sufficient condition for Heegaard decompositions to be irreducible - the 

so called rectangle criterion- and they constructed some 3-manifolds which 

admit irreducible Heegaard decompositions of arbitrarily high genus. So given 

a 3-manifold we cannot expect Heegaard decompositions to be unique even 

for high enough genera. 

However, for the known examples of genus hvo non-equivalent classes 

of the same 3-manifold, people noticed that, after adding one trivial handle 

the resulting genus three Heegaard decompositions are all equivalent. There

fore, for recognizing two Heegaard decompositions of the same 3-manifold, 

an upper bound on the number of trivial handles needed in the Singer stable 

equivalence process is the best and only thing we can wish to have. In this 

chapter we will show that, 

Theoren1 1.1. Any two Heegaard decompositions of tbe same genus of a 
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3-manifold of genus g are stably equivalent by adding no more than 3g - 3 

trivial handles. 

In particular. let (lv1, F) a.nd Uv1'. F') be two Heegaard decompositions 

of the same genus of the same 3-manifold, Theorem VII.l.l concludes that 

they must be equivalent after adding 3g- 3 trivial handles. As a consequence, 

we have the follmving result: 

Theoretn 1.2. An algorithm to detect the equivalence classes of Heegaard 

decompositions of the same genus yields an algorithm to detect the stable 

equivalence classes of Heegaard decompositions of 3-manifolds. 

Now we give a outline of our proof. 

In Introduction \Ve have show that the Heegaard decompositions of 3-

manifolds are described by surface mapping classes. Let i.p be an element of 

the mapping class group A1 g· Let F be an unknotted embedding of the closed 

orientable surface of genus g in § 3 which splits § 3 into two handlebodies H 

and H'. Let 1\II = J.Vf( i.p) be the 3-manifold that is the union of H and H' by 

identifying each point x of F = 8H' with the point ( x )i.p of 8H. Thus the 

map i.p defines a Heegaard decomposition of ... \J. 

Denote by Kg and Kg' the subgroups of mapping classes which can be 

extended to H and H' respectively. Then two elements tp, 1/J E JVlg give 

equivalent Heegaard decompositions if and only if there exist some 0' E Kg' 

and T E Kg, such that, 

either 1/J = mpr, or 1jJ = O'lpT. 

For g > g, let F = F 9 be an unknotted embedding of the closed surface 

of genus g in the 3-sphere § 3 which splits the 3-sphere into two handlebodies 
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H and H'. In Section 1 we tell how an element r.p E ./vt g can be lifted to an 

element r.p E Mg which defines a Heegaard decomposition obtained from the 

previous one by adding r = g- g trivial handles, and we translate Theorem 

1.1 into the language of surface mapping classes as the following: 

Theorem 1.3. Given r.p E .;vtg and ·1/J E jvt9, for some g and g. If for some 

g greater than both g and g there are some a E K§ and f E ICg, such that, 

in the group M g we have the equality: 

Then, there must exist erE/(~ and f E JC 9, g ::S g + 3(g- 1), such that, in 

the group Jvt 9, 

7/J = err.pf. 

Denote by r = g - g and r = g- g. In the expression 7/J = ar.pf, if the 

map a leaves the first m handles fixed, for some m :::; min{r, r}, the whole 

expression must leaves the first rn handles fixed; then it can be reduced to 

an expression of genus g- m. Therefore, it is natural to simplify the circles 

aft= (ap)a and (3ft= (bp)a, for p = 1, 2, · · ·, r, by finding a new expression. 

A map w is called r.p-accepted, if w E IC§ and rpwrp E Kg· Then, the 

expression 1/J = ar.pf can be replaced by 

z.e. the circles O!p and .Bft can be replaced by the circles (ap)w and (/3p)w. 

A special kind of rp-accepted mappmg classes, which will be repeatly 

used in the proof, is constructed in Section 2. 
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Since (31 = b1 is equivalent to having an annulus component in F- ( b1 U 

;31), the first goal we pursue is the following j3 -condition: 

for any p = 1, 2, .... rand q = 1, 2 ..... r. 

This condition is realized by adding more trivial handles in Section 5. 

Based on the ,8-condition, we may study the surface 

r 

F* = F- (( U bq) u ( U f3p)), 
q=l p=l 

which contains at least r + r - § + 1 planar components. We reduce the 

number of boundary components of certain planar components when we can 

apply the following key lemma, which is equivalent to Lemma 7.3: 

Lemma 7.3'. Let S 1 be a planar component ofF*. Suppose there is an 

arc s in sl connecting hp' which is the only copy of some bp in sl' and hq' 

which is a copy of some bq in s1. so that snap = 0 and s n (U f3p) = 0. 

then the the number of the boundary components of S 1 can be reduced by 

applying the map Wbq,ap' i.e. by sliding hq along saps out of the component 

S1. 

In order to use the key lemma.. we need to find the arc s. The best 

candidates for s will be the arc components of (U afi) n F*. For having the 

condition on s in Lemma. 7.3' we need a. special condition on the circles afi, 

which is called a-condition. A loose version of the a-condition is the following: 

There exists an order relation, I=, on the handles { ( aq, bq)}, e.g. 
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after reordering, such that, for any component a* of (U ap) U F* with end

points at a copy of bp and a copy of bq, 

a* n as = 0, for all s :S min{p, q}. 

The a-condition is the mam gredient of our proof which is carefully 

described in Sections 3, 4 and 6 with more technical constructions. Actually, 

in Section 3 we define the tree structures of simple closed circles in F which 

bound disks in the handlebody H. In Section 4 we prove that the circles 

ap can be assumed to have the star str·uctures after we add more trivial 

handles and after we apply some :p-accepted mapping classess. In Section 6, 

we show the existence of the order relation !=. The reason we establish the 

star structures of the circles ap before we build .3-condition is because we do 

not want to destroy one while we construct the other. 

Let s = sl u Sz u ... u Sm be m planar components ofF*' m :S min r, r. 

\Ve want to reduce their boundary component numbers by using the a

condition and Lemma 7.3' In order to avoid both copies of bp in S 1 when 

we apply Lemma 7.3', we assume one more condition on S. 

Denote by R = F* - S, a circle bq is said to be separable if one com

ponent ofF- (bq u cu;=l Pp)) is planar and intersects R empty, otherwise 

nonseparable. Each component of S contains no more than two copies of 

nonseparable circles from the bq 's. 

Lemma 7.6 in Section 7 guarantees this condition to rema.m invariant 

when we apply Lemma 7.3'. The main theorem proved in Section 7 is 

Theore1n 7.2. Suppose there exists a subsurface S of F* of m planar 
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components witb tbe properties claimed before, suppose R -=/:- 0, then tbe 

expression ·1/J = fnpf can be reduced to some expression in tbe genus g - m 

by applying some '?-accepted extendible mapping classes. 

In the last part of Section 7 we estimate m and show that when g > 1 

we may let m be equal to r - 3(g - 1)s. This implies Theorem 1.1 for the 

3-manifolds of genus not equal to one. The genus one case of Theorem 1.1 is 

also true according to Bonahon-Otal's work as we mentioned before. 

§1. The equivalence of Heegaard decompositions 

Let c.p be an element of the mappmg class group Mg. Let F be an 

unknotted embedding of the closed orientable surface of genus g in the 3-

sphere, which splits the 3-sphere into two handle bodies H and H'. The 

3-manifold 2\1( c.p ), called the 3-manifold associated to c.p, is defined to be the 

union of H and H' by gluing each point .T of F = 8H' with the point ( x )'P 

of 8H. cp is called a Heegaard decomposition of M(:p ). 

For g 2 g, we construct a new Heegaard decomposition r:p E J\.1 9 of 

the 3-manifold lvf obtained from the genus g Heegaard decomposition cp by 

adding r = g - g trivial handles. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, let F = F 9 be 

an unknotted embedding of the closed surface of genus g in the 3-sphere § 3 

which splits the 3-sphere into two handlebodies H and H', let 

be a chosen canonical system of basecurves so that the circles ai bound 
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disks Ai in the handlebodv H and the circles bi bound disks B· in the 
v ! 

handlebody H'. Denote by c a simple closed curve representing the class 

al bl al 61 ... arbrarbr, which bounds a disk D' in H', and which divides the 

surface F in two parts Fe = F r.l and F = F g,l· \Ve let F 9 be the closed 

surface obtained by gluing the surface F and the disk D' together along the 

circle c. 

• • • 

A' A 

Figure 1.1 

For any given mapping class c..p E .1'vt 9 , since D' is a disk in the closed 

surface F 9 , c..p can be represented by a self-homeomorphism of the surface F 

which leaves the disk D' fixed. Then we may define ,P E .;'vtg so that its 

restriction to F r,l is the identity and its restriction to F 9 ,1 coincides with 

that of r..p. Surely, ,P gives a Heegaard decomposition of genus g, and the 

3-manifold associated to ,P is the same as that associated to r.p. 

The choice of the mapping class 0 made in above way is clearly not 

unique, it depends on the choice of the self-homeomorphism r.p IF 9 . 1 up to 

isotopy relative to the circle c. i.e. it depends on the choice of the preimage of 

:..p in the group .. 'vt 9 .1 under the natural forgetful quotient map .;'vt 9 ,1 __. ,\It 9 

which is induced by the inclusion. However. all mapping classes (/; obtained 
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in such a way can be represented by the same Heegaard splitting surface by 

the construction. Thus, they are all equivalent. Therefore we may choose 

arbitrarily one of them as a lifting of <.p, and_ denote it either by cp or simply 

still by Y· 

Similarly, for g ;::: g and g ;::: g. denote by r = g- g and F = g- g. Let 

F = F 9 be the surface as before. let c and c denote t\vo circles representing 

the classes al bl al bl ... arbrarbr and al bl al bl ... a:rb:rarbr-, which bound the 

disks D and iJ in the handlebody H and bound the disks D' and D' in 

the handlebody H' respectively. Let F = F 9 ,1 be the component of F - c 

containning the last g handles, and let F = F9,1 be the component ofF- c 
containning the last g handles. Denote by Fe = F- F, :Fe = F-F, F 9 = D' U 

F, and F 9 = D' U F. Clearly the closed surfaces F 9 and F 9 are unknottedly 

embedded in the 3-sphere § 3 , and divide the 3-spllere into two handlebodies 

Hand H', and Hand H' respectively (Figure 1.'2). Moreover, we have that 

H' C H' and H' C H'. 

• • • 

fl' 

Figure 1.2 

vVe will denote by K9 and Kg' (resp. K9 and K~, Kg and K~) the 

subgroups of mapping classes which can be extended to H and H' ( resp. H 
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and H', H and H') respectively as in Chapter IV. Their elements are called 

extendible mapping classes. 

Let <p and ljJ be two elements of M 9 , then by the definition, they describe 

the same equivalence class of genus-g Heegaard decompositions of the 3-

manifold 1\II, if and only if there exist some O" E K9 ' and r E K 9 , such 

that, 

either ¢ = mpr, or 1jJ = O"t.pr. 

Therefore, by the Singer stable equivalence theorem, Theorem 1.1 can be 

translated to the following version: 

Theoren1 1.3. Let t.p E .;\It g and ~J E ./\It g be two mapping classes, for some 

g and g. If for some g greater than both g and g there are some extendible 

mapping classes & E K'g andrE Kg, such that, in the group M_g we have the 

equality: 

1jJ = &~.pi'. 

Then, there must exist extendible mapping classes 6- E K~ and f E K 9, 

g = g + 3(g- 1), such that, in the group .;\lt 9 , 

1jJ = 6-t.pf. 

The idea of reducing the genus is based on the following fact: 

Proposition 1.4. Let t.p E .i\ltg and 4' E ./Vl g be two mapping classes, for 

some g and g. Suppose that for some g greater than both g and g there are 

some extendible mapping classes & E K'g andrE Kg, such that, in the group 

.i\ll 9 we have the equality: 
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If ( ao, bo) is a trivial handle in the part of the surface F-F, so that ( a0 )3- = a0 

and ( bo )3- = bo. Then, there must exist extendible mapping classes a E K~ 

and f E Kg, g = g- 1, such that, in the group M 9, 

1/J = a:.pf. 

Furthermore, we may have 

for all i = 1 , 2, · · · g . 

Proof: Since all of the maps :.p, 7/J, a- and f leave the circles a 0 and b0 fixed, 

their restrictions to the surface F = F- { a0 , b0 }, preserve the equality. Under 

the natural forgetful quotient map from the group J\lt 9,1 onto the group )\It 9 , 

the equality claimed holds and the new Heegaard diagram is obtained from 

the old one by erasing the handle ( a0 , b0 ). 

§2. ;p-accepted extendible mapping classes 

Let g 2:: g, g 2:: g, f = g- g and r = g- g. As in the last section, let B = 

{ai, bih::;i::;g be the canonical system of basecurves, c = a 1 ha1b1 · · · ar-br-"iir-bcr

and c = a 1 b1 a1 b1 · · · a,b,a,b, be the circles in the surface F = F 9 bounding 

disks iJ and D in the handlebody H respectively. vVe will denote by F the 

component ofF - c which contains the last g handles, by F the component 

of F - c which contains the last g handles, by Fe and f'c the complement 
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spaces of F and F in the surface F, and by F 9 and F 9 the closed surfaces 

F U D and F U D respectively. 

Definition 2.1. Consider the following diagram: 

1/J - - (j 'P .FinF f FnFf ---1 F n FG- ---1 PG- n F ---1 ---1 FnPf, 
f'e n Ff - - (j 'P f _Fen Ff, Fen FG- ---1 pea- n F ---1 Fef n F ---1 

F nFef 1/J F n pea- (j FG- n Fe Ff n Fe f .F n pef, ---1 ---1 ---1 

- - (j f .Fen Fef. Fen Fer Fen Feo- ---1 pea- n Fe Fef n Fe ---1 

An extendible mapping class w E K~ is said to be r.p-accepted, if 

Obviously, we have the following equivalent conditon: 

Proposition 2.2. A mapping class w is a r.p-accepted extendible mapping 

class, if and only if the circles ( bi )w bound disks in the solid handle body H' 

and the circles ( ai )r.pwr.p bound disks in the handle body H, i = 1, 2, ···,g. (> 

Proposition 2.3. Let w E K~ be a r.p-accepted extendible mapping class. 

Then, 

w = &rpf = (o-w) . r.p . ( r.pwr.pr), 

where G-w E K'g and r.p~'r.p · f E K 9. 

Proof: This is obvious from the definition of the r.p-accepted extendible map-

ping classes. <> 

The main idea of this \Vork is to simplify the intersection set between 

two collections of simple curves B and ( B)G-, for some fixed canonical system 

B, by using r.p-a.ccepted extendible mapping classes. 
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In order to construct <p-accepted mapping classes, we study first a special 

kind of mapping class. Let a and (3 be two disjoint simple closed curves 

connected by a simple arc 17 which does not intersect a and (3 except its 

endpoints, denoted by Oa and Oa. Sometimes we also allow the arc 17 to 

degenerate to a point, i.e. the circles a and (3 intersect tangentally at one 

point. Let N denote a regular neighborhood of aU 17 U (3, and let a, b and x 

denote three boundary circles of N. Then, we set 

where Dz is the Dehn twist along the curve z, for z =a, b, x. 

\Ve have several basic observations about this map: 

1) wa,/3 leaves all points except those in N fixed. Because a Dehn twist 

changes only a neighborhood of the twist curve. 

2) If we embed the piece of N in a plane so that the boundary circles a 

and b bounds disks in the complement of N in the plane, the map wa,/3 can 

be described either as sliding the circle a along the curve 17f3T7 or as sliding 

the circle (3 along the curve ?[a17, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The arcs drawn 

in Figure 2.l(f) are the images of the arcs drawn in Figure 2.l(a) under the 

map Wa,/3· 

3) If 1 is a small arc intersecting a transversally at some point P, as 

shown in Figure 2.2, the image of 1 under the map wa,/3 becomes an arc 

parallel to a IPoa 17,817a loaF, i.e. it goes all the way around /3. Similarly, 

the image of a small arc across the circle f3 goes all the way around a. 

4) Wa,/3 E K 9, if one of a and f3 bounds a disk in H. In fact, if a bounds 

a disk A in H, by (2) the map Wa./3 ca.n be realized as cutting the disk A, 
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sliding one piece of the disk A. in the boundary ..;urface of H along B, and 

gluing back after sliding. Consider a cutting sysr dll { Ci} of the handle body 

H such that none of the disks Ci intersects A.. \\"hen we cut open along .A .. 

slide a copy of A. arround and glue back. the disks C remain as disks in H. 
Therefore. the map Wo:.B surely can be extended to the handlebody H. 

Back to y-accepted mapping classes. we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.4. The mapping class :;,; = '-'-'o:.J is -r:-accepted, if one of the 

circles a and B bounds a disk in the handlebody H'. and one of the circles 

(a )<p and (,3)y bounds a disk in H. 

Proof: This is a consequence of the last observation, since 
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<) 

This kind of 'P-extendible mapping classes will be the major tool in our 

later proof. 

Vve also need to study a case that one of the curves is not simple. 

Proposition 2.5. Let a and J be tn:o closed curves intersecting tangentall_v 

at one point 0. If a: is simple and bounds a disk in H', and if (a: )'P bounds a 

disk in H, the mapping class.::..: = w'a.J obtained by sliding the circle a: along 

the closed curve 3 is .,:;-accepted. 

Proof: When .B is simple. this is a special case of Theorem 2.4. \Vhen B is 

not simple, let P be the point in 3 such that j3 loP is simple and any arc 

from ;3- {0} containing 3 loP is not simple, i.e. starting from the point 0 

and going along {3, the point P is the first time the path hits itself, (Figure 

2.3). 

Figure 2.3 

Denote by 8° the subpath of (J starting from the point 0 to the occurence 

of the point P. Denote by 31 the subpath of 8 starting from P continuing 

after ;3° to the second occurence of P. Denote by .:J2 the subpath of (3 starting 

from P continuing after 31 back to the original point 0. One may notice that 

B lop= ;3° 8 1 . Let 3' and 3" be the closed curves homotopic to 8°!3 1-:f and 
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/3°,8 2 • Clearly f3 is homotopic to (3' (3", where (3' is simple and the number 

of the self-intersection points of (3 11 is fewer than that of (3. Furthermore, we 

may slide the circle a: first along the closed curve (3' then along (3", i.e. 

;.,Ja.(3 = Wa,/3" Wa,/3'· 

By induction, the proposition is proved. <) 

§3. The tree structure 

Consider agam the system of basecurves 8 = { ai, bi} 1 :=;i :::;9 chosen in 

Section 2 but without basepoint. \Ve are going to analyse the possible position 

of the circles O:i = ( ai )& and f3.i = ( bi )& , for i = 1, 2, · · · , g, especially the 

position of the circles o: 1 , (31 , · · ·, O:f and (3.,., and modify them to be simple 

as possible. 

For convenience, we will use the letters i, j, · · · for the indices from 1 to 

g, the letters p, q, · · · for the indices from 1 to r, and the letters p, q, · · · for 

the indices from 1 to r. \Ve will make a. sequence of modifications, but will 

continue to use the same notations O:jj, Bp for the modified curves. 

In order to simplify the circles O:jj, we need to furnish them a. special 

structure, called the tree structure. In this section, we will give the basic def

initions and properties, prove the general existence, and describe a sufficient 

condition to reduce the vertex number. 

Definition 3.1. Given a. simple closed curve a:, and given a. collection V of 

simple closed curves disjoint from each other in the surface F. a: is said to 
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be represented by a tree T = T( a) with the vertex set V, if it satisfies the 

following properties (Figure 3.1): 

TC«) 

Figure 3.1 

i) (Vertex condition) For each vertex v E V, the intersection set v n a 

consists of finitely many disjoint arcs and points, and contains at least 

one arc component (i.e. Int( v n a) # 0). The set of all arc components 

Int(V n a) u bt(v n a) 
vEV 

is called the vertex part of a, and the set ae = a- av is called the edge 

part of a. The elements of the set V are defined to be the vertices of the 

graph T. 

ii) (Edge condition) For each arc component s of V- av contained in some 

vertex v, denote by X andY two endpoints of the arcs; the pair (X, Y) is 

called an edge endpoint of the tree a. There is another unique component 

s' of the set V- av contained in some vertex v', such that, there are t-vvo 

components from the edge part aE of the circle a, one is a lxx' joining 

the point X and an endpoint X' of the arcs'. and the other arc is a IYY' 

joining the point Y and the other endpoint Y' of s'. The closed circle 

II 

r 
i 
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sUa lxx' Us' U a IYY' is simple and null-homotpic, and bounds a disk, 

called the edge domain, in the surface F. The pair e = (a lxx', a IYY') 

is called an edge of the graph T connecting the vertices v and v', and all 

edges of the graph T are constructed in this way. 

iii) (lviinimal condition) To make later discussions easier, we always may 

assume that, up to isotopy which does not change the tree structure, the 

intersection of the arcs a E and the basecircles ai, bi is minimal. 

Note that the edges may go through the vertices as pictured in the figures. 

Let T be a tree. Then the diameter ofT is defined to be the maximal 

number of the edges contained in a simple path. 

The circle a is said to be represented by a star T = T( a) if T is a star. 

For any valence one vertex v in a star, the unique edge connecting v with the 

center vertex is called the edge corresponding to the vertex v. 

Le1n1na 3.2. By some isotopic deformation, we may assume that, the circles 

afi are represented by trees whose nontrivial vertices are disjoint copies of the 

circles (ai)r.p, i = 1,2,···,g. 

Instead of showing Lemma 3.2, we prove a more general result. 

Theorem 3.3. Let H 9 be a solid handlebody of genus g whose boundary 

surface is denoted by F. Let B = { a 1 , b1 , · · · , a9 , b9 } be a system of basecurves 

v;rithout basepoint in the surface F, such that the circles ai bound disks Ai 

in H 9 , i = 1, ···,g. Let a1, · · ·, am be m simple closed curves in F which 

form a subcollection of some cutting system of the handlebody H 9 . Then 

the circles a 1 , · · ·, am may be represented by some trees whose vertices are 

some disjoint copies of the circles ai, i = 1, ···,g. lvforeover, the edge part of 
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them does not meet the circles bi. 

Proof: Consider the sphere with 2g-holes F- (Uf ai), which is the boundary 

of the ball H 9 - (Uf Ai ). Denote by a~ and ai' the two boundary components 

of the surface F - (Uf ai) contributed by the circle ai. Thus, for each i = 

1,2, · · · ,g, the image of the circle bi in the surface F- (Uf ai) is an arc with 

one endpoint, denoted by 0~, at a~ and the other, denoted by 0~'. 

Let n be a chosen fixed point which is not located in any basecircles. 

Let Pi be a point of a~ - { 0~}, and Pf' a point of a~' - { Oi'}. Let Pi and qi 
be two arcs from n to Pf and Pi' and qi' be two arcs from n to Pf' in the 

surface F- (Uf ai ), such that, as drawn in Figure 3.2, 

(a) The arcs pi, qL Pi' and qi' are disjoint from each other, and do not 

intersect any of the arcs bi. 

(b) The circle Pi U qi separates the surface F into two components, one of 

which contains the first i - 1 handles, and the other of which contains 

the last g- i + 1 handles. And the circle Pi' U qi' separates the surface F 

also into two components, one contains the first i handles, and the other 

contains the last g- i handles. 

(c) Arround the point n, the arcs Pi, qi, Pi' and qi' have the following order: 

By an isotopic deformation, the circles Gj, j = 1, · · ·, m, are located in 

a regular neighborhood N of the set 

g 

U(ai u Pi u pn. 
i=l 
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Denote by si an arc in N vertical to the arc Pi with two endpoints in the 

boundary of N as shown in Figure 3.3. Because the circles o_j bound disks 

in the handlebody H 9 , we claim that, the arc si must intersect each of the 

circles o_ j in an even number of points, which can be put in pairs, such that, 

(i) For each pmr (P. Q) of the intersection si l o_j, denote by si IPQ the 

component of si - { P, Q} having the endpoints P and Q, denote by 

s the arc obtained from si !PQ by slightly pushing its interior m the 

interior of H 9 , and denote by o_' and o_" the two components of the 

circle o_ j - { P. Q}. Then the circles o_' U s and o_" U s bound disks in the 

handle body H 9 . 

(ii) For any two pairs (P1 , Q1 ) from sino_j and (P2 , Q2 ) from sino_k, for some 

j and k. we have either si !P1 Q1 nsi IP2 Q2 = 0, or si !P1 Q1 C si !P2 Q2 • 

In fact, if we denote by A j the disk in H 9 bounded by the circle o_ j, 

J 1, · · · . m, then by some isotopic deformation, the disks A j can be assumed 
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to lie in a regular neighborhood Y,V of the set 

g 

U (a i U p~ U p~' ) 
i=l 

in the solid handlebody Hg. Obviously. we may let this isotopic deformation 

be an extension of that in the surface F. and let VV n F = N. Let Si be a 

disk in VV with its boundary circle in the boundary of ~V and Si n F = s~. 
Then. each point P of s: n (Uj= 1 a 1 ) is contained in a unique arc component 

1 of the set Sin (Uj:1 .41 ). P must be an endpoint of/, the other endpoint 

of/, denoted by Q, must be also contained in the set s~ n (Uj:1 aj) and in 

the same a j containing P. Define P and Q as a pair, and then our claim is 

clearly true. 

Figure 3.3 Figure 3.4 

Similarly, we have the argument for the arc si'. which is vertical to Pi'. 

Denote by 
m g 

f-l = #((Ua1)n(U(s:us:'))). 
j=l i=l 

\:Ve are going to establish the theorem by the induction on f-l· 

If f-l = 0, all of the circles a j must be trivial, and the theorem is obviously 

true. 
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If f-L 2:: 1, there must be some s~ or s~', and some o: j, so that s~ no: i =/=- 0 

or s? n o:i =/=- 0. Without loss generality, suppose that the points (P, Q) is a 

pair of the intersection points from the set s~ n 0:1 i=- 0, such that 

m 

s~ IPQ n( U o:i) = 0. 
j=1 

Denote by o:1o and o: 11 two circles obtained by splitting the circle o:1 along 

the arcs~ IPQ· The circle o: 1 may be considered as a band sum of the circles 

o:1o and o:u along some arc 8 in the neighborhood of the arc s~ IPQ parallel 

to a part of p~ with one endpoint at o: 10 and one at o:u as drawn in Figure 

3.4. 

The intersection number between the arcs Uf= 1 ( si Usi') and the collection 

of the circles 

is clearly equal to p- 2. By induction, applying some isotopic deformation, we 

have the tree structures for the circles o:1o, o: 11 , o: 2 , · · ·, O:m. If two endpoints 

of the arc 8 are located in the vertex parts of the circles o:10 and o: 11 , we may 

do the band sum of these two circles along the arc 8 to recover the circle o:1 . 

The tree of o:1 is obtained by joining the trees of o:10 and o: 11 together with 

one more edge parallel to 8. 

If there is an endpoint X of the arc 8 is not located in the vertex parts 

of the circles o:10 and o: 11 , using an isotopic deformation which leaves the 

circles o:10 , o: 11 , o: 2 , · · ·, O:m invariant, we may clearly slide the point X into 

the vertex part first. Therefore, the theorem is shown. 

Proof of Le1n1na 3.2: Since the circles ( o:p)r.p bound disks in the handlebody 

H, by Theorem 3.3, the circles ( o:ft )):? are represented by trees whose nontrivial 

11!11· 

ILl 
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vertices are disjoint copies of the circles ai. Therefore, the circles O!p are 

represented by trees whose nontrivial vertices are disjoint copies of the circles 

Allowing the trivial circles to be vertices, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.4. Let o:1 , o: 2 , · · ·, O!m be some circles in the surface F9 bounding 

pairwise disjoint disks in the solid handle body H 9 , and which are represented 

by some trees T1 , T2 , · · ·, T m respectively. There is an isotopic deformation, 

which changes each tree Tj into a tree Tj of the same diameter, for all j = 

1, 2, · · ·, m, so that, all vertices of valence greater than or equal to two are 

trivial, and the intersection with the basecircles is unchanged. Furthermore, 

if none of the edges of Tj intersects the circles bq, then neither does any of 

the edges of Tj. 

Proof: Let v be a nontrivial vertex of valence greater than or equal to two 

m some tree, e.g. T1 . Obviously we may add a valence one trivial vertex 

vo to the vertex v by a short edge eo as pictured in Figure 3.5( a). Then, 

isotopically slide the ends in v of all the edges other than e0 which connect to 

v into the trivial vertex v0 along e0 , as pictured in Figure 3.5. \Ve obtain a 

tree T{ representing o: 1 whose number of nontrivial vertices of valence greater 

than or equal to two is less than that of T1 , and the other trees remain the 

same. Moreover, the diameter ofT{ is obviously the same as that of T1 . 

In particular. if v n bq =f 0, i.e. v is a copy of some aq, the sliding can 

be made so that it involves only a neighborhood of the set v - (U bq ). Thus, 

the point v n bq remains fixed, and the intersection points between the circles 

a j and the basecircles remain the same. 

Lemma 3.5. Let a, o: 1 , · · ·, O!m be some circles in the surface F 9 bounding 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.5 

pairwise disjoint disks in the solid handlebody H 9 , which are represented by 

some trees T, T1 , · · ·, T m respectively. Let v0 and v be two trivial vertices in 

the tree T connected by some edge e. If the edge e intersects the circle v only 

at one of its endpoints. we may slide v along e and gather the vertices v and 

v0 together. and have the circle oo represented by r he tree T' obtained from T 

by eliminating the edge e and identifying the vertices v and v0 . Furthermore, 

the other trees T1 , · · ·, T m remain the same. 

Proof: Let V be the disk bounded by the trivial vertex v in the surface. 

Then, the edge e has two possibilities: either totally inside or totally outside 

of the disk V. If e C V, the edge e does not intersect any basecircles. Denote 

by s0 and s the ends of e at v0 and v, we can simply consider ( v0 -s0 )UeU( v-s) 

as the new vertex, (Figure 3.6( a)). 

If the edge e is located totally outside of the disk V, let E be a regular 

neighborhoodof the disk V and the edge e. Since e intersects v only at one its 

endpoints, \Ve have E homeomorphic to a disk. Moreover, the boundary of E 

intersects the circles oo, oo 1 . · · ·, O:m only at their edge parts. By an isotopic 

deformation which leaves the outside of E fixed, we may slide v close to t'o 
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e 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.6 

such that e becomes a pair of arcs not intersecting any basecircles. If the end 

of the edge e at the vertex v goes inwards, we may slide v0 inside of the disk 

V and have again the first case (Figure 3.6( a)). If the end of the edge eat the 

vertex v goes outwards, we have the situation pi<·rured in Figure 3.6(b). In 

both cases, we may replace v0 by the band sum of v0 and v along e, as shown 

in Figure 3.6. and obtain a new tree \Vith all claimed conditions verified. <) 

In the proof of Lemma 6.6, we will need the following consequence of 

Lemma 3.5. 

Lemma 3.6. Let a:. a: 1 , · · ·, Gm be some circles in the surface F 9 bounding 

pairwise disjoint disks in the solid handle body H 9 , which are represented 

by some trees T. T1 • · · ·• Tm respectively. A.ssume all vertices of the trees 

are disjoint. If the circle a: is represented b.r a tree T with the following 

properties: 

a) All vertices of ·ilalence greater than one are trivial. 
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b) There is a trivial vertex, called center vertex, denoted by v0 , such that 

the distance between v0 and any other vertex is less than or equal to 

two. 

c) All trivial vertices different from v0 are concentric. 

d) For any trivial vertex v, different from v0 , the edge e joining vo and v 

meets the circle v only at its endpoint. 

Then, by some isotopic deformation which does not change the tree structures 

of a1, ···,am, the circle a can be represented by some star. 

Proof: This is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.5. We may reduce the 

number of trivial vertices by repeatly using the process of Lemma 3.5. All we 

need to be concerned with is that when we unite a trivial vertex v and the 

center vertex v0 by the process given in the proof of Lemma 3.5 the properties 

claimed for the other trivial vertices still hold. Since all such trivial vertices 

are concentric, we may start from the exterior most one, denoted by v. Then, 

the corresponding disk V contains all of them. As shown in Figure 3.7, the 

isotopic deformation may leave a disk V' contained in V which contains all 

trivial circles different from v and v0 invariant. Thus, the conditions (c) and 

(d) still hold. 0 

Now we return to the circles afi, which are what we really care about. 

By Lemma 3.2, the circles ap, p = 1, · · ·, F, are represented by some trees 

whose notrivial vertices are disjoint copies of the circles ( ai)cp, i = 1, 2, · · ·,g. 

Because we are interested only in the intersection situation between the circles 

a:P and the basecircles aq and bq, from now on the vertices of the tree structure 

of the circles ap are allowed to be either parallel copies of the circles aq, 

q = 1, 2, · · ·, r, or circles disjoint from the basecirdes aq and bq whose image 
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.~v ( 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.7 

under <p bounds some disk in H. in particular, the trivial circles and the 

circles cq = aqbqai>q, q = 1, 2. · · ·, r. 

Definition 3.7. Consider the vertex set V of all the trees T(Qt:P), a partition 

on the vertex set V. is a di\-ision (Vt. Vn) of V, i.e . . 

v. and Vt n VII 0, 

such that, the vertices of Vn will be called negligible vertices. and the vertices 

of Vt will be called true vertices. and as shown in Figure 3.8(a), any negligible 

vertex v of Vn satisfies the following properties: 

1) u is a circle parallel to one of the circles cq = aqbqaqbq, q = 1, 2, · · ·. r; 

2) The valence of v is two; 

3) Denote by e1 and e2 the edges having the end vertex v. There is a 

simple path h in the tree containning both edges e1 and e2 at v whose 

two end vertices are true vertices, such that the part of Qtft represented 

by h intersects the circle v only at the part of the end of the edges e1 
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4) Denote by s1 and s 2 the part of the vertex v representing the endpoints 

of e1 and e2 respectively. For any edge e, any component of e- v located 

in the q-th handle bounded by v must be an arc with one endpoint at s 1 

and the other vertex at s2 . 

The vertices of Vn will be called negligible vertices, and the vertices of 

Vt will be called true vertices. 

For p = 1,···,r, ignoring the negligible vertices in the tree T(ap), and 

considering them as middle points of some edges since their valences are all 

equal to two, we obtain a new tree T' ( ap ), called the reduced tree. The vertices 

of the tree T' (a P) are exactly the true vertices of the tree T( ap). The edges 

of the tree T'(ap) are obtained from the old edges by joining them together 

at the negligible vertices. These will be called the long edges. 

Lemma 3.8. If the circles ap, p = 1, · · ·, r, are represented by the trees 

T( ap), and if for some partition of the vertices the reduced trees T'( ap) are 

all stars. Then by some isotopic deformation in some neighborhood of the 

long edges, we may arrange that the circles ap are represented by stars. 

Proof: For p = 1, · · · , r, denote by v0 the true center vertex of the reduced 

star T' ( ap ). Let v be a negligible \·ertex connecting two edges, denoted by 

e1 and e2, such that the other end vertex of e1 is v0 . Since T' (a p) is a star, 

one end vertex of e must be the center vertex v0 . The vertex v also can be 

considered as one valence three trivial vertex v' and one valence one vertex 

v" parallel to v, as shown in Figure 3.8(b). The edges e1 and e2 remain the 

same except they switch one end vertex from v to v', and one more ne-vv edge 

e3 is added trivially to connect v' and v". Denote by s the part of the vertex 

v' representing the endpoint of e3 . By condition (3), we have s n e1 = 0. 
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Exactly as we did in Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. we may slide u' into the center 

vertex vo (Figure 3. 8( c)). The vertex v" becomes a true vertex of valence one 

and the only edge connecting it has the other end vertex vo. 

r'\~ :J-~,-,C-9---~ y' 

Figure 3.8 

Yo 
(c) 

After this isotopic deformation, all other neg~igible vertices are still neg

ligible by the construction. Indeed. the new tree is obtained from the old 

tree by an isotopic deformation \vhich involves only a neighborhood of the 

set s2 U e1 . V/hen we paste the vertices t'o and v' together, the only change 

to the other part of the tree and to the other trees is to add an arc parallel to 

e1 e1 to all edges intersecting s 2 . If a negligible vertex intersects the edge e1 , 

the long edge containning it cannot have a part located in the edge domain 

of e1 and parallel to e1 . By the fourth condition of Definition 3.7. this long 

edge does not meet s2 • i.e. it remains unchanged. If a negligible vertex does 

not intersect e1 . it remains the same and still can be considered as negligible. 

Therefore. the lemma can be established by the induction on the number 

of negligible vertices. <) 
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§4. The star structure 

In this section. we construct the star structure for the circles ap, p = 

1, ... 'r, in the initial situation. 

In order to get better Heegaard diagrams, we sometimes need to add 

more trivial handles. The following lemma tells that trivial handles can be 

added anywhere we want. 

Lemma 4.1. Let F be the genus g = g + 1 surface obtained from F by 

adding a trivial handle ( a0 , b0 ) at some point 0 = a0 n b0 . Let r.p, ;j;, a and 

f be chosen extensions of the mapping classes r.p, 'lj;, a- and T in the mapping 

class group M g+l such that 

Given any point Pin the surface F- ((Ug(ai Ubi)) U (Uf(ai U f3i))), there is 

a r.j;-accepted extendible mapping class w, such that, 

i) ( ao )w = ao and ( bo )w = bo; 

ii) the restriction of a' = erw to the surface F is isotopic to & ; 

iii) the map w leaves all points of 

g g 

CU(ai ubi)) n CU(ai uBi)) 
i=l i=l 

fixed; 

iv) the points 0 and P are located in the same component of the surface 

g g 

F- ((U(ai ubi)) u cUC(ai)a' u (bi)a'))). 
i=O i=O 

Proof: Let x be a simple arc in the connected surface F- (U~(ai U f3i)) 

joining the points 0 and P, let y be a simple arc in the connected surface 
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F- (Ug(ai Ubi)) joining the points P and 0, and let co = aobo7iob0 denote 

the waist circle of the trivial handle which can be assumed to intersect the 

closed curve z = x U y only at the point 0. Let ~· be the map obtained b.-..

sliding the circle c0 along the closed curve z. 

Since the circle c0 = (c0 )c; bounds disk in both handlebodies H' and H. 

the map w is <fi-accepted by Proposition 2.5. Since the map w changes only 

a neighborhood of the curves c0 and z. condition (i) is true. And since the 

surface F is obtained by filling the circle c0 by a disk, the map w restricted 

to F is clearly isotopic to the identity, thus we have the condition (ii). 

Figure 4.1 

Now we consider the image of the curves ( ai )it' = ( ai)ii:.• and ( bi)&' = 

(8i)w, for 1 :S i :S g. \Vhen we slide the circle c0 from 0 toP along the arc x, 

nothing of them changes, since x n ( U6 (a i UBi)) = 0. \Vhen we slide from the 

point P to 0 along y. since y n (U6(ai Ubi))= 0. the condition (iii) clearly 

holds, and all circles a i and Bi remain the same except the part intersecting 

the arc y has been pushed over the circle c0 , (Figure 4.1). Precisely, if d is 
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a small arc intersecting transversally across the arc y at some point Q, the 

image of d under the map w is an arc parallel to d U y IQo Uc0 U y loQ· 

Consequently, none of the circles ( ai)w and (;3i )w intersects the arc y. Thus 

the points 0 and P are located in the same component of the surface F-

<) 

In Lemma 4.1, the point 0 gives the position of the trivial handle. Re

placing i7 by&', the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) show that both maps give 

the same Heegaard diagrams when we ignore the trivial handle (a0 , b0 ). The 

condition (iv) shows the position of the trivial handle which can be located 

anywhere by the choice of P. 

Lemma 4.2. By adding some trivial handles and applying some ~.p-accepted 

extendible mapping classes, we may assume that, for each tree T( ap), p = 

1, · · · , r, its reduced tree is a star. Moreover, the edges of the trees T( afi) do 

not intersect the circles bq, q = 1, 2, · · · , r. 

Proof: By Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, we may assume that, the edges 

of the trees T(ap) do not intersect the circles bq. By Lemma 3.4, we may 

assume that, all true vertices of valence greater than two are trivial. 

If the the reduced tree T' (ad of the circle a 1 is not a star, then its 

diameter is greater than two. Thus there must be some edge e so that each 

connected component of the graph T' (a I) - e contains at least two true 

vertices. 

Let 0 be the intersection point of O!I n (31' and let p and Q denote a 

pair of points of a 1 corresponding to some point in the middle of e, let s be 

the arc between P and Q in the band vertical to the edge e. By Lemma 4.1 

we may add a trivial handle ( a 0 , /30 ) = ( a 0 , b0 ) near the point P. And by 
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a small arc intersecting transversally across the arc y at some point Q, the 

image of d under the map w is an arc parallel to d U y !Qo Uc0 U y loQ· 

Consequently, none of the circles ( Gi )w and (;3i )w intersects the arc y. Thus 

the points 0 and P are located in the same component of the surface F -

In Lemma 4.1, the point 0 gives the position of the trivial handle. Re

placing a by a', the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) show that both maps give 

the same Heegaard diagrams when we ignore the trivial handle ( a0 , b0 ). The 

condition (iv) shows the position of the trivial handle which can be located 

anywhere by the choice of P. 

Lemma 4.2. By adding some trivial bandies and applying some <.p-accepted 

extendible mapping classes, we may assume that, for each tree T(ap), f> = 

1, · · ·, r, its reduced tree is a star. Moreover, tbe edges of tbe trees T( ap) do 

not intersect tbe circles bq, q = 1, 2, · · ·, r. 

Proof: By Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, we may assume that, the edges 

of the trees T(ap) do not intersect the circles bq. By Lemma 3.4, we may 

assume that, all true vertices of valence greater than two are trivial. 

If the the reduced tree T' (a I) of the circle a 1 is not a star, then its 

diameter is greater than two. Thus there must be some edge e so that each 

connected component of the graph T' ( a 1 ) - e contains at least two true 

vertices. 

Let 0 be the intersection point of a 1 n ;31 , and let P and Q denote a 

pair of points of a 1 corresponding to some point in the middle of e, let s be 

the arc between P and Q in the band vertical to the edge e. By Lemma 4.1 

we may add a trivial handle (a0 , ;30 ) = (ao, bo) near the point P. And by 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.2 

vertices, the true vertex numbers of the reduced trees of the new circles Qio 

and Qi 1 both must be greater than two and strictly smaller than that of the 

old Qi 1 . Since a tree of vertex number three must be a star, we may repeat 

this process to establish the lemma. 

As a consequence of the Lemmas 3.2, 3.6 and·4.2, we have that: 
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Lemma 4.3. By adding some tri"·ial handles and applying some rp-accepted 

extendible mapping classes, we may assume that, each tree T( ap), p = 

1, · · ·, r, is a star whose center vertex is a trivial circle, whose other ver

tices either are parallel to the circles aq, or are disjoint from the circles aq 

and bq and their images under :.p bound disks in H, and whose edges do not 

intersect the circles bq, q = 1, 2. · · · r. 

§5. The {3-condition 

Now we are going to simplify the initial situation of the circles (Jp's. 

Lemma 5.1. By adding some trivial handles and applying some rp-accepted 

extendible mapping classes, we may assume that 

for any p = 1, 2, ... 'rand q = 1, 2, ... 'r. 

Proof: For p = 1, ... 'r, denote by Bp the disk bounded by the circle f]p. If 

there is some circle bq intersecting the circle (3ft. Denote by Bq the meridian 

disk bounded by bq in H' as before. Let P be such an intersection point, 

then there is another point Q in the set Pp n bq, such that the points P and 

Q are two endpoints of the same arc component s of Bp n Bq. Denote by s 

the component of bq - { P, Q} which does not intersect aq. Denote by ,Bfi and 

!3fi two components of f]p - { P, Q} so that the point 0 = a fin f]fi is located in 

.Bjf. We may choose P and Q such that the arc s is the interior most one in 

Bq, i.e. the arcs does not intersect !3p in its interior. Then the closed curves 
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~fi U s and ,B'fi U s both bound embedded disks in the handlebody H' (Figure 

5.1). 

Figure 5.1 

Add a trivial handle (o:0 , ,80 ) = (a 0 , b0 ) near the point P (Figure 5.2(a)). 

By composing a )0-accepted extendible mapping class w to&, we may assume 

that, w takes o:o to ao U 3;{ !Po Uo:p U ,B'fi lop. takes ,Bo to ,Bfi U b0 , takes 

8p to ,B'fi U bo, and leaves the other circles of the collection (B)& fixed except 

the part intersecting the arc s, and changes an arc intersecting s to an arc 

parallel to a0 as shown in Figure 5.3. 

In fact, w can be constructed in the following three steps: 

1) Denote by 1 a circle containing the arc s parallel to ,Bfi U s, so that it 

intersects ,B exactly at the points P and Q, and there is an arc TJ in the 

surface F-(8U(8)&) connecting a0 and I· Split the trivial handle along the 

meridian circle a0 of the handlebody H, and slide one copy of the circle a0 

along the closed curve I· As we pointed out in the observation (3) in Section 

2, the only changes are the following: the part of (8)& intersecting s turns 

around a0 , and the circle /30 = b0 which intersects a0 at one point becomes a 
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Figure 5.2 

circle parallel to 1b0 , (Figure 5.2(b)). 

2) Denote by P' and Q' the points in Bfi n b0 closest to P and Q along ,Bfi 

respectively. Let r', isotopic to aq, be formed by two arcs - one is ,8fi !QQ' 

from Q' to Q and the other goes from Q to Q' without intersecting both 

,8fi IPP' and ,Bfi IQQ'. Slide the foot of the trivial handle bo of the handlebody 

H' along the circle 1'. We obtain that the edge e no longer intersects the 

circle bq by looking at the image of basecurves as we did in the observation 
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(3) in Section 2, and which is pictured in Figure 5.2( c). 

200 

3) Similarly, slide the circle C:Xjj along the circle s;; loP UBfi \PQ Us \QP 

U,B;{ \PO· The only circle that could change is the circle Bp which intersects 

np at one point. By an isotopy deformation, clearly we have the picture 

Figure 5.2( d) claimed. 

By Theorem 2.4, it is clear that w is a 'P-accepted extendible mapping 

class, since the circles ,Bfius, ;3;{Us, ,Bp, and ,60 bound disks in the handlebody 
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H', and the circles ( a0 )y == a0 , ( aq ).p == aq, and (a P )rp == ( aP )i bounds disks 

in H. 

Repeatly applying this method proves Lemma 5.1. 

Figure 5.3 

Intuitively, the process of Lemma 5.1 is the f( .aowing: as shown in Figure 

5.3, split Bp along s into two circles 3fi Us and '-'XU s, let the first one be f3o 

and the second one which meets aft be the new JP. Add a trivial handle to 

allow the arcs which intersect s to pass 0\·er, slide the trivial handle to the 

position it should be without touching the basecurves ai and bi, and finally 

replace a 0 by a band sum of the circles o 0 and o P in order to remove the 

intersection point Oo n (,Bfi us). 

The property obtained by Lemma 5.1 will simply be called f3 -condition. 

t.e. 

for any p = 1, 2' .... r and q == 1. 2' ... ' r. 

Now we will show that, the ;3-condition can be set in the initial situation 

without destroing the star structure of the circles aft. 
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Lemma 5.2. Suppose the circles afJ, j5 = 1, · · ·, r, are represented by the 

trees T(ap) whose reduced trees T'(ap) are stars. Then by adding some 

trivial handles and applying some !_p-accepted extendible mapping classes, we 

may assume the (3-condition, and the property that, the new trees T( C<p) also 

have reduced stars T'( ap) for some partition. 

Proof: It is sufficient to show that the process in Lemma 5.1 for some choice 

of the point ( P, Q) preserves the reduced star property. 

Denote by 0 = a 1 n /31 , which can be assumed to be in the center vertex 

part of a 1 after some isotopic deformation which keeps the circles bq fixed. 

Indeed, since T'(a!) is a star, each component of a 1 - (U bq) must have 

some point, e.g. 0', from the center vertex. If the point 0 is located in 

this component, then we can assume 0 = 0'. Suppose ( P, Q) is a pair of 

intersection points in (31 n b1 so that there is no other point of the circles bq 

located in the interior of 81 lop. 

By an isotopic deformation keeping the circles bq fixed, and without 

changing the structure of the trees, we may assume that 

Actually, one can simply slide the trivial center vertex of the circle a 1 along 

the arc (31 loP from 0 to some point close to P. 

Denote by s = b1 I PQ the component of b1 - { P, Q} that does not contain 

a 1 n b1 . Applying Lemma 5.1, we have the trees T(aft), j5 = 1, · · ·, r, the same 

as before, except the vertices parallel to a 1 which intersect the arc s become 

some vertices parallel to a0 , and except some negligible vertices parallel to c0 

have been added at the middle of some edge domains (Figure 5.4). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.4 

The circle ao is the band sum between a 1 , a 0 and a 1 , along the arc /31 loP 

between a 1 and a 0 , and the trivial arc connecting the 0-th and 1-st handles 

between ao and a 1 . So the tree T( a 0 ) is obtained from the tree T( a 1 ) by 

adding two more vertices: one, v0 , is parallel to a0 and the other, u1 , parallel 

to a 1 , and two more edges: one, e0 • is parallel to the arc ;31 loP joining the 

vertex vo and the center vertex v, and the other. e1 , trivially connects the 

vertices v0 and u1 . Denote by s' the part of the \·ertex v0 representing the 

endpoint of e1 . Since (31 loP n(U aq) = 0, we have that, s' n eo = 0. By 

Lemma 3.5, the star structure in the reduced tree T' ( a 0 ) is obtained. 

Repeat this process to prove the lemma. <) 

Put Sections 4 and 5 together, we obtain the initial situation. 

Theorem 5.3. By adding some trivial handles and applying some c.p-
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accepted extendible mapping classes, we may assume the star structure for 

the circles O:p and ,3-condition for the circles ,Bf>. <) 

§6. The a-condition 

In this section, we will show more properties given by the star structure 

of the circles O:p. 

Lem1na 6.1. For p = 1, · · ·, r, if in the star of the circle o:ft a nontrivial 

'ilertex v1 is a copy of aq, for some q = 1, 2, · · ·, r, then the corresponding edge 

e1 formed by a pair of arcs from the circle O:ft does not intersect the circle aq. 

Proof: Indeed, by Definition 3. 7, the circle v1 , parallel to aq, consists of two 

arcs. One is O:fi n v1 , a component of the vertex part of o:p, and the other arc. 

denoted by s1 = v1 - o:ft, represents the only edge endpoint at the vertex v 1 . 

As shown in Figure 6.1, the first one o:ft n v1 does not intersect the edge e, 

because O:p itself is simple. The second one, s 1 , does not intersect the edge e 

either, since the arc s 1 together with the arcs from e and another arc forms 

a simple circle by the second condition of Definition 3.7. <) 

The idea of Lemma 6.1 can be generalized. For any p, q = 1, · · · , r. the 

circle aq is said to be wider than the circle ap, denoted by aq J= ap, if there is 

some vertex v which is a copy of ap, and whose corresponding edge e meets 

the circle aq. Thus. Lemma 6.1 is equivalent to saying that any circle aq is 

not wider than itself. 

Le1nma 6.2. If the circles o:ft, p = L · · ·, r, are represented by the stars 
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Figure 6.1 

T( ap) whose center vertices are tri"llial circles, whose other vertices either are 

parallel to the circles aq. or are disjoint from the circles aq and bq and have 

images under -.p bounding disks in H. and whose edges do not intersect the 

circles bq, q = 1. 2, · · · r, then the wideness relation on the circles a 1 , · · ·, ar 

extends to a well defined partial order relation. 

Proof: \Ve extend the wideness relation by transitivity. If it fails to be a 

partial order relation. there must be a sequence of vertices v1 , v2 , · · ·, Vn, 

which are part of the circles G:p 1 , aih, · · ·. n:Pn' are parallel to the circles aq 1 • 

aq 2 , • • ·, aq", for some pairwise disjoint 1 :S q1 , q2 , · • · , qn :S r, and whose 

corresponding edges are denoted by e1 , e2 , · · ·. en, respectively, such that, as 

shown in Figure 6.2, 

~\iloreover. \Ve may assume n is minimal among the possible choices. 

Instead of the circles aq 1 , aq 2 , • • •• aq", \Ve may consider directly their 

parallel copies v1 , v2, · · ·, Un. Thus. 

V1 n en ::j:. 0, V2 n e1 ::j:. 0, · · · Vn n en-1 =!=- 0. 
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Figure 6.2 

For each k = 1. 2, · · ·. n, Vk is formed by two arcs, one is a component of the 

vertex part of G:jh, and the other denoted by Sk defines some edge endpoint 

(X k, Yk). Denote by Pk and Q k the pair of points corresponding to the 

intersection point from Vk n ek- 1 closest to Vk- 1 along ek-l, which are forced 

to be located in the interior of the arc sk according to the construction. By 

convention, the index is cyclic, i.e. k - 1 will be replaced by n when k = L 

and k + 1 will be replaced by 1 when k = n. 

Fork= 1, 2, · · ·, n, denote by 

a simple closed circle which bounds a disk Ek in the surface F. By the 

minimality of n, the disks Ek have disjoint interior, and their union is an 

annulus, as pictured in Figure 6.3. 

Denote by 

ji=l ji=1 

If for some k, f-lk > vk+l, as shown in Figure 6.4, we may take E~ a disk in the 

interior of Ek. such that, in the annulus Ek-E/c, the· set (U;=l a:p)n(Ek-EU 
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Figure 6.3 

consists of f-lk parallel arcs bet\veen Sk \xk yk and the boundary 8Ek and Vk+l 

parallel arcs between .Sk+l IPk+lQk+l' vVe may isotopically slide the disk Ek 

out of the interior of Ek from the part of the arc Sk lxk yk so that in Ek there 

are only Vk+l parallel arcs. i.e. the number f-lk is reduced. This contradicts 

the minimality condition in the tree definition. Therefore, we must have 

f-lk :S Vk+l for all k. On the other hand, we clearly have Vk :S f-lk - 2 for all 

k. Together they imply that 

f-ll :S f-ll - 2n, 

which is absurd. Hence, the wideness relation is a well defined partial order 

relation. 

We can extend the wideness partial order relation to a total order rela

tion, such that, if ap is wider than aq. i.e. ap I= aq, there is no vertex v from 

the stars of the circles o:p, so that v is a copy of aP whose corresponding edge 

e intersects the circle aq. In our later discussions, we no longer require the 

minimality condition of the trees, but will have a fixed wideness total order 

relation. 

::VIore arrangement about the star structure can be done. 

\ 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.4 

Lemma 6.3. Suppose er satisfies the a and {3 conditions. By some :.p-

accepted mapping class v,:hich preserves the ;3 and a conditions, which leaves 

the surface F* homeomorphicall.Y the same and does not change the wideness 

order relation. "IVe may assume that 

for any p = 1. 2. · · · . r. and for any edge e of some circle aft whose nontrivial 

end vertex v is not a copy of some aq, q = 1, 2, · · ·, r. 

Proof: Let e be an edge of some circle aft whose nontrivial end vertex v 

is not a copy of some aq. Suppose e intersects the circle a 1 at the pair of 

points ( P, Q). \Vithout loss generality, a 1 is the narrowest among all possible 

choices, and the pair ( P. Q) is chosen to be the one from the set en a 1 closest 

to the vertex v along e (Figure 6.5(a)). 

Denote by 0 the point a 1 n b1 , denote by a 1 I o p the arc component 

of a 1 - { 0, P, Q} having endpoints 0 and P, and denote by ap IPQ the 

component of O:p- {P. Q} \vhich contains the vertex v. Let w be the mapping 

class obtained by sliding the circle b1 along the circle a 1 loP Uap IPQ Ua1 I PO· 
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Figure 6.5 

a::p 

(b) 
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Clearly w is <p-accepted. since the circle ( a 1 I o p Ua p I PQ Ua1 I PO )<p = ( v )<p 

bounds a disk in H . .S; does not permute any boundary component of F* 

from one component to the other. since the cir,·~e a1 loP Uap IPQ Ua1 IPo 

does not meet any bq, q = 1, 2. · · ·. r. 

w also preserves the star structure of the circles O!p, In fact, w only adds 

one more edge and one more \·ertex parallel to O!p IPQ at each vertex parallel 

to a 1 (Figure 6.5(b) ), and changes the image of some edges which intersect a 1 

in the sudace. Precisely, let v1 be a vertex parallel to a 1 whose corresponding 

edge is denoted by e1 before applying the map w. After applying ,:;_,., the 

original stars becomes trees, the branch e1 Uv1 becomes e1 Uv1 Ue2 Ut·2, where 

v2 is parallel tot' and e2 v2e2 is parallel to afi IPQ· Adding a trivial \·ertex t'o 

near the end of e1 at t• 1 , also can be considered as a tree of diameter three. 

the only vertex having valence greater than one other than the old center 

vertex is v0 • whose valence is three. and which connects the old center vertex 

along the old edge e1 , (Figure 6.6 ). By Lemma 6. L e1 n v1 = 0. Because the 
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valence of v0 is three, e1 n vo = 0. Applying Lemma 3.5, we have again the 

star structure with the exactly the same number of vertices which are copies 

of the circles aq. whose corresponding edges. remain the same except those 

intersecting a 1 loP have added an arc parallel to O!p IPQ· Since all circles aq. 

which have a vertex copy whose corresponding edge intersects a1 lop, must 

be narrower than a 1 , and all circles aq which meet the arc O.p IPQ must be 

wider than a 1 , the wideness order relation can be chosen the same as before. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.6 

Lemma 6.4. Let e1 and e2 be two adjacent edges with respect to the trivial 

center vertex in the star of O!p, for some f> = 1, 2, ···,F. Suppose that the 

nontrivial end vertex v1 of e1 is a copy of the circle a1 , and the nontrivial 

end vertex v1 of e2 is a circle parallel to none of the circles aq, q = 1, 2, · · ·. r. 

Then, by some isotopic deformation, w·e may sw·itch the order of the edges e1 

and e2 around the trivial center vertex. 

Proof: Denote by s1 the arc from the trivial center vertex which defines the 

end point of e1 . By Lemma 6.3, we have that e2 n a 1 = 0. Since v1 is a copy 

of a 1 , we may assume that e2 n s 1 = 0. Thus, as ·shown in Figure 6. 7. the 
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part of G:p written as e1 v1 e1 . e2 v2e2 can be isotopically deformed into an arc 

parallel to 

\Vhich also changes the image of the edges which intersect s 1 . By Lemma 

6.3. the part of a:P vvritten as e2 v2e2 does not intersect any of the circles a1 

and bq. Therefore. we have e\·erything the same as before. except the order of 

the edges connecting 1.' 1 and v2 around the trivial vertex has been switched . 

... 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.7 

Proposition 6.5. According to the above lemmas. the circles G:p can be as

sumed to have the following properties. which will be named the a:-condition. 

i) (Star structure) For any p = 1. · · · , r. the circle a:p is represented a 

star. The center vertex of the star is a trivial circle, the other vertices 

are circles either parallel to aq, q = 1. :2. · · · r. or are disjoint from the 

basecircles aq and bq, and have images under._,:; \vhich bound disks in the 

handlebody H. The edges do not intersect the circles bq, q = 1, 2, · · · r. 
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ii) (Basepoint location) For any p = 1, 2, ... , r, the point Oft = aft n (3ft is 

located in the trivial center vertex part of the star of ap. There is at 

most one nontrivial vertex which is not a copy of some aq, and whose 

corresponding edge is adjacent to the point Op around the trivial vertex, 

we will call this vertex the bad vertex of aft. 

iii) (Order relation) There is a total order relation, called the wideness rela

tion, among the circles a 1 , a 2 ,· ··,a,. Such that, if ap is wider than aq, 

denoted ap I= aq, there is no vertex v from the stars of the circles aft, so 

that v is a copy of ap whose corresponding edge e intersects the circle 

aq. For any vertex v \vhich is not a copy of some aq, its corresponding 

edge e does not intersect any of the circles aq. 

Proof: Actually, without changing the circles aft, we may slide the point Op 

into the trivial vertex part by isotopically moving (3p along the edge where 

the point Op was. The ,8-condition remains the same since no edge hits the 

circles bq. By Lemma 6.4, \Ve may slide all vertices which are not the copies 

of the circles aq adjacent to Op, then consider them altogether as one vertex. 

§7. Reducing the Heegaard diagram 

In this section, we are going to reduce the genus g by using the so-accepted 

extendible mapping classes that preserve the ,8 and a-conditions. 

Definition 7.1. Denote by F0 = F- cup Pp) the surface obtained from F by 
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cutting along the circles {3_p, and denote by F* = F- ((Uq bq) U (Up /3_p)) the 

surface obtained from F by cutting along both the circles (3p and bq. Let R 

be a fixed surface (possibly empty) which is a union of some components of 

F*. For any q = 1, 2, · · · , r, the circle bq is said to be separable, if it splits the 

surface F 0 into two components. and one which does not meet R is planar. 

Otherwise bq is said to be nonseparable. 

The main theorem of the chapter is the following: 

Theore1n 7.2. Suppose the expression 

I 

1/) rT..pT 

satisfies the a and i3 conditions. If for some fixed nonempty subsurface R 

of the surface F* = F- ((Uq bq) U CU_p {3_p)), the surface F* - R contains m 

planar components, and the boundary of each oft hem contains no more than 

bvo copies of the nonseparable circles from the bq 's. then there is a <.p-accepted 

extendible mapping class w, such that, the mapping class er = &w leaves the 

first m handles fixed, i.e. 

for s = 1, 2, · · ·, m. Consequently, the mapping classes <.p and 1jJ are equivalent 

in the mapping class group of the surface of genus g- m. 

First we study some c...p-accepted mapping classes which will be used re-

peatly later. 

Lemn1a 7.3. Let a* be an arc from the set (Up ap) n F* having one 

endpoint in b1 and the other in b2 . If the circle a 1 is not wider than a2 (thus 

a* n a 1 = 0 by Lemma 6.3), then, the mapping class obtained by sliding b2 
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along the circle a* ala*' denoted by w' is :.p-accepted. l'vforeover, if a satisfies 

the a and (3 conditions, so does the new map aw. Moreover, the wideness 

order relation can be chosen the same as before. 

Proof: By Theorem 2.2, it is easy to see that, w is a c.p-accepted extendible 

mapping class. By the third observation in Section 2, we have the (3-condition. 

(3p n (Uq bq) = 0, for all 1 s; p s; F. 

The a-condition is also not hard to see. As shown in Figure 7.1, the map 

w leaves everything unchanged but adds one more edge and one more vertex 

parallel to b1 a* a2 a* b1 at each vertex parallel to a 1 , and change the images 

of some edges which intersect a 2 or whose nontrivial end vertex is parallel to 

a 2 by adding one more part parallel to a* b1 a*. Similar as in Lemma 6.3, the 

stars become the trees in the situation exactly described in the assumption of 

Lemma 3.6, since a 1 is wider than a 2 . Apply Lemma 3.6, we have again the 

star structure which preserves the same wideness order relation as before. <> 

Le1nma 7.4. Let a* be an arc from the set (Ufi ap) n F* in a planar 

component ofF*, having both endpoints X and Y on the same side of the 

circle b1 . Thus a* n a 1 = 0 by Lemma 6.3, and together with the arc 

s = (b1 - a1) Jyx, the circle a*s bounds a disk In H'. Let w be the rp

accepted mapping class obtained by sliding a* s along the circle a 1 . If a 
satisfies the ,B and a conditions, so does the new map aw. A.nd the >'v-ideness 

order relation can be chosen the same as before. 

Proof: As in Lemma 7.3, by Theorem 2.2 and the third observation in Section 

2, we have that w is a c.p-accepted extendible mapping class, and satisfies the 

(3-condition (Figure 7.2). 

Since the map w only cancells some vertices parallel to a 1 , and changes 
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(b) 

the images of some edges which intersect a 1 or whose nontrivial end vertex 

I 
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not planar planar 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7.3 

is parallel to a 1 by adding some arcs parallel to ex*, the star structure is still 

there. Since all circles aq, which have a vertex copy whose corresponding 

edge intersects a 1 , must be narrower than a 1 , and all circles aq which meet 

the arc ex* must be wider than a 1 , the \videness order relation can be chosen 

the same as before. 

Lemma 7.5. For any separable circle bq, we rmlJ-" assume that, 

where ~ is the number of the copzes of the circle 3p located in the planar 

component of Fo - bq, for any p = L 2. · · · .1-;. The three possible cases are 

shown in Figure 7.3. 

Proof: If #( exft n bq) > ~' there must be an arc ex* from exp - Op that 

intersects the circle b1 exactly at its two endpoints X and Y and lies in the 

planar component of (:F- (Uq 3q))- b1 . Therefore. all circles bq intersecting 

ex* are separable. Among the components a* - (Uq bq) we always have one 

with both endpoints in the same copy of some circle bq. Applying Lemma 

7.4. the intersection number of ex* n (Uq bq) can be reduced. So that at least 

the points X and Y are removed. 
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Lemma 7.6. In the surface F*' let sl' S2, .. ·, Sm be m planar components. 

with the property that the boundary of each of them contains no more than 

two copies of the nonseparable circles from the bq 's. Let S = U~ Sk, and 

R = F* - S. If we slide one copy of some circle bP along some circle aq from 

one component ofS into either another component ofS orR, the new surface 

S also satisfies the property that the boundary of each of them contains no 

more than tw·o copies of the nonseparable circles from the bq 's. 

Proof: \Ve obtain a graph 9 as the follows. Let each component of S be 

a vertex. let R be also a vertex, and let the circles bq be edges whose end 

vertices are the components containning some copy of bq. Consider the set 

9 - R. The edges having one end vertex at R become incomplete (Figure 

7.4). The condition on S is equivalent to saying that, each component of 

9- R is a tree with no more than two incompletP edges. 

Figure 7.4 

If we define the characteristic number X of a subgraph S of 9 - R by 

x(S) = the vertex no. - the complete edge no. - the component no., 

the condition on S to be a collection of trees is equivalent to the characteristic 
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number to be zero. i.e. \'( S) = 0. 

Suppose the end vertices of bq are V 1 and V 2 , and the end vertices of 

bp are V 2 and V 3. Denote by S the component of 9 - R contains the edges 

bq and bp. By assumption. we have V 2 E S. Thus, sliding one copy of some 

circle bp along some circle aq. is equivalent to replacing the end vertex V2 of 

the edge eq by the vertex V 3 (Figure 7.5). 

If V 3 E S, The sliding changes only the component S. but also leaves 

the incomplete edges S and the characteristic number x( S). as the same as 

before. 

If V 3 = R. The sliding separates the component S in two components 

by eliminating the old bq between V 1 and V 2 and adding an incomplete edge 

as the new bq between V 1 and V 3 = R, one contains the vertex V 1 and the 

other contains the vertex V 2 , and both have som\~ incomplete edges. Thus, 

after the sliding the characteristic number of S remain unchanged, i.e. each 

component of the new S is still a tree. Since the old S contains at most two 

incomplete edges, the newS contains at most three. Because each component 

contains at least one incomplete edge, no component of the new S can have 

more than two incomplete edges. <) 

.... 

Figure 7.5 
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By Lemma 7.6. when we apply the other lemmas, we do not need to 

worry the condition of separable circle number on the surface S. The key 

lemma of Theorem 7.2 is the following: 

Lemma 7. 7. Suppose the expression 

satisfies the a and 3 conditions. and the surface F* has m planar components 

S 1 , Sz, · · ·, Sm, with the property that, the boundary of each of them contains 

no more than two copies of the nonseparable circles from the bq 's. Denote by 

s = u~ sk, and byR = F*-S. Suppose R =f. 0. Then there is a<.p-accepted 

extendible mapping class w. such that, for (r = &w, f = <.pW<.pT, a~ = (ai)&, 

and ,Bi = (bi )&, i = 1, 2, · · ·, g, the new expression 

I - -!j.J = a<.pr 

also satisfies the !3 and a conditions, the new surface F*' 

(U ,Bfi)) also has m planar components s~' s~, .. ·, s~. Moreover reordering 

the components S~, S~, · · ·, S~, reordering the handles (a 1 , bi), (a2 , b2 ), · · ·, 

( ar, br ), and reordering the pairs (a~, ,BD, (a~, ;3~), · · ·, ( n~, ,8~), we have that, 

for each k = 1, 2, · · · , m, 

(a) theintersectionnumber#(bknaU = 1; 

(b) the surface R' U S~ U · · · U Sk totally contains the circle ak and both 

copies of bk, and the component Sk contains at least one copy of bk. 

Proof: By the assumption. R =f. 0. 

Case 0. If there is an arc a* from some Gjj- Op, with one end point at R 

and one end point at a copy of b1 , so that the circle aq is not wider than a 1 

if bq n a* =f. 0, then we may assume this copy of b1 · is located in R. 
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Moreover, we may assume either b1 is nonseparable, or all circles bq that 

have a copy in S are separable, since the component of (:F - (Uft (3p)) - b1 

which contains R cannot be planar unless the other component is planar first 

by choice. 

We may assume that. the arc 0!* meets b1 only at its endpoint. Other

wise, we may replace 0!* by a subarc. By Lemma 7.3, we may slide the copy 

of b1 into the part R. 

Suppose (31 has one copy in R and one copy in S, suppose the handle 

( a1 , b1 ) is widest among all the handles ( aq, bq) with the property that bq n 

0!1 # 0. 

Case 1. If the intersection number #(b1 n 0! 1 ) = 1, we may assume that 

i) the circle b1 has one copy b~ in R and one copy b~ in S, 

ii) denote by S 1 the component containing b~, the arc component 0!* having 

one endpoint at b~ has the other endpoint at a copy of (31 , 

iii) the arc 0!* is the only component of 0!1 located in the part S. 

Indeed, since (31 has one copy in R, 0! 1 n R # 0. Thus, at least one of 

the two arcs 0! 1 - ((31 U b1 ) contains some point of R. From Case 1, we have 

(i). And by the same reason, we have also condition (iii). 

The condition (ii) is given by Lemma 7.3. If the other endpoint of the 

arc 0!* is not a copy of (31 , but a copy of some bq. Since a 1 is wider than aq, 

we may reduce the situation by sliding b~ across aq along the arc 0!*. 

Consider S1 , ( a1 , bi) and ( 0! 1 , !31), they satisfy the first step of the con

clusion of the lemma. Now let R' = R u sl and S' = s- Sl. F*' has m- 1 

planar components. Apply the case m- 1 of Lemma 7.7 to the surface F*'. 
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Then add the above 5 1 as the first step. Together, it gives the case of m 

components. 

Case 2. If the intersection number #(b1 n ai) > 1, there must be an arc 

a* from a1 - 01, which intersects the circle b1 exactly at its both endpoints 

X andY. By Case 0, we may assume that, the arc a* is totally contained in 

the part S. By Lemma 7.5 and Case 1, we may assume that, the circle b1 1s 

nonseparable. The arc a* has two possible situations. 

(a) The end points X and Y of a* are located in the different sides of b1. 

z. e. X and Y are located in the different copies of b1 . But one copy of b1 is 

in R, thus the arc a* cannot be totally contained in the part S, and it is not 

a case. 

(b) The end points X and Y of a* are located in the same side of b1 . i.e. X 

and Y are located in the same copy of b1 . By Lemma 7.5, we may assume 

that b1 is nonseparable. If the arc a* has only one component in the surface 

F*, we may reduce the intersection number f.Ll by applying Lemma 7.4. 

Suppose the arc a* has more than one component, i.e. the vertex v1 

containning X and the vertex v2 containning Y are not adjacent around the 

center trivial vertex of a 1 . \Ve consider the vertices between. Suppose ( az, bz) 

is the widest handle such that b2 intersects the interior of the arc a*. 

If the intersection number f.Lz = #(b2 n a*) = 1, we may assume that 

this is the only bq intersecting the interior of a*. Otherwise, we may reduce 

first the other vertices by sliding the copies ofthe circle bz according to Lemma 

6.6, since b2 is the widest among those intersecting the interior of the arc a*. 

Applying Lemma 7.5, we have the case done. Thus, we get a component 5 1 

containing one copy of b1 and two copies of b2 which all are nonseparable. 
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This contradicts the assumption. 

If the intersection number {-l 2 = #(b2 n a*) > 1, we have that the circle 

b2 must be nonseparable by Lemma 7.5, and \Ve may inductively reduce first 

the number f-l2, by studying a subarc a** of a* which intersects the circle b1 

exactly at its both endpoints in the same way. The component number of 

the suba.rc a** in F* is obviously fewer than a*, i.e. this process is finite. 

Therefore, the lemma. is done. <) 

Proof of Theore1n 7.2: This is a. direct consequence of Lemma. 7. 7. In

deed, we may reduce m handles in the order (am, bm), · · ·, ( a2, b2 ), ( a 1 , b!) 

altogether. 

Now we need to discuss only the circles ak and ,Bk, for k = 1, 2, · · ·, m. 

Let w1 be the mapping class obtained by sliding the circle am along the circle 

parallel to ;3m bm. Clearly it is y-a.ccepted, and takes the circle /31 into b1 . 

All other circles ak and f3k, k = 1, 2, · · ·, m- 1, remain the same, since none 

of them intersects bm by assumption. 

Let w2 be the mapping class obtained by sliding the new circle !3m = bm 

along the circle parallel to amam. \Ve obtain that (am)w2 =am, and all 

structures of the circles ak and Bk, for k = 1, 2, · · ·, m- 1 remain the same. 

Inductively, we may arrange ( G:m_ 1 , f3m- 1 ) and so on. <) 

Theorem 7.2 gives the following corollary, which implies Theorem 1.1 

for the case when the genus of the 3-manifold is not one. (As we mentioned 

before, genus one case was known by Bona.hon and Ota.l.) 

Corollary 7 .8. Let l'vf be a closed orientable 3-manifold, let F be a Hee

ga.ard surface of ~\1 of genus g, and let F be a Heegaard surface of 111 of 
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genus g. Denote by p = max{3(g -1)~ g }. Then after adding p- g + g trivial 

handles to the surface F and adding p trivial handles to the surface F, the 

resulting two genus g + p Heegaard surfaces are equivalent. 

Proof: Consider the surface F*. It contains at least n = ( r + r) - g + 1 = 

r- g + 1 planar components. Actually, given a surface F of m( F) components 

of total genus g(F) and given a simple closed curve c in the interior ofF, \Ve 

always have the equality: 

g(F)- m(F) g(F- c)- m(F- c)+ 1, 

smce c either reduces the genus of F or cuts F into one more p1ece. In 

particular, in our case 

§-1 = g(F*)-m(F*)+(r+r). 

Thus, among those components we have at least 

m(F*) - g(F*) = r: + r - 9 + 1 = r - 9 + 1 

to be planar. 

If there are r 1 separable circles with respect to the empty set from the 

bq 's, there are at least r 1 planar components which contain only the separable 

circles. In the other n - r 1 components, each of them contains at least two 

copies of the other r 2 = r - r 1 circles from the bq 's. As an easy fact, there is 

no planar component which contains only one copy from the non-separable 

circles. 

Indeed, if S0 is a planar component with the boundary circles h0 , h 1 , 

hk, where h 1 , · · ·, hk are all separable with respect to the empty set in 
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Fo, then for each j, j = 1, ... , k, exactly one of the components of Fo - hj 

must be planar, which is denoted by Fj. If some Fj contains the component 

So, one component of F0 - h0 must be the same as a component of Fj - h0 

which is clearly planar. Thus h0 is separable. If all Fj are disjoint from the 

component S 0 , they must be disjoint from each other, and the planar surface 

SoU (U~=l Fj) is a component of F0 - ho. Thus again ho is separable. 

Because 

2r2 - 2(n- rl) = 2(r - n) = 2(g- 1 ), 

there are at most 2(9 - 1) components which can contain more than three 

copies of the nonseparable circles from the bq 's. Therefore, we can construct 

S with at least 

m = n - 2(g - 1) = r - 3(9 - 1) 

components. Thus, by Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 1.4, when R = F*- S =/= 

0, the stable equivalence relation of the two Heegaard decompositions can 

be found in the genus 

g = g- m = g + 3(9- 1 ). 

When g > 1, we haveR containning at least 2(9- 1) components, thus it 

is nonempty. When g = 0 or 1, i.e. for the 3-sphere or the lens spaces, 

our method still derives an upper boundary. If R = 0, we may pick one 

component being R. and let S contains only m 2:: n- 1 = r- g components. 

Thus, the stable equivalence relation of the two Heegaard decompositions can 

be found in the genus 

g = g- r + g = g +g. 

Switching the indices g and g the corollary is clear.· 
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Remark. We do not think the number 3g- 3 is the best upper bound. The 

condition in Lemma 7. 7 that, each component of S has less than or equal to 

two copies of the nonseparable circles of the circles bq, may not be necessary. 

It was only used to avoid a situation in Case 2-(b ). If we can prove Lemma 

7. 7 without this condition, i.e. by assuming the surface S is planar, the 

number 3g - 3 can be improved to the number g - 1, which maybe is too 

good. However let this be a question to end the thesis. 
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